Margaret Moran()
A Father Who Is Always There

Knows our needs before
We even ask can trust Him
To look after us

Margaret Moran
A Necessary Part

Of the whole you are
Our gifts and talents all help
To complete the task

Margaret Moran
A People Bound Together

Through life together
We walk and are purified
On our path to God

Margaret Moran
A Beautiful Gift

From God our hope is
Amen to hope of our dreams
Set free rest in hope

Margaret Moran
A Beautiful Vision

Tis what God has for
Each of us and He never
Losses sight of it

Margaret Moran
A Bird In A Cage

Feeling under stress
What to do think say respond
Lost for right answers

Margaret Moran
A Bit Too Much

All do not share my
View tis okay being knocked down
Always tis unfair

Margaret Moran
A Blessing From Above

For those who help we
Take time to thank them and the
Lord for their blessing

Margaret Moran
A Blessing To Others

The wish of us all
Deeds of kindness for others
In the name of God

Margaret Moran
A Broken Humanity

Afflicted in mind
Body heart soul healing grace
Enrich all we pray

Margaret Moran
A Caring Relationship

Has more to do with
Listening than speaking what to
Say is not daunting

Margaret Moran
A Caring Word

Conveys care concern
Offers purpose and promise
Makes a difference

Margaret Moran
A Change Of Heart

God has plans for us
Our life has changing seasons
Need change of heart too

Margaret Moran
A Chord In Your Heart

A line from scripture
Matter of fact about needs
The words of a song

Margaret Moran
A Compassionate Caring Mind

Conveys a Christlike
Concern for those pained hurting
We too want this mind

Margaret Moran
A Conversation

Gives you direction  
Wisdom when you need it most  
And expect it least

Margaret Moran
A Daily Calling

Commitment to Christ
First and greatest commandment
Love wholeheartedly

Margaret Moran
A Difficult Circumstance

Living through it we
Discover God is faithful
We can trust his heart

Margaret Moran
A Divine Exchange

God gives grace we grow
Time spent first things first grow more
God gives us more grace

Margaret Moran
A False Sense

Of security
To a greater sense of pride
Not nice ego leads

Margaret Moran
A Farmer By Trade

Scatters waters seeds
Thanks God for rain sun and the
Cooling shade of trees

Margaret Moran
A Fearful Spirit

Trust the antidote
Reality God present
Strength to seek find cure

Margaret Moran
A Few Loaves And Fish

Fed thousands made clear
Little is not little when
We give to the Lord

Margaret Moran
A Flurry Of Words

Fanciful words switch off
Specific heartfelt pleas are
What the Lord desires

Margaret Moran
A Force For Unity

Lord help me to be
In the family in church
All over the world

Margaret Moran
A Friend Indeed

Faithfulness is sure
Commitment reliable
In true love of God

Margaret Moran
A Gem

Markets fluctuate
Riches come and riches go
True treasure a gem

Margaret Moran
A Gentle Person

Instead of harshness
Spreads kindness and patience in
Frustrations that come

Margaret Moran
A Gift From God

Samuel was for his
Mother a sign of goodness
And favor of God

Margaret Moran
A Good Leader

One who knows the way
Shows the way goes the way too
A model for us

Margaret Moran
A Good Listener

Is gifted indeed
Gets the facts in true context
Is even to all

Margaret Moran
A Good Name

Far better than all
The glistening jewels of the earth
Good reputation

Margaret Moran
A Gracious God

God is no matter
What the outcome of our prayers
Trusted he can be

Margaret Moran
A Great Blessing

Regardless of who
We are what we have done God
welcomes us with warmth

Margaret Moran
A Guilty Conscience

Avoids eye contact
Stays away from the scene site
Fake smile buys good grace

Margaret Moran
A Habit Of Attention

Know that God is God
All else comes into focus
God can quiet our minds

Margaret Moran
A Heart For Others

Forgives cares reaches
Out wants to heal in our world
An enormous need

Margaret Moran
A Heart From Sin

Only God can cleanse
God forgives purifies too
Our sins he wipes clean

Margaret Moran
A Heart Of Gratitude

Beyond good manners
Externals ranks first in all
Our relationships

Margaret Moran
A Heart Of Integrity And Compassion

More what I need than
What others need compassion
Of heart I pray for

Margaret Moran
A Helping Hand

Tis always welcome
Except when recipient
Feels taken over

Margaret Moran
A Humble Heart

Willingly chooses
The best way the way of God
Thinks not I know best

Margaret Moran
A July Day

July twenty eighth
A heavy hot humid day
Wears us to a thread

Margaret Moran
A Lasting Legacy

A life well lived for
God in serving others leaves
A lasting legacy

Margaret Moran
A Life Of Service For Others

An abundant life
Rewards beyond anything
Our money can buy

Margaret Moran
A Lifetime Work

All body heart soul
Be in tune with each other
Degree all strive for

Margaret Moran
A Living A Life

By what we get we
Make a living by what we
Give we make a life

Margaret Moran
A Look Into The Mirror

Sees us as we are
In outward appearance but
Not our inner selves

Margaret Moran
A Magnificent Sunrise

There was this morning
Too busy to enjoy it
Lost in other things

Margaret Moran
A Mighty Fortress Is Our God

Remains the same with
Us always peace guards our hearts
Secure in his love

Margaret Moran
A Mirror

Need to read to see
Ourselves as we are in the
Light the text conveys

Margaret Moran
A Natural Response

To the grace of God
Gratitude is awareness
Reminds us say thanks

Margaret Moran
A New Beginning

Lest we say we do
Not need forgiveness tis the
Door to a new start

Margaret Moran
A New Heart

From God we all need
As sinners all of us do
Can have it through faith

Margaret Moran
A New Life

A new life Jesus
Offers opening his arms of
Love to bring new life

Margaret Moran
A New Period Of Growth

Frozen lifeless times
Are somehow necessary
Make us crave for God

Margaret Moran
A New Poem

I want to compose
No idea comes today
Put on hold for now

Margaret Moran
A New Start

One choice can start change
Personal revolution
No more jealousy

Margaret Moran
A New Way Of Living

A sinner I am
I need forgiveness only
Jesus gives new life

Margaret Moran
A Number Of Stories

Center on waiting
Waiting tries our faith so we
Wait in hope AMEN

Margaret Moran
A Part Of Life

Loss is the hurts of
Others compassion helps us
Heal we weep with them

Margaret Moran
A People Set Apart

Act with compassion
Grieved by injustice bestow
Mercy value peace

Margaret Moran
A Personal Choice

Changing circumstance
Content God never changes
Full satisfaction

Margaret Moran
A Piece Of Humble Pie

Try not shift the blame
Delight in your repentance
God welcomes you back

Margaret Moran
A Place Of Quiet Rest

Near the heart of God
Where we find the peace the world
Has taken away

Margaret Moran
A Place To Run

God provides we flee
Temptation He sets us free
To live in His strength

Margaret Moran
A Place Where

We do work we love
Work that benefits others
A heavenly hint

Margaret Moran
A Poem A Day

Keeps an open mind
Ideas coming in use
Talent in progress

Margaret Moran
A Precious Gift

Listening creates space
Someone listening gives the gift
Of space to others

Margaret Moran
A Priority

Prayer becomes when we
Remember we need God in
All situations

Margaret Moran
A Privilege Relationship

Heart in tune with God
Makes prayer a daily menu
Love witness service

Margaret Moran
A Promise Of Tomorrow

None of us has our
Lives exist not in other
Than present moment

Margaret Moran
A Prompt Reply

Tis what we all like
Not always easy to do
But good to aim at

Margaret Moran
A Pulpit We All Have

Our good words good works
Can bring to the world more faith
Love and peacefulness

Margaret Moran
A Pure Heart

No one else can give
God forgives gives us new life
Purifies us too

Margaret Moran
A Qualified Leader

Humbly walks with God
One who has learned to serve
Mark of true leader

Margaret Moran
A Real Friend

Not an enemy
But a person from whom there
Is nothing to fear

Margaret Moran
A Reason To Lose Heart

Tis one of those days
When all I do is in vain
I lose heart again

Margaret Moran
A Reminder

Constantly seek God
Present to life close to God
Give thanks keep seeking

Margaret Moran
A Right Estimate

Of one self says well
What humility is way
Of God travels well

Margaret Moran
A Safe Dwelling Place

Truth our refuge no
Storm can threaten us inmost
Calm clings on to God

Margaret Moran
A Saint

Into knowing and
Serving God puts hope and heart
Seeks to please the Lord

Margaret Moran
A Second Chance

No one is perfect
Need gift of new beginning
Try never give up

Margaret Moran
A Seed That Grows

By the power of God
One day be calm in crisis
Asleep in the boat

Margaret Moran
A Sense Of Accomplishment

Accomplishment is
A list with everything done
In no time like Now

Margaret Moran
A Simple Approach

Often most effective
Just who we are close to God
His life flows from us

Margaret Moran
A Simple Life

Tis not inactive
A life of balance it is
More peaceful the mind

Margaret Moran
A Sinner

Saved by grace I am
Have nothing to brag about
In God we rejoice

Margaret Moran
A Source Of Blessing

God wants us to be
The primacy of listening
To God blessing flows

Margaret Moran
A Source Of Strength

Father in heaven
Guides protects gracious response
Fuel new energy

Margaret Moran
A Special Place

For the Apostles as
Chosen loved favored with the
Father and the Son

Margaret Moran
A Story

Each one of us has
Share what you have seen and heard
Chance to share good news

Margaret Moran
A Sword

Wounds the person who
Uses it and those against
Whom it is used too

Margaret Moran
A Taste Of Heaven

Holy hour of prayer
Eucharist adoration
Taste the life of love

Margaret Moran
A Time To Rest

The Sabbath God made
For us to rest and savor
His presence in us

Margaret Moran
A Time Will Come

Into the unknown
Behind everything we leave
Enter lasting home

Margaret Moran
A Train Journey

To work read and pray
Regular journey safeguards
This sacred space time

Margaret Moran
A Trip To Vietnam

What a joy to watch
People enjoy beauty food
All the attractions

Margaret Moran
A Troubled Heart

To repair sometimes
Takes time for some even years
Human we all are

Margaret Moran
A True Shepherd

Spends time with his sheep
Abiding care deep knowledge
He grows for them all

Margaret Moran
A Unique Mission

Only you can fill
Humble talent to connect
With people brings peace

Margaret Moran
A Valuable Lesson In Life

Like Saint Paul faithful
To what God asks we entrust
The rest to His care

Margaret Moran
A Waiting Person

Someone present to
The moment believing that
This is the moment

Margaret Moran
A Way Out

We may not see when
Life does not seem to make sense
Gift of hope is key

Margaret Moran
A Welcome Gift

Feelings of others
Shared and understood as the
Others themselves do

Margaret Moran
A Wonderful Thing

Life in this world is
Grateful to God too for the
Prospect of next life

Margaret Moran
A Word About Courage

It is not having
Strength to go on but going
On when strength weakens

Margaret Moran
A Word From God

An initiative
Begs for an answer showing
Welcome in our hearts

Margaret Moran
A Word To Live By

A text from scripture
A prescription from doctor
Pinpoint healing way

Margaret Moran
Abiding Satisfaction

In God we can find
Nothing less will satisfy
We were made for God

Margaret Moran
Able To Pray

I would love to be
Right into the day I rush
Too much work no prayer

Margaret Moran
About An Answer

I am thinking while
Others are talking alas
I am not listening

Margaret Moran
About Hard Times

Our times of heartache
Can change my attitude to
Learn growth perspectives

Margaret Moran
About Our Own

Burdens can forget
Show concern for others too
Reflect Christ concern

Margaret Moran
About Ourselves

The main thing to know
Need to let Holy Spirit
Be our action source

Margaret Moran
About Prayer

Coercing God no
Trust wisdom care God gives us
Tire not always pray

Margaret Moran
About Sacrifice

From Jesus we learn
Lived it by giving himself
For us one and all

Margaret Moran
About The Scriptures

Word of God revealed
Speak to the heart form the mind
Thus actions bear fruit

Margaret Moran
Above All Births

Birth of Jesus stands
Coming changed the world can change
Our lives to find peace

Margaret Moran
Above Our Daily Trials

Way life truth sameness
Of God waft over our hearts
With peace in our storms

Margaret Moran
Above Your Fears

Faith is way to lift
Gets you above the valley
See new perspectives

Margaret Moran
Absence Presence

Safety not found in
Absence of danger but in
Presence of God yes

Margaret Moran
Abundant Work Made Light

Laborers are few
The harvest is abundant
All hands make light work

Margaret Moran
Accepted With Grace

Suffering brings for
Spiritual growth compassion
Courage and patience

Margaret Moran
Accepting Jesus' Death

Gives life eternal
Know my sin Christ is my need
His death my ransom

Margaret Moran
Access By Faith

Present needs to God
Full immediate access
No need for red tape

Margaret Moran
Accompany

Our words with actions
As we live each day reveals
Faith grace love of God

Margaret Moran
Accord So Does Discord

Come from Latin root
Cor or heart I ask whether
My heart is accord

Margaret Moran
According To Plan

We can never know
Be ready for anything
Who knows why or how

Margaret Moran
According To Saint Augustine

In loving ourselves
We get lost but in loving
Others we are found

Margaret Moran
Ache We Do

Over those we love
Fear the danger they are in
We can only pray

Margaret Moran
Acknowledge I Do

A sinner I am
Forgiveness healing I need
Want new way of life

Margaret Moran
Across The Fields

Ran lest we be late
School days in the morning more
Scary than happy

Margaret Moran
Act So Or Not

We are all neighbors
Same family father God
Even outsiders

Margaret Moran
Acting In Spite Of Fear

Faith means acting not
Without but in spite of fear
For God is with us

Margaret Moran
Action Of Grace It Is

Not eloquent words
Only grace of God moves hearts
What a huge relief

Margaret Moran
Active Love For

God and our neighbor
Love the fullness of the law
Ever in our mind

Margaret Moran
Actually Grow Stronger

Gloss not over our
Problems face reality
Gain heart of wisdom

Margaret Moran
Advent Is Here

Live fuller kindness
Attuned to suffering of
Others around us

Margaret Moran
Afraid Be Not

Seek and put God first
Bring all plans expectations
Follow his road map

Margaret Moran
After Lent

Life goes on still we
Are changed by sacrifices
We made during Lent

Margaret Moran
Again And Again

God shows his mercy
Turning weakness into strength
Sinners into saints

Margaret Moran
Agatha

A shining light to
Those around her the reason
She has many friends

Margaret Moran
Aggressive

Call it what you like
Assertive determined force
Ignores human rights

Margaret Moran
Aging

Tis a part of life
The process of getting old
Ahead of us all

Margaret Moran
Alert Let Us Be

Our spiritual eyes
Ears hands and heart wide open
To help those in need

Margaret Moran
Alike

Rain waters crops seeds
To open hearts thirsty souls
Scripture brings new life

Margaret Moran
All Are Filled

With love faithfulness
Our paths may have obstacles
God leads to best way

Margaret Moran
All Around Us

Where our vision is
Seek God everywhere forget
Not goodness kindness

Margaret Moran
All Because Of Love

Out of evil good
God changes death into life
Easter brings hope joy

Margaret Moran
All For Our Sake

Nothing speaks of the
Love of God as clearly as
The crucifix does

Margaret Moran
All He Asks

That we lean on him
To let him fill us with grace
When our faith feels weak

Margaret Moran
All Life Is

Created by God
We cherish his creation
Value what He made

Margaret Moran
All Mixed Up Memories

Come not in order
Nor in exclusive tag groups
Happy sad mixed up

Margaret Moran
All Nature Declares

The beauty of the
One who made it thanksgiving
Our daily response

Margaret Moran
All Of Us Need It

We need more than a
New start we need a new heart
What all sinners need

Margaret Moran
All Our Mission

Sent with glad tidings
In every time and place to
Sow the seed of faith

Margaret Moran
All Our Sins

Great or small our sins
Forgive them all Jesus can
Amazing love grace

Margaret Moran
All Scripture

A breath of fresh air
Listen for gentle whispers
Get us through the day

Margaret Moran
All That Takes Place

Within around us
Through us involves and conceals
Divine assistance

Margaret Moran
All The Answers

We do not have means
Knowing how to listen and
Learn from each other

Margaret Moran
All The Blessings

Faithfulness of God
Count name one by one

Of eternal life
Reconciliation and
Salvation are vast

Margaret Moran
All Time Relevance

Nothing puts us off
All things pass away with us
God never changes

Margaret Moran
All To Be Saved

Is His grand design
Urges us not to give up
But to keep praying

Margaret Moran
All Too Ready

For clap on back when
Things go well blame others
When reverse is true

Margaret Moran
All Well

All well that ends well
In the morning hard to start
By evening well done

Margaret Moran
All Year Long

Christ remains with us
Holy Spirit is the true
Eternal comes stays

Margaret Moran
Along The Way

Both good and bad turns
Follow both leads GPS
Direction of God

Margaret Moran
Along With

Father Phil Crosbie
And Bishop Thomas Quinlan
Put in custody

Margaret Moran
Always A Need For

Return to our roots
A good look at current fads
Prepare to rebuild

Margaret Moran
Always Behind In My Work

Know not why try hard
To catch up and keep atop
Alas same story

Margaret Moran
Always Complaining

At first feel good for
I get something off my chest
Too much I regret

Margaret Moran
Always For Unity

The desire of God
Restores what is broken puts
It back together

Margaret Moran
Always Near

Mercy steadfast love
Refer to faithfulness of
God always with us

Margaret Moran
Always Need Stamina

Each day we face with
Guarded hearts guided words we
Build up stamina

Margaret Moran
Always On Edge

Odd way of thinking
Mutters displeasure at the
Efforts of others

Margaret Moran
Always Perfect

It is worth the wait
Faith is rewarded Christmas
Gift timing of God

Margaret Moran
Always Ready To

Touch us soothe our fears
Heal guilty conscience welcome
Into his embrace

Margaret Moran
Always There For Us

There for us always
In the good times and the bad
Our hope is in God

Margaret Moran
Always With God

Each one can bear fruit
For in our world we are of
God hands feet and eyes

Margaret Moran
Always Worthy

Of our praise God is
Feel like it or not praising
Recalls his goodness

Margaret Moran
Amazing Truth

Unfailing never
Ending is the love of God
Mercies never cease

Margaret Moran
Amen Needs To Be

Conscious fervent clear
Way of saying yes to God
Meaningful and true

Margaret Moran
An Honest Conversation

Simply an honest
Conversation with God says
what prayer always is

Margaret Moran
An Incredible Gift

Call God our father
Come into his presence
Thanks to Son Jesus

Margaret Moran
An Intimate Conversation

With God or close friend
We do not know what to say
In awe filled moments

Margaret Moran
An Investment In

Heavenly treasure
When given cheerfully to
Those who are in need

Margaret Moran
An Occasional Incident

Our thanks should not be
Always an attitude that
Takes time to say thanks

Margaret Moran
An Open Heart

Scripture encounters
Brings refreshment nourishment
Meets us in our need

Margaret Moran
An Opportunity It Is

Interruption comes
Let frustration not miss good
Opportunity

Margaret Moran
An Unpleasant Truth

Sure the internet
Is a great asset made waste
By interference

Margaret Moran
Ancient Times

You your land fertile
Lucky you then happy you
Just roll of the dice

Margaret Moran
Andrew

Approachable saint
Easy to talk to yearned
To be close to God

Margaret Moran
Angels Of God

Guard and protect us
Surround us with their care and
Guide us on our way

Margaret Moran
Anger Issue

Can make us speak our
Mind when we should be minding
Our words from our tongue

Margaret Moran
Anne

From Australia came
Anne whose volunteer service
Put us on our feet

Margaret Moran
Anniversary

Thirtieth on June Four
There go I but for the grace
Of God faith hope love

Margaret Moran
Annual Lenten Observance

Deepens meaning makes
Mystery of Christ alive in
Conduct of our lives

Margaret Moran
Another Kind Of Life

Tis serving others
Is not service for others
The design of God

Margaret Moran
Answers Slow To Come

Waiting is trying
End result is worth the wait
Need to persevere

Margaret Moran
Answers To Questions

Advice to others
First we hear and understand
They want to know we care

Margaret Moran
Anticipate The Opportunities

For acts of service
Accept them eagerly serve
Selflessly humbly

Margaret Moran
Any Way We Can

Not just lofty deeds
Every act of love counts for
Eternal reward

Margaret Moran
Anyone Can Become Kind

Good news how through prayer
Softens our hearts to offer
Healing to others

Margaret Moran
Anything Everything

Anything endure
For everything depend on
Provision of God

Margaret Moran
Apart From You

My work is nothing
Lead me full of grace through me
Nourish others too

Margaret Moran
Apparent Chaos

Regardless of how
We may feel we matter to
Our merciful God

Margaret Moran
Application

Award for student
Of the year gives incentive
To apply oneself

Margaret Moran
Approach Work

With an awareness
Of the dignity God gave
Work in creation

Margaret Moran
Arms Of Welcome

Are always open
Into his presence Jesus
Welcomes us calls us

Margaret Moran
Aromas

Rise from blessings we
Bring to others what a nice
Fragrance kind deeds have

Margaret Moran
Around Within

Around darkness dims
Within the light of God that
Helps us stay focused

Margaret Moran
Articulate What We Feel

While stumble we may
Of our hearts true expression
God hears words reads hearts

Margaret Moran
Artists And Creators

Of our lives we are
Put ourselves into heart of
Great Artist flash back

Margaret Moran
As Always

The same old story
Express your feelings but when
You do are you heard

Margaret Moran
As Christians

We love as Christ does
Within and outside our group
Come closer to God

Margaret Moran
As Close To Us

As a prayer God is
Near loves us deeply close by
Always we give thanks

Margaret Moran
As Elijah Did

Make it our aim to
Serve God through our faithful prayer
Praying intently

Margaret Moran
As Humble As He Was

We ought to be too
Who or what we are all gifts
Coming from the Lord

Margaret Moran
As I Love You

Love one another
Awesome friends we are chosen
For this life of love

Margaret Moran
As Much About

Strong wont as strong will
Set aside things holding us back
Keep running the race

Margaret Moran
As Our Father

Know God longs for us
Embrace his love trust in his
Faithful promises

Margaret Moran
As The Magi Did

Facing things with an
Open heart ready to find
God melt fear and doubt

Margaret Moran
As Well

Made in image and
Likeness of God spiritual
Part is in us too

Margaret Moran
Ash Wednesday

The first day of lent
This year last year every year
Faith alive anew

Margaret Moran
Ask And Try

Will of God for me
I discern try the journey
God gives for my good

Margaret Moran
Ask God

For directions for
He knows the way for the ways
Of the Lord are right

Margaret Moran
Asking About The Rules

Rules and limits fall
Into place pose no problem
To depths of mercy

Margaret Moran
At Bethlehem

Became incarnate
Father sent his son Jesus
To be God with us

Margaret Moran
At Every Low Point

Feel poor and needy
Need the Lord to think of me
Never lets me down

Margaret Moran
At First

Seems good idea
Haste makes waste hear more facts
Overall picture

Margaret Moran
At Its Root

A conversation
Prayer is simply expecting
God hears and answers

Margaret Moran
At Our Point Of Need

Blessing in our pain
Advantage in our weakness
God helps us in need

Margaret Moran
At Peace

Entrance was first step
Then at peace about mission
Dedicated life

Margaret Moran
At Sea

My book where is it
Not in its usual shelf so
Where else can it be

Margaret Moran
At Times

Can feel so empty
In desperate moments cling
God anchors my heart

Margaret Moran
At Work In Our Hearts

God of compassion
We in turn can reach out to
Touch lives of others

Margaret Moran
Atmosphere

Voices music chat
Luckily not distracting
Peace and joy prevail

Margaret Moran
Attention

Taking action aim
Care consideration by
Watching listening

Margaret Moran
God always pays heed
Even to smallest concern
And faintest whisper

Margaret Moran
Attitude From The Word Go

A humble birthplace
The manger bed a perfect
Holy way it led

Margaret Moran
Attitude To Have

There to listen and
Learn when working with others
Respecting each one

Margaret Moran
Attract Us More

The kind thought word deed
Speak for themselves to us all
And inspire us more

Margaret Moran
Authentic Love

Is a gift from God
Who pours love into our hearts
Flows out to others

Margaret Moran
Authority

Not above someone  
Tis serving laying down our  
Lives as done for us  

Margaret Moran
Available To All Of Us

Grace of conversion
From sin turn to God combines
Grace and human grasp

Margaret Moran
Avoid Going Wrong

God guides leads today
Leads us along the right road
Best guide we could have

Margaret Moran
Awaiting Me

I stepped on the bus
There was my friend smiling to
Get my attention

Margaret Moran
Awake To Life

A sense of wonder
The spirit of gratitude
Reach out to others

Margaret Moran
Aware Of Every Detail

Of our lives God is
His Spirit guides comforts leans
Out to others too

Margaret Moran
Awareness Of The Better Life

Union of mind and
Heart worldwide greetings to build
Our eternal home

Margaret Moran
Away From

The old toward the new
We strive to take one more step
Potential we have

Margaret Moran
Awe Feeling For Incarnation

Out of Egypt one
Leaving heaven for us the
Grand amazing part

Margaret Moran
Back On Track

Err we do until
Stark reality leaves us
No way of escape

Margaret Moran
Back To Basics

Short sweet to the point
I love you the foundation
Of true self respect

Margaret Moran
Back To School

Year one almost done
Next time back move to year two
A step up each time

Margaret Moran
Baffling

What gets into the
Heads of spam mail composers
Makes no sense at all

Margaret Moran
Baggage

Desire to control
Leave it behind just need to
Be clothed in trust

Margaret Moran
Baptism

Only the start of
Our story we try to grow
To fullness of life

Margaret Moran
Baptism Symbolizes

Opening of our hearts
Toward mystery already there
Welcomes love of God

Margaret Moran
Baptismal Scene

The heavens open
Spirit descends like a dove
Voice of God echoes

Margaret Moran
Bare Hands

Gripped door with fingers
Braced foot against door and pulled
Saved driver being burned

Margaret Moran
Unrealized dreams
Fears wounds keep us from living
Realistically

Margaret Moran
Be Great

Everybody can
Since everybody can serve
No service is small

Margaret Moran
Be Not Afraid

Safe on my journey
Only me alone with God
I am not afraid

Margaret Moran
Be Not Pulled Into Error

Heart loyal to the Lord
Keep a firm grip on the truth
Ask God for wisdom

Margaret Moran
Be Willing To Stay Awhile

Get caught up in real
Life dramas of those like us
Who live by live faith

Margaret Moran
Bear In Mind

God wants to heal and
Restore touch our sorest points
And relieve the pain

Margaret Moran
Bearer Of Good News

Love of God our Father
Zeal love of people spirit
Of service unite

Margaret Moran
Bearers Of Peace

Start by building peace
In their own lives humbly they
Turn their hearts to God

Margaret Moran
Bearers Of The Love Of God

Privilege of All
Inspires deeper life of love
Prayer and sacrifice

Margaret Moran
Beauty Praises

What better than the
Beauty of creation can
Inspire praise to God

Margaret Moran
Because Of Calvary

God forgives our sins
Rids us of guilt feelings that
Clutter up our life

Margaret Moran
Because Of Grace

Father at return
Of wayward son welcomes home
Thanks grace of God

Margaret Moran
Become Mature

For maturity
Each of us on this journey
Side by side we walk

Margaret Moran
Become Not Weary

Of doing good things
Wait for the blessings in the
Good timing of God

Margaret Moran
Becomes A Priority

Aware of my need
The help of God to seek his
Will wisdom always

Margaret Moran
Becoming A Human Being

Take away problems
Nor trials God does not rather
He joins us in them

Margaret Moran
Bedtime

Not the same for all
Early bird night owl old young
Set their own sleep time

Margaret Moran
Before Making

A quick decision
ask why honor God and what
It might cost others

Margaret Moran
Before Speaking Out Loud

First listen to self
Judge the heart ere words spoken
Rashly harm others

Margaret Moran
Before We Do

Anything at all
God wants us to pray divine
Wisdom perfects ours

Margaret Moran
Beginning To End

Tis beyond our view
So we live by faith and trust
For God knows sees all

Margaret Moran
Begins And Ends

With God true wisdom
Never too late to begin
Growing in wisdom

Margaret Moran
Begins At The Cross

Christian unity
Death on cross removes the cons
Pros unite in love

Margaret Moran
Begins In Our Homes

Generosity
Extends too to church hungry
Needy among us

Margaret Moran
Behind Every Call

To repentance lies
Tender love of God grace time
To heal set us free

Margaret Moran
Behind Not Enjoying

Perhaps peer pressure
Fear of not appearing cool
Faith grace empathy

Margaret Moran
Being Changed

Means giving up the
Previous way learning a
New way in the heart

Margaret Moran
Being Considerate

Tis a good motto
To live by and possible
When we trust in God

Margaret Moran
Being Washed Clean

New start without past
Residue God offers us
A new beginning

Margaret Moran
Being With Christ

Moves us to be with
Those who suffer around us
We learn compassion

Margaret Moran
Believing

They will come true we
Wait for promises of God
Hope wait long for peace

Margaret Moran
Beloved Daughters And Sons

As such uncover
The light within ourselves through
Daily life events

Margaret Moran
Bend Bide Time

Knees we bend to pray
His ear God bends to listen
Bide time best to God

Margaret Moran
Beneath The Blame

Why blame others when
The real concern is the use
Of our precious time

Margaret Moran
Beneath The Joy

Short four letter word
Hope chrstian virtue always
Reason for our joy

Margaret Moran
Bereaved

They do not always
Need words but someone listening
When they need to speak

Margaret Moran
Best From God

Faith brings joy comfort
Live with hope God is with us
Faith a gift from God

Margaret Moran
Best Not Always Good Enough

Doing your best does
Not always satisfy the
Desires of others

Margaret Moran
Best Of All

A kind thoughtful deed
Part of a loving heart brings
Donor joy and peace

Margaret Moran
Best Policy In Life

Worry does not help
Living now in each today
The best plan of all

Margaret Moran
Best Wishes

Born August fifteen
Called Anne after Anne mother
Of Mother of God

Margaret Moran
Betrayers At Heart

Forgiveness I ask
For my betrayals courage
To live faithfully

Margaret Moran
Better Than Expected

What a nice surprise
Test results give the green light
To forward movement

Margaret Moran
Between God And Us

Sin creates distance
Even from the lowest points
Light of grace shines bright

Margaret Moran
Beyond All Limits

Is the love of God
Compels us to love others
We can all be kind

Margaret Moran
Beyond Compare

Is the love of God
Who alone satisfies the
Longing of the heart

Margaret Moran
Beyond Our View

To tomorrow is
Not cause for despair we live
By faith not by sight

Margaret Moran
Beyond The Shadow Of

Dread doubt fear faith looks
Finds the Savior waiting and
So we wait in hope

Margaret Moran
Beyond Us

Are the ways of God
Trust we can that they are good
With fullness of love

Margaret Moran
Beyond Words

Headache nerves frayed time
Wasted come from invasion
On the internet

Margaret Moran
Bias In Practice

Blowing your ego
Effectively conceals the
Talents of others

Margaret Moran
Biblical Meaning

Understanding with
Obedience brings wisdom
Repentance and joy

Margaret Moran
Biggest Offender

Gets in the way of
Prevents from working and spoils
Enters private space

Margaret Moran
Birthday Access

A renewed entry
To further experience
Of grace and wisdom

Margaret Moran
Birthday By Birthday

Many blessings count
Keep the heart full of huge thanks
Mind joy of heaven

Margaret Moran
Birthday Treasures

More grace more wisdom
Growing with each new birthday
Give new energy

Margaret Moran
Bite Biting

Better bite your tongue
Than make a biting remark
Pain of discussion

Margaret Moran
Bitter Things

Only God can take
And turn them into blessings
Uproot the faulty

Margaret Moran
Black Sheep

A stigma of shame
Or failure can tag one the
Black sheep of the group

Margaret Moran
Bless Yourself

With holy water
Recall baptism first dip
In water of life

Margaret Moran
Blessed Be The Will Of God

Practicing patience
We can respect the timing
Will wisdom of God

Margaret Moran
Blessing Of Today

The kind deeds out of
Genuine concern for the
Aged weak and infirm

Margaret Moran
Blessing Triumphant

Afraid in hardship
Is a blessing when fear is
Not let take control

Margaret Moran
Blessings In Abundance

No flash in the pan
Lasting and everlasting
They reap great rewards

Margaret Moran
Blessings Of A Smile

Our smile is a gift
Free of charge it makes others
Round us happy too

Margaret Moran
Blessings Reminders Of God

Many or few the
Good things we receive come with
A message from God

Margaret Moran
Blind Faith

Since we fail to see
Clearly we fall back on the
Faith of another

Margaret Moran
Blind Spots

Too busy tired stressed
Notice not people in need
Even walk right by

Margaret Moran
Blood Donor

Our freedom from sin
Paid for at the highest price
His blood Jesus shed

Margaret Moran
Blow Up

Outburst of anger
Sudden heated raised voices
Not a rare happening

Margaret Moran
Blows Up In Conversation

Words of anger spark
In peace living way of God
Sparks can be defused

Margaret Moran
Boast About Whom

Yourself or Jesus
Preoccupied with yourself
Cannot focus well

Margaret Moran
Bobbio

Bobbio is the
Italian monastery Saint
Columban founded

Margaret Moran
Body Heart Soul

Must all be in tune
With each other work of a
Lifetime awareness

Margaret Moran
Body Spirit Grow

Hopeful attitude
Despite the difficulties
Confidence in God

Margaret Moran
Book Of Life

Tis where I can find
What I need from day to day
For heart soul and mind

Margaret Moran
Born On Feastday

Bishop Galvin born
November twenty third feast
Of Saint Columban

Margaret Moran
Born To Save Us

Our redeemer sent
By God to be for us the
Wise Just and Holy One

Margaret Moran
Bossy

The bossy one is
Too fond of giving orders
For sure not pleasant

Margaret Moran
Both Joys And Sorrows

Are part of real life
In faith we embrace them and
Know God is with us

Margaret Moran
Boundless

Mercy of God is
At the heart of how we think
And act toward others

Margaret Moran
Boy Aged Three

Perfectly at ease
Smiled amused all present and
Went home with a smile

Margaret Moran
Bread Of Life

Our eyes to Jesus
To one another blessings
Peace Jesus gives us

Margaret Moran
Bridges We Can Build

Have two components
Word of God example faith
Lead to commitment

Margaret Moran
Bring Jesus All

That is on your mind
He sees it all anyway
Peace strength he will give

Margaret Moran
Bringing Life

To one another
Through openness to Spirit
Working within us

Margaret Moran
Bringing Yesterday Forward

The provision of
God yesterday gives hope and
Strength for now today

Margaret Moran
Build A Solid Life

Allowing wisdom
Of God guide our daily round
Best foundation

Margaret Moran
Build Your House

Not on sinking sand
The house on rock surely stands
Up to storms of life

Margaret Moran
Building Friendship

Not so much about
What you do tis how you change
And who you become

Margaret Moran
Burdens

They are no small load
Caring for others helps to
Lighten our own load

Margaret Moran
Burdens Into Blessings

God surely can turn
Through lowest points in our life
God walks there with us

Margaret Moran
Bus Or Taxi

Bus of course the fare
Is much cheaper unless there
Is a time factor

Margaret Moran
Busyness Stress Misery

Choices decisions
My own create busyness
I know for certain

Margaret Moran
Butting In

Seems to be second
Nature to certain users
To push out others

Margaret Moran
By A Harsh Word

How easy to wound
Heart of someone dear to us
It pays to be kind

Margaret Moran
By A Life Of Sacrifice

Needs wellbeing of
Others esteem grasping not
For own wants and needs

Margaret Moran
By Chance

Walking in the cold
Two thoughtful lady drivers
Offered to help out

Margaret Moran
By Daily Walking

With the Lord find peace
Peace no power on earth can shake
Unshakable faith

Margaret Moran
By Dying By Living

By dying his love
For us Christ showed by living
For him we show ours

Margaret Moran
By Grace Saved Through Faith

Lives rooted in grace
Can never be uprooted
Gratis gift of God

Margaret Moran
By Great Patience

Great trials is the way
Living by faith for long run
Trust God love mercy

Margaret Moran
By Looking Back

The wisdom God gives
Can be seen more clearly by
Looking back on life

Margaret Moran
By Our Choices

Forgiveness reveals
Value of resting in grace
Better choice wisdom

Margaret Moran
By Surprise

Working in us the
Gift of God can take us spreads
Love peace in through us

Margaret Moran
By The Law

Of freedom with God
Good tidings throughout the world
We bear to others

Margaret Moran
By What Others See

Outside might look good
Yet lack clean heart and proper
Values from inside

Margaret Moran
By What We Do

The Lord allows us
Demonstrate our faith through us
God seekers find God

Margaret Moran
By Your Grace

Anger vanishes
Courage to end our conflicts
Keep us in your grace

Margaret Moran
Call For Change

True repentance comes
Grace responds to call for change
Abounding in love

Margaret Moran
Call To A Task

God includes his strength
To complete it bringing a
Blessing to others

Margaret Moran
Call To That

Deep self within us
Fullness of grace growth blossom
Human person place

Margaret Moran
Called To Perfection

Our transforming grace
Accepted today takes us
A step of the way

Margaret Moran
Called To Simply Trust

Time for everything
Perfect God makes no mistakes
Slumbers nor sleeps not

Margaret Moran
Called Tomboys

Into games and fun
Of the boys kind girls venture
To be as fearless

Margaret Moran
Calls Us To

An understanding
Heart to find life and obtain
Favor from the Lord

Margaret Moran
Came Not As A Celebrity

A humble servant
Death on the cross forgives and
Frees from power of sin

Margaret Moran
Can Be Either Or

Arrive early miss
The time seek help do nothing
Fret panic two sides

Margaret Moran
Can Do Wonders

Encouragement from
A heart of love and trust can
Perform miracles

Margaret Moran
Can Draw Comfort

Lasting life ahead
Everlasting never ends
What an endless joy

Margaret Moran
Can Give Not Get

The type of friends who
Can give love serve expecting
Nothing in return

Margaret Moran
Can Happen

Faith the size of a
Mustard seed the mulberry
Tree is in accord

Margaret Moran
Can Never Tell

What next moment brings
Be prepared live in the now
The present moment

Margaret Moran
Can Quench Thirst

Waters of world no
Source that never runs dry yes
Can quench thirst of heart

Margaret Moran
Cannot Hide From

From God we cannot
Hide anything so why not
Own up to our wrongs

Margaret Moran
Cannot Think Straight

Therefore we rely
On the Spirit for wisdom
And understanding

Margaret Moran
Capable

Faith is meant to be
Capable of growing with
The Lord in our lives

Margaret Moran
Care About Others

Often people come
Into our lives who need us
To share our kindness

Margaret Moran
Carefree

Children are carefree
No need to think of old age
In the childhood years

Margaret Moran
Carefully Prayerfully

We read the Bible
Invest time make the effort
To know God better

Margaret Moran
Careless Words

To become aware
Lord help for self control needs
Mouth control as well

Margaret Moran
Carriers Of Compassion

Christmas reminds us
Of our privilege to serve
Compassion peace time

Margaret Moran
Carry Not Just Relax

Let the Lord carry
Wearisome weighty burdens
Offload rest relax

Margaret Moran
Cars Whizzing Past

The noisy sounds as
If rushing through the air pose
For what is such speed

Margaret Moran
Carve Out

Sacred space and time
Rejoice in goodness of God
Repent what impedes

Margaret Moran
Chancy Too

Cannot take your call
Will call you later today
Later chancy too

Margaret Moran
Change

The past we cannot
For future in us through us
God is gifting grace

Margaret Moran
Change Of Heart

Knows us completely
Loves us just as much when lost
Seeks and saves us too

Margaret Moran
Changed By

The taste of mercy
Eager to forgive God frees
From the bonds of sin

Margaret Moran
Character Gone

Wealth gone little lost
Health something is character
Is gone all is lost

Margaret Moran
Charity Or Imprudence

Somebody begs for
Aid like money to give or
Not is the issue

Margaret Moran
Cheated Of Youth

Heart wounded heavy
Something to erase the pain
Need to figure out

Margaret Moran
Cheerful

Bright pleasant in
Good spirits due to sunshine
In November too

Margaret Moran
Cheerful Giving

Tis a gift from God
We are drawn to the giver
Like moths to candles

Margaret Moran
Cheerless

Tis a dreary day
Cold without sunshine gloomy
Sad November day

Margaret Moran
Cherished Memories

Always God bless us
Now twenty two years since her
Eternal reward

Margaret Moran
Children Of The Day

We all qualify
To bring daylight to people
To be supportive

Margaret Moran
Chimney

Tis under repair
Noisy cold house everything
Out of place for now

Margaret Moran
Choose Faith

Tis a gift from God
A powerful grace to help in
Storms that shake our peace

Margaret Moran
Choosing To Forgive

Into something good
Turn ready to forgive to
Free gift of mercy

Margaret Moran
Chosen

One with a special
Fitness and calling to a
Noble worthwhile cause

Margaret Moran
Chosen By God

The belief that one
Has been chosen by God to
Be a religious

Margaret Moran
Chosen To Be Free

Not an accident
Created by God unique
Sees goodness in us

Margaret Moran
Christ Light

It redeems the past
Gives meaning to the present
Awaits all good things

Margaret Moran
Christ Our Good Shepherd

Has gone before us
By the Easter miracle
To heavenly joy

Margaret Moran
Christian Life

Live it out daily
Through actions and attitudes
Reflects heart of God

Margaret Moran
Christian Life In Few Words

Seeks Will of God by
Loving faith carries out His
Will by faithful love

Margaret Moran
Christians Who Care

World in despair needs
Compassionate hearts impact
The lives of others

Margaret Moran
Christmas Cards

Bearers of good news
Exchange warm wishes of joy
And peace everywhere

Margaret Moran
Christmas Holy Spirit

Identified as
Guide fills our hearts comes stays flows
Warmth love through our hands

Margaret Moran
Christmas Invites Us

To open our hearts
To the One who came the Light
To end our darkness

Margaret Moran
Christmas Journey

From heaven to earth
Came so to heaven with him
We also could go

Margaret Moran
Christmas Spirit

Up to now low key
Today joy laughter sharing
Greetings blessings gifts

Margaret Moran
Christmas Twenty Eighteen

Peace give and receive
In peace with God eager to
Make peace with others

Margaret Moran
Church View

Catholic church sees  
Vocation as call of God  
Total dedication.

Margaret Moran
Clarify Purposes

So we can take heart
Provisions give birth to trust
To see God reasons

Margaret Moran
Cleanse Me Of

My judging nature
Rid of the bonds of sin let
Me taste Your mercy

Margaret Moran
Clearly

No need for more words
Time money space we just need
Use all our things well

Margaret Moran
Clinging In Faith

To the Lord we can
Grow in compassion become
Vessels of best love

Margaret Moran
Close To Or Not

God always pursues
Pricks our minds sins we confess
Restores peace of mind

Margaret Moran
Close To The Lord

Stay pray do not stop
Let mercy soften your heart
Openness to all

Margaret Moran
Closer To God

We can bring people
Our words reveal inner heart
They transmit our peace

Margaret Moran
Clothed

Children of God are
Clothed with forgiveness and
Mercy and set free

Margaret Moran
Cloud Your Vision

Let fear not instead
Draw near to God in his care
For you have deep faith

Margaret Moran
Cold As Ice

Cold as ice and stiff
As a poker I get when
The cold penetrates

Margaret Moran
Cold Feet

The task seems daunting
So much fear and worry we
Sometimes lose courage

Margaret Moran
Color Used In Lent

Color of pain and
Suffering also royalty
Awakens new hope

Margaret Moran
Columban Martyr

Born into this world
Two fifteen nineteen fifteen
Martyr in Korea

Margaret Moran
Columban The Patron Saint

Patron saint of the
Columban missionaries
Since nineteen sixteen

Margaret Moran
Columban's Attitude

Saint Columban is
Pictured in the attitude
Of taming a bear

Margaret Moran
Combined Love And Zeal

Zeal for mission and
Love of monastic life shine
In Columban life

Margaret Moran
Come To Life

Our dry places can
Trust the Spirit penetrate
To revive in love

Margaret Moran
Come To The Rescue

Show kindness of heart
When troubles weigh others down
Kindness picks them up

Margaret Moran
Come What May

Tis amazing grace
That the Lord is our escort
Through our steps of life

Margaret Moran
Come With

A listening heart the
Right disposition and let
The Lord fill you up

Margaret Moran
Comes To Us All

Be it physical
emotional spiritual
Fatigue we all know

Margaret Moran
Comfort And Healing

Of God come through prayer
Prayer is the soil in which hope
And healing grow best

Margaret Moran
Comfort And Healing Come Through

Prayer the soil where hope
And healing grow best there find
Comfort and be blessed

Margaret Moran
Coming Soon

Sunday ten nineteen
Mission Sunday comes this year
We pray for deep faith

Margaret Moran
Community Today

Let us forget not
Together in name of Christ
Great things we can do

Margaret Moran
Complaining

Where does it get us
Frustrated heard more human
Depends on the why

Margaret Moran
Concrete Evidence Of Love

Our obedience
Expression of love toward those
Others in our path

Margaret Moran
Conduct In Life

Not just by our words
For our actions are the proof
Of our sincere heart

Margaret Moran
Confess

Insufficiency
Unbound by sin and weakness
Begin a new life

Margaret Moran
Confident Faith

Our faith in Jesus
Like that of a trusting child
Welcome open heart

Margaret Moran
Confirmation

Tis a sacrament
Become a strong and perfect
Committed christian

Margaret Moran
Connections

Past present future
Singly and together have
Connections to life

Margaret Moran
Conquers Through Sacrifice

Delights in mercy
Sustains the Universe lays
Down life to save us

Margaret Moran
Consider Well Today

How much God loves you
Chose you just the way you are
Reflect who he is

Margaret Moran
Consideration

User friendly needs
The users to keep to their lane
On the internet

Margaret Moran
Considers Our Limit

Never more than our
Strength can take is considered
In all God gives us

Margaret Moran
Consistency

Carefully in love
We walk to meet our goal of
A safe climb through life

Margaret Moran
Consoling The Bereaved

Words do not mend a
Broken heart something else like
Gestures can show love

Margaret Moran
Constantly Shared

The great love of God
Always has been and will be
Our life joy to share

Margaret Moran
Constructive Complaints

Can help to make a
Positive change potential
For fruitful results

Margaret Moran
Contained

In heart of Jesus
Eternal love nothing can
Stop dampen lessen

Margaret Moran
Contentment

Saturday night they come
To give thanks to God and find
New strength for next week

Margaret Moran
Contentment For Any Of Us

Is not natural
Compare complain covet are
More our human style

Margaret Moran
Contentment Means

Everything we do
Not possess but thanks we give
For what we possess

Margaret Moran
Contents In The Heart

Are more important
Than the outer packaging
This wisdom we want

Margaret Moran
Continue On The Journey

Hand in hand of God
In for a great adventure
Learn new hope new trust

Margaret Moran
Conversion Occurs

God reveals Jesus
In our lives then we embrace
Jesus and gospel

Margaret Moran
Convey Love

Our words deeds can do
Kindness picks others up when
Troubles weigh them down

Margaret Moran
Cop On

Urgently needed
Interfering butting in
Hit users badly

Margaret Moran
Cost Dearly Freely Given

Tender mercy cost
Him dearly offers us it
Free out of deep love

Margaret Moran
Cost Dearly Offers Freely

Tender mercy cost
Him dearly offers us it
Free out of deep love

Margaret Moran
Counsel
counsel gives advice
and support to the user
to gain in wisdom

Margaret Moran
Counterattraction

Taking time to pay
Attention and wonder gets
Us back on our feet

Margaret Moran
Courage We Muster Up

What we know of God
Nudges us to trust in Him
All we do not know

Margaret Moran
Crash Into

Advertisements pop
Up like jets at top speed and
Crash into our space

Margaret Moran
Craving For God

Lets go of something
Keeping us from being all that
God wants us to be

Margaret Moran
Craving For The Immediate

In the world we live
The answer moves our focus
To what is lasting

Margaret Moran
Creation Miracle

Tis brought about not
In vague past but ongoing
Mindful awareness

Margaret Moran
Credit Where Credit Is Due

Above anything
Prize God and his excellence
Give God the glory

Margaret Moran
Crisis Has Pros And Cons

It can make us fall
It can also make us soar
Pray God see us through

Margaret Moran
Critical Things

Too easily said
Careless words we need to curb
Today every day

Margaret Moran
Cross Comes From

Outside and within
Deepest pain own poverty
Need to accept it

Margaret Moran
Crossword Puzzles

General knowledge
Like lifelong education
All can learn anew

Margaret Moran
Crosswords

Kind of freelance tests
Keep the mind and brain in tune
Can learn and relax

Margaret Moran
Crucified

Popping up all round
Ads interference fray nerves
Waste all user time

Margaret Moran
Cry Out For Help

Courage to cry out
And run to the Lord for help
A grace filled option

Margaret Moran
Cultivate Patience

Practice in all kinds
Of little ways can build up
Healthy tolerance

Margaret Moran
Cut Out To Be

Cut out for nursing
Apt phrase for real vocation
Looking after sick

Margaret Moran
Cycling Vacation

One wise family
Showed happy holiday signs
With cycling sun tans

Margaret Moran
Daily Examination Of Conscience

Ensures sin gains not
A foothold inside our heart
Helps to root out sin

Margaret Moran
Daily Living

Living now daily
We keep tuned into the time
Of God for all things

Margaret Moran
Darkness To Light

Trouble at our door
Brings in the saving light of
The Holy Spirit

Margaret Moran
Das Gluck

Word for happiness
German the same word for luck
Always was still is

Margaret Moran
Day After Day

Our strength comes from God
When crisis comes we simply
Remain close to God

Margaret Moran
Day After Day Count Blessings

Let us not forget
Blessings we get day by day
Saved by grace thank God

Margaret Moran
Day Heart Rule Link

Everlasting hope
Sure of peace that rules the day
When Christ rules the heart

Margaret Moran
Deal Not As If We Do

Need to understand
God alone has full picture
Act not like we do

Margaret Moran
Dealing With Others

Have not full picture
Expectations of others
God alone knows all

Margaret Moran
Dear Lord

Help me to be still
Nourish my soul as I calm
My mind in quiet prayer

Margaret Moran
Death March

To the far north of Korea compelled to take Part in the death march

Margaret Moran
Death Of Christ

Remembering it
Gives us courage for today
Hope for tomorrow

Margaret Moran
Dedicated Life

Yes but for how long
Contract time lifetime short term
In fast changing times

Margaret Moran
Dedicated To

Those who dedicate
Themselves to God and to People
End up full of life

Margaret Moran
Dedicated To The End

A missionary
Fully devoted to God
And all things to all

Margaret Moran
Deep As The Ocean

The loving care of
The Lord fills our hearts with a
Deep and lasting peace

Margaret Moran
Deep Deep Peace

Peace in our hearts homes
And nations is the lifelong
Desire of my heart

Margaret Moran
Deep In Our Heart

We know God loves us
That makes all the difference
Love that sets us free

Margaret Moran
Deep In Our Hearts

God asks who we are
Loved part of the family
And never alone

Margaret Moran
Deepening Your Faith

Small everyday things
What you already do plus
With the love of Christ

Margaret Moran
Deeply

Tranquil and joyful
In direct contact with the
Source of joy and life

Margaret Moran
Deeply Concerned

For what concerns us
God wants us place all our care
In his sacred heart

Margaret Moran
Deeply Illogical

For impatience is
Wanting something to happen
Quicker than it can

Margaret Moran
Delays Frustrate Test Us

Brief or long may we
Like Joseph gain perspective
Patience peace in trust

Margaret Moran
Depends On The News

Yesterday nervous
Lest news today is not good
Good news delights us

Margaret Moran
Depends On The Test

The test tomorrow
Can determine the future
For high school year three

Margaret Moran
Depict An Ideal Family

Quick to forgive slow
To judge love acceptance wish
For all to succeed

Margaret Moran
Depth

Giving as well as
Taking ensures best way to
Deepen our friendship

Margaret Moran
Desire For Revenge

We try to give up
That decision will open
Door to grace of God

Margaret Moran
Desire To Fail To

Beyond our control
Desire to control fail to
Control attitude

Margaret Moran
Desires And Deserves

To love God as God
Desires and deserves is the
Grace we ask Him for

Margaret Moran
Despairing Moments

Kill my spirit as
Ads invade private space time
Feel like non person

Margaret Moran
Despairing One

Trouble knocks look up
God is there understands cares
Our refuge and strength

Margaret Moran
Desperate For The Lord

Not for what he gives
But simply for who he is
Peace to meet my needs

Margaret Moran
Despite

Vastness of this world
About each of us God cares
Exactly clearly

Margaret Moran
Despite The Pressure

The courage to be
Faithful regardless of what
Others say or do

Margaret Moran
Desperately Needed

Excess Awareness
Is a human cry for help
Right across the world

Margaret Moran
Destructive Pride

When successful one
Loses sight of own frailty
Heart fills with false pride

Margaret Moran
Determine Tomorrow

The best choice is clear
The choices made today will
Impact tomorrow

Margaret Moran
Determined Honesty

Possess in seeking
Happiness apparent gains
Little fulfilment

Margaret Moran
Dialogue At Work

We kneel down to pray
God bends his ear to listen
We follow his time

Margaret Moran
Died As He Lived

Well prepared to go
Always intimate with God
He died as he lived

Margaret Moran
Died Buried

Died in a prison
Camp in North Korea is
Buried where he died

Margaret Moran
Died That We Might Live

Alive in Christ we
Live joyfully gratefully
For life mercy gifts

Margaret Moran
Differences

Occur everywhere
Harden into divisions
If not well handled

Margaret Moran
Different

Different people
Need different responses
For different needs

Margaret Moran
Different Or Not

Unity all one
All are one in Christ Jesus
Love all exclude none

Margaret Moran
Difficult But Powerful

The prayer for our foes
Contrary to our impulses
But chance to make peace

Margaret Moran
Difficult Choice

Caught between choice of
Life and caring for person
Needing fulltime care

Margaret Moran
Difficult Circumstances

Tis hard to say thanks
Actions show the heart lacks trust
Grace of God sustains

Margaret Moran
Difficult To Forgive

Overnight cannot
Keep on asking for mercy
Let compassion act

Margaret Moran
Difficult To Love

Some people can be
See others as God sees you
Self awareness step

Margaret Moran
Disapproval

Moving the eyebrows
Upwards often disapproves
Of tactless comments

Margaret Moran
Discipleship

Not an easy road
Christ self emptying way ours too
In good company

Margaret Moran
Discount Not

The small works of God
Mind open heart soft never
Know where they will lead

Margaret Moran
Discouragement Prone To

Make one feel hopeless
Drain of all energy leave
One lagging behind

Margaret Moran
Discover Anew

Ability to
Think beyond the obvious
To be creative

Margaret Moran
Discovering The Right Choice

The need we all have
The question is how to choose
In confusing times

Margaret Moran
Discovering Their Talents

To give good service
Prayer education practice
Tally word action

Margaret Moran
Discovery Companions

Along the path of
Discovering God thanks for
The people God sends

Margaret Moran
Disregarded

Why some do not count
Hard to fathom jealousy
Prejudice or what

Margaret Moran
Divine Hand

All that happens us
Within around or through us
Shows his divine hand

Margaret Moran
Divine Recompense

Offended by sins
The One who comes to save us
Makes all things present

Margaret Moran
Divisions What They Do

Lock people in fear
Rivalry and prejudice
Wound relationships

Margaret Moran
Do It My Way

Can overdo it
Often hints I know best shows
Not a humble heart

Margaret Moran
Do As You Promise

Not just empty talk
Follow through on promises
In thought word action

Margaret Moran
Do Good To Others

Helpful words build up
Provide what is needed too
Say nothing harmful

Margaret Moran
Do Not Delay

Offer no excuse
The salvation of our souls
Important in life

Margaret Moran
Do You Want To Be Cured?

An easy question
Only a yes or no answer
Of course all say yes

Margaret Moran
Does Not Mean

Acting without fear
Means acting in spite of fear
Since God is with us

Margaret Moran
Doing Good

Let us not get tired
For in due season we reap
Our lasting reward

Margaret Moran
Doing The Task At Hand

Great are the needs all
Around us we ask God for
Help to do our part

Margaret Moran
Donation

The size of the gift
Is less important than the
Heart of the donor

Margaret Moran
Done

Out of love useful
Sacrifice costing something
Value before God

Margaret Moran
Done In Great Love

Small things bring joy peace
Joy of God keep in heart share
With whom we journey

Margaret Moran
Door Of Mercy

All of us who go
Through can taste love of God in
Comfort pardon hope

Margaret Moran
Double Time

What used to take one
Took two hours today maybe
For safety reasons

Margaret Moran
Doubt Not

The great faith of the
Mother brings Jesus to heal
Her daughter at once

Margaret Moran
Downside Of Modern Comforts

Quick easy ways bid
Farewell to drudgery as
Stress jumps to instant

Margaret Moran
Drains Every Ounce

Tis humidity
Saps energy and drowses
Beyond nodding point

Margaret Moran
Draw Near To God

Refresh the mind and
Strength renewed our connection
With God is nurtured

Margaret Moran
Dreaded Moment

Fearful of looking
At results coming out now
Lest the grades be low

Margaret Moran
Dream To Be Great

Begin from the least
Make humility firm base
Soar high dig deeper

Margaret Moran
Dreary

Tis a cold damp day
Visibility is down
Atmosphere gloomy

Margaret Moran
Drop In Temperature

The cold nip today
Speaks for itself the body
Feels the drop as well

Margaret Moran
Drudgery

Housework paperwork
Share common trait no end to
Hard tiring work

Margaret Moran
During Lent Extend Yourself

Toward other people
Fasting frees you up to serve
Spend more time in prayer

Margaret Moran
Dwells With Us

Day and night our souls
To refresh spirits nourish
All our needs fulfill

Margaret Moran
Dwells Within

Takes up residence
Within us gift of presence
Our ultimate joy

Margaret Moran
Dying Living

Dying for us Christ
Showed great love living for him
We show ours as well

Margaret Moran
Each Day To The End

Keep up your courage
In strength of the Lord go forth
Feed on his own Word

Margaret Moran
Each Day We Face

Many challenges
To the true and the faithful
Triumph comes through grace

Margaret Moran
Each Interaction A Chance

For God to grace our
Chances to love listen serve
Those with us each day

Margaret Moran
Each One Of Us

In a specific
Environment to let light
Through us shine God first

Margaret Moran
Each Star By Name

God calls knows all our
Names as well our hope lies in
His loving mercy

Margaret Moran
Each Time Tempted To

Wish life was other
Give thanks despair sing God praise
Find great deeds small woes

Margaret Moran
Eager Youth

Dedicated life
To God people nations they
Strive for with great hope

Margaret Moran
Early Afternoon

My eyes keep closing
Dozing with my head nodding
Hard to stay awake

Margaret Moran
Early Morning Late Evening

They are very cold
But bring to our awareness
Seasons in our life

Margaret Moran
Earnest Plea

Please come we beg God
The good news is God does come
He is our Father

Margaret Moran
Ears To Hear Or Not

People are unheard
Their pain cries out on deaf ears
Hot air talk gets heed

Margaret Moran
Easier Said Than Done

Not easy to say
What needs to be said today
In struggling hard times

Margaret Moran
Easter Event

In March or April
Year by year the mystery of
Easter we recall

Margaret Moran
Easter Wish

That the person pained
Painfully be restored to
Full health and deep peace

Margaret Moran
Easy Mind

Grace of God offers
No matter what last year held
For next hope there is

Margaret Moran
Easy Or Hard

Sharing not easy
Easier hold onto what
Is ours than to share

Margaret Moran
Ebbs And Flows

Energy level
Attitude family tree
All have an impact

Margaret Moran
Effective Messengers

The most effective
Who we are close to God life
Can flow out from us

Margaret Moran
Eighty Years Ago

Nineteen thirty three
Columban Missionaries
Came to Korea

Margaret Moran
Elements Of Worship

Prayer in the form of
Singing gratitude ways we
Express worth impact

Margaret Moran
Embrace The Future

With hope in the One
For whom nothing is daunting
Hope that writes history

Margaret Moran
Empathy

Empathy goes deep
It has the understanding
Of the other too

Margaret Moran
Empty Tomb

Calls us to roll stones
Away from our eyes so that
We may see clearly

Margaret Moran
Encounters An Open Heart

Scripture word of God
Brings nourishment fresh new life
Meets us in our need

Margaret Moran
Encouragement

Encouraging the
Young should never become old
It builds hope and strength

Margaret Moran
Encouragement From The Lord

Never cease to pray
Trust his action time and way
Rely on his grace

Margaret Moran
Endure And Wait

Trials are tests of faith
Produce perseverance then
The faith gets stronger

Margaret Moran
Enough Or Need More

More words time money
Space clearly not more we just
Need to use them well

Margaret Moran
Enough Sleep

Always important
It is neccessary too
For our awareness

Margaret Moran
Enthusiasm Of Founder

Motto for mission
Forward full steam ahead called
To do work of God

Margaret Moran
Entrance Day

New missionaries
Arrive teary eyed in awe
Full of vibrant hope

Margaret Moran
Entry Into Our Memory

Stay with Word of God
Recognize its potential
To lead us to life

Margaret Moran
Envy

Disease of the heart
A daily dose of wisdom
Of God heals the best

Margaret Moran
Equally True

Affirming statements
Courage truth can heal my life
Gossip rumor wound

Margaret Moran
Especially

When home is heaven
There is no place like home one
We deeply long for

Margaret Moran
Especially Challenging

Several doors are
Open before us many
Of them seem worthwhile

Margaret Moran
Essential Review

Tis easy to blame
Others then ask forgiveness
And pause to review

Margaret Moran
Essential Things

Many do not have
A reminder to better
Reflect on our care

Margaret Moran
Essential To Happiness

One who suffers scorn
Apt to consider honor
Reputation fame

Margaret Moran
Essentials

Praying together
Reading Scripture together
Caring for others

Margaret Moran
Essentials In Life

Peace and happiness
No money can buy come from
Secure inner life

Margaret Moran
Eternal Building Time

Now the building time
Courage make live by choices
Seed never regret

Margaret Moran
Eternal Life

Without pain sorrow
Forever God dwells with me
Heaven fills my thoughts

Margaret Moran
Eternal Perspective

Say lots about it
In use of time resources
God rewards true hearts

Margaret Moran
Eucharistic Adoration

A time set apart
To listen learn absorb the
Constant flow of life

Margaret Moran
Evangelization

Listen to people
Share your experiences
Connect share your faith

Margaret Moran
Even As Our Minds

Lose keenness of youth
Nothing can separate us
From promise of God

Margaret Moran
Even In A World

That doubts the good news
We can remain steadfast for
The Lord is with us

Margaret Moran
Even In Routine

As Paul did so can
We find meaning in our life
Routine and purpose

Margaret Moran
Even The Smallest Light

All of us influence
Faithfulness shines brightly with
Legacy of good

Margaret Moran
Even Us

Who we are what we
Have done matter not for God
Treasures all of us

Margaret Moran
Event Of Lasting Peace

The doors were locked yet
After eight days the Lord came
Among them with Peace

Margaret Moran
Eventually Triumphant

The power of goodness
Can find courage in our faith
Be not dejected

Margaret Moran
Ever Loyal Friend

Our merciful God
Helps those who are in trouble
And lifts the fallen

Margaret Moran
Ever On Our Side

A time will come to
Look back and see that God has
Never left our side

Margaret Moran
Ever Ready

The pain someone else
Is carrying we never know
Kindness never hurts

Margaret Moran
Ever So Tired

The heavy weather
Sometimes the reason other
Times tis lack of sleep

Margaret Moran
Ever Valuable

The grace always to
Ponder in our hearts what we
Proclaim with our lips

Margaret Moran
Every Child A Special Place

In the plan of God
Each the same no better than
Watch him intently

Margaret Moran
Every Drop Of Blood

To rescue from sin
He would do anything out
Of great love for us

Margaret Moran
Every Good Gift

Father gives to us
Mercies blessings from above
Come from the Father

Margaret Moran
Every Human

An image bearing
likeness of God every life
Wonderfully made

Margaret Moran
Every Step

Every step in life
Builds brick upon brick
For peace and goodwill

Margaret Moran
Every Temptation

Trust God occasion
Follow wisdom of the Lord
Elude snares of life

Margaret Moran
Everything

The adage is true
Timing is everything God
Times everything well

Margaret Moran
Everything Else

Will fall into place
Focus actions love service
On God and people

Margaret Moran
Everywhere Present

There is nowhere we
Can go that God is not there
He keeps his promise

Margaret Moran
Evident Transparency

The in word today
Expected of one and all
Reward peace of mind

Margaret Moran
Evokes New Hope

What a gift it is
The gift of understanding
All of us need it

Margaret Moran
Exaggerate Who Doesn't

Upset we all do
All True One alone eyes the
Context as it is

Margaret Moran
Examine Your Conscience

Grace to heal and change
God enters the heart deeply
Glimpse inside the heart

Margaret Moran
Excellent Starting Point

Know that God loves you
Bring your need to him and trust
He has right answer

Margaret Moran
Excess Gets In The Way

At very small gate
Excess baggage burdensome
Hinders faith life too

Margaret Moran
Excessive Praise

Praise is affirming
Trying to win too much praise
Exceeds the limit

Margaret Moran
Exercised In

Life uncertainties
Grace of God enough for us
Call to deeper faith

Margaret Moran
Exercising Patience

Waiting in line can
Be calm acceptance more than
Anxious frustration

Margaret Moran
Exhausted

Frustration again
Squanders my time and effort
Wears me to a thread

Margaret Moran
Expanding Our Awareness

Of blessings in life
Ones taken for granted too
To source always thanks

Margaret Moran
Expectations Bring Pressure

What others expect
Might say about us think act
To conform with them

Margaret Moran
Expectations Of Others

God alone has the
Full picture we do not act
As if we know all

Margaret Moran
Experience Grace

Live in unity
Relationships treat others
In merciful grace

Margaret Moran
Exposed

By our choices and
Their consequences can be
Embarrassing times

Margaret Moran
Extending Grace

Blessing in our pain
Advantage in our weakness
God helps us in need

Margaret Moran
Eye On Us

God keeps takes delight
In all we can accomplish
Expansive indeed

Margaret Moran
Eyes Close

Cannot stay awake
My eyes close in spite of me
Need more rest and sleep

Margaret Moran
Facing A Decision

Know not what to do
Insight perspective hope lights
From God for the way

Margaret Moran
Facing An Impossibility

Gives chance to trust God
In hard times God is leading
He knows what we need

Margaret Moran
Facing The Daily Grind

We do it each day
We dawdle and waste time as well
Tis our lifetime test

Margaret Moran
Fair And Clear

Of the Lord his are
Just commands which give to the
Mind understanding

Margaret Moran
Faith Alive Applied In Daily Life

Alert and awake
Lamps aflame supply of oil
All salvation grace

Margaret Moran
Faith And Joy In God

Praising God in trials
Turns burdens into blessings
Faith and trust in God

Margaret Moran
Faith Centered Love Filled

Inner thoughts the Lord
Reads of what we truly are
Begins from inside

Margaret Moran
Faith Fear Connection

Not without fear
Acting in spite of the fear
For God is with us

Margaret Moran
Faith Inspiring Trait

Each day is a chance
To leave an inspiring trait
Worthy of our faith

Margaret Moran
Faith Is Like Goodbyes

Not fear free acting
Acting in spite of the fear
For God is with us

Margaret Moran
Faith Leads To Love

What we now worship
In faith we yearn to possess
In eternal love

Margaret Moran
Faith Of The Persistent

Demonstrates courage
With joyful expectancy
Bring their needs to God

Margaret Moran
Faithful To His Name

True to character
Name of God can bring comfort
When we need it most

Margaret Moran
Faithful To Prayer

We see ourselves in
The light of His love smiling
On our faithfulness

Margaret Moran
Fall Prey To Jealousy

All of us can the
Remedy for jealousy
Thankfulness to God

Margaret Moran
Fall We Do

So often pride has
Us think our way it must be
Think more than our way

Margaret Moran
False Expectations

Instead of taking
A chance we do nothing for
Fears are falsely based

Margaret Moran
Family And Community

Are about support
Affirming together what
Happens among us

Margaret Moran
Far From One Sided

Might ask who supports
Encourages us in turn
Whom we help support

Margaret Moran
Far From Riches

Not even enough
To barely eke by somehow
Someone sensed the need

Margaret Moran
Farewell Welcome Merge

Year ends and year starts
Look back realistically
Forward with new hope

Margaret Moran
Farsighted

Of others their sins
We see but not our own that
We simply ignore

Margaret Moran
Fasting Has Value

Only because there
Is greater concern for poor
Needy and oppressed

Margaret Moran
Fasting Is Part Of

What Lent is about
Not as an end in itself
Less self more giving

Margaret Moran
Faulty Chimney

Tis under repair
Noisy cold house everything
Out of place for now

Margaret Moran
Fear Not

Now is your moment
To be a messenger of
Grace and peace to all.

Margaret Moran
Fear Not Keep Asking

God closes a door
Always opens a window
May seem not at first

Margaret Moran
Fear Not No Answer

Use your gift of faith
Act on it persist believe
Await time wisdom

Margaret Moran
Fear Of The Unknown

Today result comes
Numb in fear of the unknown
Fail what comes after

Margaret Moran
Fear Trust

Fear hindrance to faith
While trust kindles confidence
Plan of God redeems

Margaret Moran
Feast Of All Saints

Died as she lived life
One hundred full years proof of
Her good deeds good words

Margaret Moran
February Twenty

Hilary awaits
Her delightful heart open
To the whole wide world

Margaret Moran
Feed Faith Starve Fear

Build life around trust
Regardless of how we feel
Perfect love drowns fear

Margaret Moran
Feed The Cold Starve The Fever

Belief in past times
Eat up for a cold and nil
To lower fever

Margaret Moran
Feel Let Down

No immediate
Answer to our prayer is why
Whereby God transforms

Margaret Moran
Feel Sorry For Oneself

When tempted this way
Crosses other people bear
Help one through with grace

Margaret Moran
Feel Under Pressure

Not life of party
For me drink is off limits
Must keep from danger

Margaret Moran
Feeling Discouraged

God knows the feeling
With you in feeling that pain
Never forget that

Margaret Moran
Feeling Down

To pick yourself up
A strong and firm belief in
Yourself is a must

Margaret Moran
Feeling The Cold

Morning and evening
We are more keenly aware
When the sun shines not

Margaret Moran
Felix

Latin for happy
Also meant lucky came from
Greek word for fertile

Margaret Moran
Felt On Baptism Day

Sense of peace and joy
Closeness and love of God when
New life entered in

Margaret Moran
Few People Present

On the big feastday
Very few people attend
Regular service

Margaret Moran
Fifty Today

Time passes quickly
Fifty years ago today
Daughter brought great joy

Margaret Moran
Fight For Survival

Newborn four fourteen
Ten hours surgery at once
Survived all the battles

Margaret Moran
Fill Of Rejection

Efforts for others
Seen as useless computer
Ads push us off course

Margaret Moran
Filled With The Holy Spirit

Gives the right balance
Of faith wisdom and courage
Word actions alive

Margaret Moran
Fills To Overflowing

Peace fills your heart and
Overflows to others bringing
Calm after the storm

Margaret Moran
Fills With Hope

The human spirit
Does at the sound of a word
Of encouragement

Margaret Moran
Final Passage

Tis our exodus
To full communion with the
God of faithfulness

Margaret Moran
Find Contentment

What God asks we do
The rest we entrust to him
Can trust his answer

Margaret Moran
Find Fulfillment

What is really great
Pass not by small ways and small
Places they do count

Margaret Moran
Find Hope

At times hope seems scarce
Yet there is the hope that the
Hopeless find in Christ

Margaret Moran
Find The Real Me

What is in my heart
Is what my true measure is
God looks at my heart

Margaret Moran
First Boy

Born on March thirteen
Happy healthy full of fun
Full of energy

Margaret Moran
First Christmas And Now

Joyous bearers first
Angels were our turn now bring
Good news to others

Margaret Moran
First Of Forty Days

Begin Lent today
Our lives do not exist in
Past nor in future

Margaret Moran
First Of Last Seven

Father forgive them
For they know not what they do
Spoken from the Cross

Margaret Moran
First Step To Take

Can begin to love
And forgive only if first
Forgiven by God

Margaret Moran
First Then

Feed spiritually
Lead gently warn firmly
Caring truth and love

Margaret Moran
First Things First

To God we humbly
Turn offer thanks and seek help
For each new today

Margaret Moran
First Think Then Speak

Think to check the heart
Control tongue express clearly
Cause no dissension

Margaret Moran
First With Yourself

Patience mistakes take
Not from your value as a
Masterpiece of God

Margaret Moran
Five Happy Boys

At three o'clock numb
At four over the moon due
To their good results

Margaret Moran
Five Minute Break

Take five every hour
Less stress concentrate produce
Well after each five

Margaret Moran
Fleeing

What is destructive
Waking sleeping In our hearts
God speaks heed do well

Margaret Moran
Flops

Tis one of those days
When nothing seems to work out
Everything goes wrong

Margaret Moran
Focus Not

On the defeat of
Yesterday go with the good
Chance of now today

Margaret Moran
Focusing On The Negative

Consider keeping
Thanks journal take notice of
All the wonders too

Margaret Moran
Follow Me

In the direction
Of a better world is our
Call to bring Good News

Margaret Moran
Follow Me Invitation

Pilgrimage of faith
Live gospel make better world
Call to all of us

Margaret Moran
Follow The Way Of Love

Source of love God is
Greatest example Jesus
Strength to love others

Margaret Moran
Food For Thought

Meeting God in prayer
And in real life essential
Nature of mission

Margaret Moran
For All People All Nations

Peace healing we pray
May we play our part to bring
Peace to heart and home

Margaret Moran
For All To Note

Our words can only
Be proven by consistent
Supporting actions

Margaret Moran
For All Who Witnessed

Their heroic choice
Martyr lives deaths renewed hope
Strengthened greater faith

Margaret Moran
For Better Vision

Clear the fog coming
From ego thinking offer
Comfort to others

Margaret Moran
For Change

Grace to respond to
The merciful call to see
Myself as God does

Margaret Moran
For Coming To Join Us

On that first Christmas
Thanks we give to God of hope
Full of trust in him

Margaret Moran
For Everything

We depend on God
We can endure anything
In his strength we stand

Margaret Moran
For Jealousy

The remedy is
Thankfulness to God content
With what we have now

Margaret Moran
For Love

Gives up everything
Thinks nothing of the losses
Love knows no limits

Margaret Moran
For Not Against Supports

If God is for us
No one can be against us
For God knows us best

Margaret Moran
For One Of The Least

To the needs of those
Around us our eyes open
We ask God for help

Margaret Moran
For Or Against

How does one know which
Face and gestures show one thing
Heart shows another

Margaret Moran
For Others

With a pressing need
Privilege to intercede
Praying earnestly

Margaret Moran
For Our Spiritual Good

Grace to endure word
Sustains friends encourage pray
Confidence in God

Margaret Moran
For Our Spiritual Growth

Suffering can bring
Gifts of patience compassion
Courage for others

Margaret Moran
For Recognition And Praise

To others look not
Take heart God knows when we are
Faithful in serving

Margaret Moran
For Some Not All

Sharing the burden  
Makes the load lighter for me  
Not so for others

Margaret Moran
For Survival

Seek godly counsel
Experience wisdom words
Willingness to hear

Margaret Moran
For The Christian

Joy is no escape
From sorrows but touched by them
Accepts them in hope

Margaret Moran
For The Future

God is changing us
Parts of our past need repair
Faith in Christ rebuilds

Margaret Moran
For The Good Of Others

Need to be wise in
How and when words or silence
Can inspire others

Margaret Moran
For The Lord

Harvest laborers
Asked to gather fruit of all
God does in our lives

Margaret Moran
For The Person Of Peace

There is a future
Consider the blameless and
Observe the upright

Margaret Moran
For The Sake Of Others

One hundred and ten
On a dense foggy morning
Met prayed shared their alms

Margaret Moran
For The Sick

Continue to pray
For those who weep within as
They yearn for new hope

Margaret Moran
For The Sick I Pray

Their aches fears and pains
Only they know the extent
They defray the costs

Margaret Moran
For Those Alone

The blessing of loyal
Friends who show their love of God
Giving strength we pray

Margaret Moran
For Those In Need

Look for ways to help
It may be small but can make
All the difference

Margaret Moran
For Who I Am

The why God loves me
Tests my soul and my heart to
Show me who I am

Margaret Moran
Forever By Our Side

Day night always near
With wholehearted devotion
We strive to respond

Margaret Moran
Forever Grateful

Jesus by way of
Death resurrection offers
Peace mediation

Margaret Moran
Forget Not All His Benefits

Yet our ups and downs
Shift attention to things that
Seem out of control

Margaret Moran
Forget Not The Lord

When all looks bright prone
To take our ease what is right
And good always do

Margaret Moran
Forgive From Love

Be open to God
Change how past wounds the present
Transform bitter past

Margaret Moran
Forgive Us Our Trespasses

Phrase from Our Father
Take not unfair advantage
Forgive love justly

Margaret Moran
Forgiven Sinners

Know love and show love
God is wide open to all
Who seek compassion

Margaret Moran
Forgiveness

From God we seek it
We forgive one another
Tis part of loving

Margaret Moran
Forgiveness Is Not

Smoothing things over
Creates new chance of fairness
Sets prisoner free

Margaret Moran
Formalities Not Necessary

Easy as can be
To talk to God anytime
Anybody can

Margaret Moran
Forty Days Of Lent

A time for the need
For mercy to sink in and
Bring change in our lives

Margaret Moran
Forward Moving Force

A christian virtue
Always the reason for joy
Christians look foward

Margaret Moran
Found In The Bible

Wisdom for struggles
Wise answers to our questions
Heart enriching truths

Margaret Moran
Four Four

May the two Johns rest
In peace renowned for their help
Always in our prayers

Margaret Moran
Four Four Life Enter Depart

New life nephew born
New family niece wedding
Next life two neighbors

Margaret Moran
Fr. Francis Canavan

Was born in Headford
County Galway nineteen fifteen
He died in Korea

Margaret Moran
Freak Out

Phrasal informal
Verb means to become anxious
Upset or afraid

Margaret Moran
Freedom For Me

Become the person
I want to be open to
The holy spirit

Margaret Moran
Fresh Mercies

They are always there
Watching waiting for what God
Does we look forward

Margaret Moran
Friend Or Foe

Friend back or front same
Foe smiling stabs from behind
Need trust plus wisdom

Margaret Moran
Friends Convey Trust Warmth

They are always there
Add to every happiness
Lessen every care

Margaret Moran
From Saint Columban
Understand the creation
Know the creator

Margaret Moran
From Burdens To Blessings

No need fear burdens
There God is with us finding
Blessings in disguise

Margaret Moran
From Death To Life

We go accepting
Death of Jesus gives me life
His death my ransom

Margaret Moran
From Divine Perspective

See reality
Seek divine help break free from
Limited vision

Margaret Moran
From Down To Up

For a young person
Too silent no interest
A great talker now

Margaret Moran
From Enemy To Friend

Something positive
Doing so may make a friend
A good thing to do

Margaret Moran
From Faithful Service

To the King of kings
A good leader knows shows goes
Way of truth and life

Margaret Moran
From Fun To Fear

Peer pressure turns the
Fun to fear crying out for
Genuine support

Margaret Moran
From God Gift Of Grace

Lent is our season
To learn from God how to give
Not what money buys

Margaret Moran
From God's Perspective

We are not alone
Safe for by our side He is
Trust dispels our fear

Margaret Moran
From Head To Heart

Let word of God spread
Over us sin loses power
Bible live and read

Margaret Moran
From Heritage To Legacy

We love and forgive
In life and leave legacy
As learned from Jesus

Margaret Moran
From His Heart Into Ours

Flows the love of God
As a rushing stream not like
Slow dripping faucet

Margaret Moran
From Kind To Happy

Our wish for others
Expressed in real true kindness
Now and at all times

Margaret Moran
From Looking At

God contentment comes
Others resentment itch comes
Trustworthy God is

Margaret Moran
From Love

To forgive from love
Is to be open to God
Can change past wounds too

Margaret Moran
From Mishap To Appreciation

Three front teeth fell out
Dentist put them back in place
Thank God for dentists

Margaret Moran
From Mistakes To Amazing Grace

Our selfish foolish
Mistakes can be tools to find
Better ways to grace

Margaret Moran
From My Broken Places

Shone love forgiveness
Showed me God did my fears pride
Selfish agendas

Margaret Moran
From My Vision

Remove any sin
That might be blocking inspire
Me with your mercy

Margaret Moran
From No Hope To Life

No hope for baby
Mission clinic restored life
Remembered with thanks

Margaret Moran
From Obstacles To Opportunities

Delays change of plans
Could be God detouring us
To His better choice

Margaret Moran
From One So Destitute

In adoration
Present your poverty that
God may make it rich

Margaret Moran
From Past Bitterness To Love

Forgive allow God
Teach us to change the way the
Past wounds the present

Margaret Moran
From Rivalry To Love

Offer forgiveness
Grace can transform rivalry
Into healing love

Margaret Moran
From Sorrow To Joy

Life has its sorrows
God knows as we do belief
In God brings us joy

Margaret Moran
From Suffering

Want God to save me
Instead turns into blessing
That deepens my faith

Margaret Moran
From Text To Choices

Sacred scripture phrase
Repeat keep mind focused on
Choice one wants to make

Margaret Moran
From Thanksgiving Heart

Comes joy of living
Feelings of joy grace seeds to
Those afraid to feel

Margaret Moran
From The Condition

Of our inner beings
A smile naturally results
Happy heart at peace

Margaret Moran
From The Heart

Tis love from the heart
That learns to live in peace with
The neighbor as well

Margaret Moran
From The Past Learn

Live not in the past
Redo undo we cannot
Faith journey forward

Margaret Moran
From The Prison Of Fear

Love of God frees us
Life can sometimes be scary
The Lord loves and cares

Margaret Moran
Fruit Of Prayer

Find wisdom for life
Healing for your heart joy peace
Only God can give

Margaret Moran
Fruitful

A small beginning
Endorsed by God bears much fruit
To all our efforts

Margaret Moran
Fruitful Lives

People loved by God
Respect value of others
Bear fruit in their lives

Margaret Moran
Frustrated

I quickly become
With the way things appear right
Perspective in search

Margaret Moran
Full Attention

Place where God has ours
Noise constant chatter hear not
What God has to say

Margaret Moran
Full Devotion

Full devotion to
These happy go lucky means
They too spread great joy

Margaret Moran
Full Immediate Access

When heart is hurting
No red tape to cut through to
Present needs to God

Margaret Moran
Full Knowledge

When our journey ends
What we then will know is that
God brings us through it

Margaret Moran
Successes failures
Help us learn from our mistakes
Values uniqueness

Margaret Moran
Full Of Wisdom And Love

Our hearts are restless
Until they find rest in God
Said Saint Augustine

Margaret Moran
Full Steam Ahead

God will see it through
He is behind the whole thing
Watch word is forward

Margaret Moran
Fully Dependent

New insight into our
Own weakness lack of virtue
Lets Spirit guide us

Margaret Moran
Fully Human

Jesus became to
Identify with us and
Know all our hardships

Margaret Moran
Gain Wisdom

Your ear incline heart
Apply cry out voice lift up
Seek search takes effort

Margaret Moran
Gate Crashing

Like jets at top speed  
Advertisements invade the  
Users rightful space

Margaret Moran
Gateway

To freedom a sense
Of responsibility
Proves maturity

Margaret Moran
Generosity Toward Us

Freely happily
Expects nothing in return
God gives us all gifts

Margaret Moran
Gentle Lifegiving Rain

In our lives today
A must for true balance of
Faith wisdom and power

Margaret Moran
Gentle Words

From a friend carry
Us through a difficult time
Treasure use words well

Margaret Moran
Gentleness

Willingly accepts
Thanks for least service given
Has tolerance too

Margaret Moran
Genuine Care

Thoughtful attention
To wishes needs feelings of
Others is real care

Margaret Moran
Genuine From The Heart

Sincere prayer coming
From the heart is genuine
When great things happen

Margaret Moran
Genuine Relationship

Cares and worries can
Keep us from the Bread of Life
To things not lasting

Margaret Moran
Gestures Reveal How

Take time to learn names
Make eye contact let people
Tell their own story

Margaret Moran
Get Back On Track

Nothing redirects
Us better than small nudges
Toward God from the heart

Margaret Moran
Get Busy

Easily forget
My blessings life breath loved ones
God times perfectly

Margaret Moran
Get Ready

The whole purpose of
Lent is to get ready for
Easter properly

Margaret Moran
Getting Even

Unfair pain cycles
In the memory forgive
Only way to stop

Margaret Moran
Getting Involved

Something to offer
Kind noble nil to offer
Avoid confusion

Margaret Moran
Getting Nowhere

What a boring time
When tis all off the point talk
All talk no listening

Margaret Moran
Getting Up In The Morning

Not what we all like
Tis harder after late nights
We need enough sleep

Margaret Moran
Gift Giving

Delightful to do
Though painful to spend money
On things not needed

Margaret Moran
Gift Of One Another

Lean on each other
And let others lean on us
Generous balance

Margaret Moran
Gift Of Unity

Love into action
Among others as one who
Serves with a clean heart

Margaret Moran
Gifted With Potential

What we can do or
Become God sees potential
He can work with that

Margaret Moran
Gifts And Blessings

Something much bigger
Confirm our names are written
Where we belong heaven

Margaret Moran
Give Back To The Lord

Through works of service
Visit the sick elderly
Reach out to the poor

Margaret Moran
Give From What You Have

Have not cannot give
Word of God freshness breathe in
Be light to the world

Margaret Moran
Give Thanks

Even in despair
Comparatively small woe
Safe in giving thanks

Margaret Moran
Give Up Or Go On

Cannot go through life
Without others a word of
Encouragement helps

Margaret Moran
Give Way To

Hearts praise speech does same
Complaining to thanksgiving
Frustration to hope

Margaret Moran
Give We Do

All ears to listen
Hands to serve our hearts to love
Smile to speak from heart

Margaret Moran
Given Different Gifts

We use our gifts in
Love at different times in
Different ways too

Margaret Moran
Giving Not Just For Some

Tis for all of us
All can give of time love peace
God provides us with

Margaret Moran
Giving Thanks

Brings to life feelings
Of joy seeds of grace to those
Who are feeling fear

Margaret Moran
Glorious Goal

Surely not gloomy
Lent is a serious time
The goal glorious

Margaret Moran
Go Ahead

More grace than we ask
God always gives the grace to
Deepen prayer ask for

Margaret Moran
Go Near To Listen

Steps one at a time
Not quick with mouth nor hasty
In heart awed by love

Margaret Moran
God Allows Today

The sorrows and tears
That open our hearts to the
Joys of tomorrow

Margaret Moran
God Answers

In His wisdom with
The best answers thankfully
There is power in prayer

Margaret Moran
God As Father

Guides and protects
The prayer of Jesus is our
Inspiration source

Margaret Moran
God At Work In Our World

Promises made are
Promises kept social sin
Has not the last word

Margaret Moran
God Desires

Our actions be a
Reflection of a pure heart
Faith and truth and love

Margaret Moran
God Dislikes Sin

No human effort
Can take it away it is
Rooted in the heart

Margaret Moran
God First Loved Us

Huge thanks we owe Him
Love of family friends too
Of God love is God

Margaret Moran
God Gives Us Gifts

Because he loves us
Of that love tangible proof
He gives us as well

Margaret Moran
God Has Called Us

To be faithful to our
Calling we live in the now
Grow in faith hope love

Margaret Moran
God In Action In Our Life

Strength never leaves us
Needs concerns precious to him
Rest in loving care

Margaret Moran
God Is Good

God owes us nothing
Provides what we need and so
We focus on grace

Margaret Moran
God Is Our Father

Let that truth sink in
Amazement gratitude of
Family members

Margaret Moran
God Is Wonderful

Great and fair God is
Whether we believe or not
We are all equal

Margaret Moran
God Misses Nothing

Even though we sin
God offers the repentant
Hope through new promise

Margaret Moran
God Sustains Us

Try do what you can
Find rest in God a safe sure
Place full of support

Margaret Moran
God Values

Clean heart pure motives
Really good on the inside
Live pure true motives

Margaret Moran
God With Us

Saint Patrick lyrics
Christ always through his Spirit
Is living within

Margaret Moran
Goes On Forever

Remains steadfast sure
Neither leaves nor forsakes us
Tis love we can trust

Margaret Moran
Going Round In Circles

A lot to be done
But no notion where to start
Just keep circling round

Margaret Moran
Going Through Trials

Recount how God works
Dispels not fear gives courage
Learn lesson of trust

Margaret Moran
Going To Be Pronunciation

Instead of four three
Go ing to be ga na be
One less syllable

Margaret Moran
Going Well Or Not

Can lean on God for
Support rooted safe like a
Tree near running water

Margaret Moran
Gone So Fast

Almost at an end
Twenty fourteen reminds us
Of our pilgrim span

Margaret Moran
Good Approaches

Can bring one so far
God wants to bring only good
Seek his direction

Margaret Moran
Good Fortune Forever

The present moment
The right now of our life has
Eternal value

Margaret Moran
Good Medicine

A cheerful heart is
Relationships under threat
Helps to remember

Margaret Moran
Good News

Always a tonic
Brings joy and gladness to all
Tis worth waiting for

Margaret Moran
Good Things

Many or few all
Good things come from God blessings
Remind us of God

Margaret Moran
Good To All

Let us do not evil
Find forgiveness for ourselves
And forgive others

Margaret Moran
Goodbye

A word in English
Two Chinese characters read
As see you again

Margaret Moran
Goodwill Inspiration

Goodwill is inspired
By any form of kindness
Whether thought word deed

Margaret Moran
Gossip

Not for us to tell
Many things that others say
Best not to repeat

Margaret Moran
Grace

Tis a gift from God
Freely given to us all
Brings us nearer God

Margaret Moran
Grace Moves Us

To be unselfish
Kind generous forgiving
Hurts become bygones

Margaret Moran
Grace Of Baptism

Through it we learn to
Listen respond when God speaks
Open to that love

Margaret Moran
Grace To Do Likewise

Jesus had reason
To scold followers instead
He offered them peace

Margaret Moran
Grace To Help

Let not prayer be our
Last recourse in time of need
Lets make it the first

Margaret Moran
Gracious

Comes from the word grace
Grace in our hearts shows in the
Way we treat others.

Margaret Moran
Grasp Love Share Unite

Love of God for us
We grasp to others more love
United in joy

Margaret Moran
Grasped By Hopelessness

Fear more of the same
Believe less that things can change
For the better end

Margaret Moran
Grateful For All Of Life

Not just pick and choose
The features pleasing to me
Takes courage deep faith

Margaret Moran
Grateful Prayer Privilege

At any time for
Any reason can talk with
God instant access

Margaret Moran
Gratefully Received In Twenty Fifteen

The call to share life
And lasting happiness in
Our environment

Margaret Moran
Great God

Of the universe
The Beginning and the End
Alpha and Omega

Margaret Moran
Great Things

Surely we can do
Help make the world better our
Talents we can use

Margaret Moran
Great Things Happen When

We pray sincerely
Prayer always comes from the heart
Change for the better

Margaret Moran
Great Things We Can Do

For the suffering
End to war and poverty
Bring safeness and peace

Margaret Moran
Greater Than

Our greatest problem
Is the mercy of God sure
To bring us merit

Margaret Moran
Greatest Desire

We betray the Lord
Weak fragile human we are
The Lord forgives us

Margaret Moran
Greatest Friend

Constant in love and
Fully forgiving is the
Greatest friend of all

Margaret Moran
Greatest One Of All

Takes up residence
Within us gift of presence
Our ultimate joy

Margaret Moran
Greatness

Serving God with his
Strength in a small way far from
Small it is greatness

Margaret Moran
Grief

Painful not easy
How to deal with it we know
Not in our own case

Margaret Moran
Grievance

Unfairly treated
Computer users no doubt
Have cause for complaint

Margaret Moran
Groaning

Tis a sign of hope
Deep down we know and believe
We are in progress

Margaret Moran
Grounded In Truth

Love the law of God
Really give up the tempting
Alluring false mask

Margaret Moran
Grow Best

Prayer is the best soil
To produce hope and healing
Comfort and solace

Margaret Moran
Growing In Faith

What you do each day
Small everyday things with love
Of God and people

Margaret Moran
Growing Old Gracefully

Ninety eight years old
Full of grace the Lord with her
She lives in the now

Margaret Moran
Growing Up

Joy on our journey
We walk along listen teach
Mature with patience

Margaret Moran
Growth From Within

Compassion love truth
False within not true outside
Inner world needs care

Margaret Moran
Growth In Spring

New growth in spring is
More alive to the eye than
Elegant beauty

Margaret Moran
Guarantees True Happiness

Tis best to try to
Love your neighbor as yourself
And so find deep peace

Margaret Moran
Guard What We Say

At start of each day
Not to harm others by what
We say Lord we pray

Margaret Moran
Guidance From Above

Our navigator
God we trust for direction
Find way stay on course

Margaret Moran
Guiding Me Each Day

Risen Jesus is
Leads me to fullness of life
For us all to share

Margaret Moran
Habits Old And New

Old are hard to break
Harder to learn new ones are
Grace of God brings change

Margaret Moran
Half A Pint A Day

An encouragement
Humane understanding to
Drink moderately

Margaret Moran
Handmade Christmas Card

Hand printed message
At bottom center message
Peace be with you all

Margaret Moran
Hang In There

God has timeless clock
Ours is countable
Reaching to timeless

Margaret Moran
Hap

Old English means luck
Happy origins in hap
Like perhaps hapless

Margaret Moran
Happened At Christmas

Bethlehem baby
Human and divine to teach
The way to God came

Margaret Moran
Happening All Together

Too much all at once
Throws off beat like your head is
Spinning round and round

Margaret Moran
Happens All The Time

Unwelcome feeling
Customer service lacking
Brings regret each time

Margaret Moran
Happens To Us All

When nothing gets done
So much to do where to start
In a dilemma

Margaret Moran
Happens Within The Human Heart

Can hear God in prayer
Repentance breaks shame guilt bonds
Forgiveness heals wounds

Margaret Moran
Happiness And Virtue

Between them link is
Profound goodness virtue parts
Happy components

Margaret Moran
Happiness Comes To Us

Indirectly as
The fruit of defeating our
Unhappy causes

Margaret Moran
Happiness From

Pleasure distinguish
Pleasure a matter of taste
Happiness is not

Margaret Moran
Happiness In Serving

Is a lovely thing
Sign of the Presence of God
In cheerful givers

Margaret Moran
Happy Occasions

Today is special
For one her birthday for the
Other his wedding

Margaret Moran
Happy People

Reminders of trees
Ever green near a stream hold
Their sap and bear fruit

Margaret Moran
Happy Young People

Give joy to the heart
Pride and joy of their parents
Raise future hope too

Margaret Moran
Hard Times

Avoid we all try
In the real world can face them
God gives help and hope

Margaret Moran
Hard To Look Up

Do find God giver
Of all good things in our life
Learn to give him thanks

Margaret Moran
Hard To Strike The Balance

Competition and
Rat race minimize swelled head
Maximize pressure

Margaret Moran
Hardest Bit

Stuck in the take off
Getting started is hardest
For we know not how

Margaret Moran
Harsh Word Gentle Answer

Harsh stirs up anger
Soft answer deals best with mean
Cruel words or comments

Margaret Moran
Has Eternal Value

The present moment
Now the acceptable time
Tis the time God gives

Margaret Moran
Have No Idea

What tomorrow holds
Our heavenly father knows
He has equipped us

Margaret Moran
Have No Regrets

Freely fully spend
Time with family and friends
Live in the present

Margaret Moran
Having Fewer Wants

Contentment begins
May we be content with our
Present circumstance

Margaret Moran
Healing And Recovery

On eight twenty three
To the Good Shepherd we turn
To care for the sick

Margaret Moran
Healing Of Deep Hurts

Takes time and patience
Infinitely patient God
Not fazed by setbacks

Margaret Moran
Health Of The Church

Perfect it is not
A hint of heaven it is
Benefits others

Margaret Moran
Healthy Diet Analogy

Aim lose weight eating
Habits change better health strength
Whole life has been changed

Margaret Moran
Hearing And Doing

Essential and key
To weather the storms of life
Hear and act wisely

Margaret Moran
Hearing The Voice Of God

Prayer allows us to
And to let it shape our hearts
A thought comes in prayer

Margaret Moran
Hears And Heeds

The cry of the poor
God does and asks us to do
The same as he does

Margaret Moran
Hears Our Pleas

Our loving God does
Our Father longs for our trust
In his faithfulness

Margaret Moran
Heart And Hurts

There is one who knows
My heart hurts disappointments
Loves me just the same.

Margaret Moran
Heart Home

The christian heart is
Home of the Spirit within
This heart of mine dwells

Margaret Moran
Heart Of God Toward Us

Take God at his word
Trust what he says encounter
Learn His heart toward us

Margaret Moran
Heart Of Mary

All family needs
In her immaculate heart
Get full attention

Margaret Moran
Heart Of Prayer Of Intercession

Have the mind of Christ
And so grow in forgiveness
Love and compassion

Margaret Moran
Heartily Welcome

Great joy and gladness
March ten nineteen eighty four
The first baby boy

Margaret Moran
Hearts Of Worship

Coming face to face
With the son inspired shepherds
Worship the father

Margaret Moran
Heaven On Earth

Though sick and infirm
The deep peace in their hearts let
Us savour Heaven

Margaret Moran
Heaven To Earth

Christmas brings in its
Joy its peace its love for all
To be one at heart

Margaret Moran
Heavenly Advice

Seek the things above
Attraction of sin resist
Treasure your blessings

Margaret Moran
Heavenly Father

Father in Heaven
Love for us his children is
Deep and eternal

Margaret Moran
Heavenly Support Group

People just like us
Only they are in Heaven
But close to us now

Margaret Moran
Heavy Rainy Day

Drains all energy
Dripping wet dreariness damps
Our spirits as well

Margaret Moran
Help And Heal

Brief kind words smooth quiet
Touch the wounded spirit with
Hope for coming days

Margaret Moran
Help From Outside

Inadequate for
Hardships of life we seek help
Outside of ourselves

Margaret Moran
Help I Need

To spot the needs then
Know how to care well for them
And for our neighbors

Margaret Moran
Help In Difficulty

Need humbly admit
Treat disease of sin seek help
Honestly repent

Margaret Moran
Help Me

Forgive all who have
Wronged me ask for forgiveness
Of those I have wronged

Margaret Moran
Help Me God

In tough times not lose
Courage only rely on
You to see me through

Margaret Moran
Help One Another

Friends who pick us up
We need our encouragement
Others need as well

Margaret Moran
Help To Do The Work

Promise of your grace
Where we can reflect love of
God we get our place

Margaret Moran
Helpful Or Not

The desire to help
Takes time to act on for help
Needs to be helpful

Margaret Moran
Helpful Words

Do not have to be
Many to be meaningful
Kind words help and heal

Margaret Moran
Helpless Cry

Of the child to the
Attentive ear of Father
His answers are best

Margaret Moran
Heroic The Martyrs Were

Beliefs unshaken
Fully understanding what
Lay ahead of them

Margaret Moran
Hide Not From God

Need not fear troubles
God is always there with all
our heart search God cares

Margaret Moran
His Cross

Tis door to heaven
Key to paradise through it
The way to glory

Margaret Moran
His Will

God makes it clear simple
Not even multiple choice
Choose life God his Word

Margaret Moran
His Word

God gave us a book
All real truth no fairy tales
Truth that gives us hope

Margaret Moran
Holding On To

Saint Columban is
Bent on always holding on
To Almighty God

Margaret Moran
Holiness

A deep assurance
God is with us at all times
In all instances

Margaret Moran
Holy Spirit Implants

A calling namely
Missionaryvocation
In heart of person

Margaret Moran
Holy Spirit In Our Lives

Feel the love of God
Become more loving reach out
Strength no when tempted

Margaret Moran
Holy Temple

Eucharistic heart
Pours out fills us with blessing
Adore praise give thanks

Margaret Moran
Home Hope

When God is our home
Our hope is in Him find a
New vision of health

Margaret Moran
Home In This World

Is not all we have
Mindful we are of our life
Eternal reward

Margaret Moran
Honesty

Tis the policy
That makes truthfulness link up
With integrity

Margaret Moran
Honesty Best Policy

The truth sets us free
Everyone knows where they stand
No longer afraid

Margaret Moran
Honor The Other

Help to understand
Wisdom to use words well with
No biting remarks

Margaret Moran
Hope For All Of Us

Great or small our sins
Forgive them all Jesus can
Amazing love grace

Margaret Moran
Hope In The Heart

A smile on the face
Attitude that leads to smiles
That is the word joy

Margaret Moran
Hope Of Recovery

Light at the end of
The tunnel lights up the way
To regain lost hope

Margaret Moran
Hope That Is In Us

We share through the words
We speak, prayers we breathe letters
We write life we live

Margaret Moran
Hope With Each Sunrise

Grace for every day
New hope for our every trial
Courage all the way

Margaret Moran
Hopefully Anticipating

In his time and ways
God will come through even with
A happy surprise

Margaret Moran
Hospitality

Sharing with people
In need is the practice of
Hospitality

Margaret Moran
How And Why

Our gifts we use to
Serve others and together
Make a better world

Margaret Moran
How Brightly The Church

Would shine if we all
Dropped resentment and took up
Unity instead

Margaret Moran
How Children Pray

Lovingly from heart
Desire to love much notice
Where love is lacking

Margaret Moran
How Easy It Is

Let momentary trials
Forget unconditional
Loving care of God

Margaret Moran
How God Keeps Time

He does not delay
Comes exactly the right time
In our life and world

Margaret Moran
How Helpful Can I Be

Really do not know
Depends on how well I give
An empathic ear

Margaret Moran
How Hungry You Are He Knows

Delights in giving
To the hunger hidden deeply
In your yearning heart

Margaret Moran
How Nice

To have your own space
To do what you must do well
Not get snowed under

Margaret Moran
How Our Faith Has Grown

With the wisdom of
Hindsight we see the growth of
Faith in trials and doubts

Margaret Moran
How Than How Much

Much more important
How we give love grace of God
No money can buy

Margaret Moran
How To Learn What?

Keep asking seeking
And knocking to learn what is
Important to God

Margaret Moran
How To Serve God

Wherever we are
God is at work in people
Where I spend my time

Margaret Moran
How Ungrateful

To enjoy blessings  
Of life without thanking the  
Lord from whom all flows

Margaret Moran
How We Handle Conflicts

Motives and values
In our own hearts examine
Respect each other

Margaret Moran
How We Miss Grace

Fail to realize
Grace is hidden in the now
Of our every day

Margaret Moran
How We Pray

How we are to pray
Is with our lips but from hearts
Ready to forgive

Margaret Moran
How We See Things

Our view of changing
Circumstances contentment
Is personal choice

Margaret Moran
How Wonderful

Lost for how to do
Hard task out of the blues came
The person who knew

Margaret Moran
How Wonderful Your Grace

Greater than all sin
Takes away our burdens to
Set our spirit free

Margaret Moran
How Would You Feel

Your thoughts words deeds all
Dismissed as useless not just
Once but every time

Margaret Moran
Human Craving

Deep down like small kids
We want someone to notice
And affirm us too

Margaret Moran
Human Dignity

We are born equal
Ups and downs of our lifetime
Lot keep us equal

Margaret Moran
Human Limits

We can only do
So much and go so far due
To human limits

Margaret Moran
Human Nature

Imperfect people
For salvation come to God
True to God not false

Margaret Moran
Human Needs

We pray because God
Answers us turns to us and
Listens to our words

Margaret Moran
Human Struggles

God knows about them
Loves forgives stays with us on
Our lifelong journey

Margaret Moran
Humane

All we need to know
Merciful goodness of God
Provides what we need

Margaret Moran
Humanity Accepted

First Christmas journey
From heaven to earth for love
Of us Jesus came

Margaret Moran
Humble Attitude

A humble birthplace
The manger bed a perfect
Holy way it led

Margaret Moran
Humble Hearts

Willing to follow
His way in everything we
Ask God to give us

Margaret Moran
Humble Obedience

Saint Joseph sought
To do the things that pleased our
Father in Heaven

Margaret Moran
Humble Of Heart

Claim not privilege
Function response to calling
Serve all faithfully

Margaret Moran
Humility Demonstrates

Real people with real
Problems set free healing through
Their humility

Margaret Moran
Humor Works

Tis unexpected
Saying the unexpected
Has the most effect

Margaret Moran
Hundredfold Reward

Faithful in given
Circumstances through thick and
Thin they persevered

Margaret Moran
Hunger For God

His presence we seek
In sunshine and crisis cry
For help to save us

Margaret Moran
Hunger For God Alone

Pursue the way that
Leads to now and ever joy
Happiness and peace

Margaret Moran
Hunger Of Body And Soul

Necessary food
Essential staple in our
Lives as Jesus is

Margaret Moran
Hungry For

Life purpose meaning
Leadership discipleship
 Blend go hand in hand

Margaret Moran
Hurry

Tis an oft said word
Puts pressure on for action
Stressful for dreamers

Margaret Moran
I Am Busy

In twenty fifteen
Another way of saying
No listening ear here

Margaret Moran
I Forgive You

Has the potential
To open people and their
Pathways to meet God

Margaret Moran
I Keep Forgetting

Choices made today
Bring delight or grief to Lord
Of the universe

Margaret Moran
I Lift Up In Prayer

All the afflicted
In mind body heart or soul
To help and heal all

Margaret Moran
I Wonder Why

Cannot access this
Page cannot be openned comes
Up no more data

Margaret Moran
Icing On The Cake

Word of God tells us
Of his love our words tell him
Of our love today

Margaret Moran
Ideal Setting

Glorious sunshine
Just right to make atmosphere
Worthy of recall

Margaret Moran
Idealistic Or Realistic

The Christmas season
Expectations depend on
Perfection concept

Margaret Moran
Identity In Christ

No one can steal how
God sees you remember that
Defines who you are

Margaret Moran
If Not Alerted

Might miss good chances
Souls crave to show love of Christ
Speaks of hope in us

Margaret Moran
Ill Advised Choices

Ambitious human
Nature relentlessly tempts
Us to rush ahead

Margaret Moran
Illogical

Wanting something to
Happen sooner than it can
Impatience it is

Margaret Moran
Illuminate

All dark places in
Emotional physical
Pain with healing love

Margaret Moran
Immanuel

God with us is born
The Messiah is born and
All things are made new

Margaret Moran
Impact Of Thoughtfulness

Words and deeds convey
Love kindness picks others up
When they are weighed down

Margaret Moran
Impact To Remember

Lovely the impact
On giver and receiver
Of forgiving hearts

Margaret Moran
Impatience

Is not logical
Wants something to happen more
Quickly than it can

Margaret Moran
Impeccable Timing

For the purposes
At time where we need to be
God with us sends us

Margaret Moran
Imperfect As We Are

We are still the light
Of the world and can still shine
Light in the darkness

Margaret Moran
Imperfect I Am

Even when I fail
In mercy and compassion
God never fails me

Margaret Moran
Impossible

To please the other
Something pleases me but it
Turns the other off

Margaret Moran
Impossible To Manage

What lies before us
Question whether we can do
In faith walk with God

Margaret Moran
Imprisoned Set Free

Revenge imprisons
Forgiveness sets free let go
Harbor not today

Margaret Moran
In A Group

Surface as well as
Deeper differences could
Easily divide

Margaret Moran
In A Hurry

God is not ever
Delivers us in due time
With us while we wait

Margaret Moran
In A New Direction

Anyone can move
Through faith in Christ can begin
So God promises

Margaret Moran
In A Small Matter

Can try to be kind
To do the same more may want
Kindness in action

Margaret Moran
In A Whirl

Describes all things as
They came in a downpour but
Still up in the air

Margaret Moran
In A Word

Wholeheartedly the
Way God wants us to do to
Get new perspective

Margaret Moran
In A World Divided

By fear terror greed
May our hearts seek fulfillment
And not betrayal

Margaret Moran
In A Wounded World

To change our own hearts
As well as our leaders' pray
Will of God be done

Margaret Moran
In Advent

Into the darkness
Of mind and heart the Lord of
Light we beg to come

Margaret Moran
In Any Circumstances

Dire or trivial
Peace can be found in Jesus
Unload cares fears pray

Margaret Moran
In Awe Of His Goodness

Into perspective
Fears fit with refuge in Him
One who is all good

Margaret Moran
In Both

In the small things as
Well as the great the presence
Of God is welcomed

Margaret Moran
In Conversation

Words of anger spark
In peace living way of God
Can defuse the sparks

Margaret Moran
In Desperation

Turn to God in the
Peace that God meets all our needs
With tremendous love

Margaret Moran
In Diocese Of Galway

Due to world war two
For nine years belonged to the
Galway Diocese

Margaret Moran
In Distress

Even in distress
We need never be afraid
The Lord is with us

Margaret Moran
In Due Time

His blessings arrive
Life is not easy as His
Ways are not our ways

Margaret Moran
In Every Change

God remains faithful
Provides exactly what we
Need for each today

Margaret Moran
In Faith

Turn to God there is
No better one to talk to
Trust him completely

Margaret Moran
In God's Heart

Room for everyone
An outsider he became
For us to belong

Margaret Moran
In Hiding

Cover of darkness
Hide wrongdoing mercy calls
Into light of truth

Margaret Moran
In His Goodness

Now we live rejoice
Jesus death resurrection
From death to life save

Margaret Moran
In His Hands

The future God holds
Grace sufficient day by day
He leads us gently

Margaret Moran
In His Presence

Is fullness of joy
Learn in whatever state we
Are to be content

Margaret Moran
In Midst Of Our Routines

Jesus interrupts
To new and better ways calls
For our attention

Margaret Moran
In My Weary Times

Feel like not praying
So much to be thankful for
No choice but to pray

Margaret Moran
In No Way

Most likely reply
To life commitment to God
Still it sows the seed

Margaret Moran
In Order To Vanquish

Injustice and wrong
We pray that peace abound and
Righteousness flourish

Margaret Moran
In Other Words

Hospitality
Act of love towards somebody else
Favored practical

Margaret Moran
In Our Hearts

We treasure Scripture
Best place for the Word of God
Lies deep in our souls

Margaret Moran
In Our Hearts And Voices

Into the real world
Let's take the joy of Christmas
With us every day

Margaret Moran
In Our Souls

Light of first Christmas
Shine in our souls peace on earth
The angels spoke of

Margaret Moran
In Our Time Of Need

Listening and ready
To help God always is for
Aloof he keeps not

Margaret Moran
In Pain

Our own pain prods us
The pain of others does not
How can we ease pain

Margaret Moran
In Part The Whole

God sees whole we part
Use of resources as per
Plan vision of God

Margaret Moran
In Prayer

Seeking and finding
Look to the Lord in his strength
Open to serve well

Margaret Moran
In Process Means

One step at a time
Step by step one at a time
One day at a time

Margaret Moran
In Pursuing Jesus

Persevere to end
Wholehearted full steam ahead
To way truth and life

Margaret Moran
In Pursuit Of

For the way that leads
To deep inner contentment
Spends prime time with God

Margaret Moran
In Search Of

The right path in life
Where the person can be hale
Hearty and happy

Margaret Moran
In Six Years

First time in six years
Met the same kind mother as
Helpful as ever

Margaret Moran
In Stride

Of each day the most
We make taking what comes in
Stride with broad vision

Margaret Moran
In Ten Days

Transformation done
All wild growth weeded out to
Disappear for good

Margaret Moran
In Thanksgiving

Lord of creation
I see one of your wonders
The beauty of life

Margaret Moran
In The Dark

No knowledge of why
No call came waiting all day
For some news to come

Margaret Moran
In The Evening

May we always know
Recognition that fades not
God alone gives us

Margaret Moran
In The Flesh

Jesus came to bear
With us everything that weighs
Heavily on us

Margaret Moran
In The Garden Of Life

Friends are lovely flowers
Always there add happiness
Lessen every care

Margaret Moran
In The Hour Of Difficulty

A vision of God
All the answers to our woes
In faith I ask him

Margaret Moran
In The Mood

To write something new
About what I do not know
Mood and thought must fit

Margaret Moran
In The Morning

Awake and ready
To face the day good and bad
For all of our good

Margaret Moran
In The Palm

Of His hand God holds
Us on His shoulder God bears
The weight of the world

Margaret Moran
In The Palm Of His Hand

God holds his children
Has for each of his children
Limitless time love

Margaret Moran
In The Path Of People

In need of kindness
Our presence and compassion
Can build up their trust

Margaret Moran
In The Pursuits Of This Life

Never will we find
The peace and contentment that
Comes from God alone

Margaret Moran
In The Storms Of Life

Stand not alone seek
Help ask God to shelter you
In safest life spot

Margaret Moran
In The Touch Of Jesus

The deformity
Disappears the person is
Restored to wholeness

Margaret Moran
In The World

The place we live in
We focus our eyes for real
We hear the whole truth

Margaret Moran
In This World To Heaven

In this world we live
Allegiance is to heaven
Through christian values

Margaret Moran
In Times Of

Strength and temptation
Presence of God recognise
Receive grace with thanks

Margaret Moran
In Times Of Need

Recourse to prayer first
In mercy grace of God we
Find the help we need

Margaret Moran
In Times Of Temptation

God present with us
Means we can seek the way out
To joy of living

Margaret Moran
In Times Of Trouble

Turn to our refuge
We need the peace that only
God our refuge gives

Margaret Moran
In Tune

The dedicated
Learn to be in tune with the
Time and way of God

Margaret Moran
In Vain Maybe Not

Hours days weeks searching
All in vain but clues us to
Where something else is

Margaret Moran
In What Ways

Am I wasting time
Making my days count what ways
Do I need to change

Margaret Moran
In White Garments

Holy innocents
Dressed worthy they walk with God
Faith borne out by deeds

Margaret Moran
In Witness To Love

Of God all people
All nations the Columbans
All lay down their lives

Margaret Moran
In Word Of God

Are treasures of truth
Best mined they are with the spade
Of meditation

Margaret Moran
Inaction

Our fears can lead to
Courage is fear that has prayed
Worry less pray more

Margaret Moran
Inappropriately

When speech crosses lines
To understand power of words
Need use well wisdom

Margaret Moran
Inbox Or Other

Emails go where to
If not inbox to spam trash
Receiver concern

Margaret Moran
Inclined To Worry

Then talk to the Lord
Loves to use all wisdom power
Never too weary

Margaret Moran
Inconveniences

In our lives there are
Obstacles God turns into
Chances for our good

Margaret Moran
Incredible Strength

To me you offer
When the chips are down though weak
You increase my power

Margaret Moran
Indescribable

Popping up all round
Ads interference fray nerves
Waste all user time

Margaret Moran
Indifference

Happens not with God
Near to all who call in truth
Cares listens responds

Margaret Moran
Influence Is More Than

Lofty acts and words
Serve in any way we can
Way to accomplish

Margaret Moran
Inform Or Transform

No doubt books inform
But the Bible can transform
By the grace of God

Margaret Moran
Initiate I Can

Try to be kind in
A small matter more people
Catch on to kindness

Margaret Moran
Innate Instinct

A loving presence
In us to protect that which
Is fragile unsafe

Margaret Moran
Inner Attitudes

Love from a pure heart
Sincere faith pour out through our
Thoughts words and actions

Margaret Moran
Inner Resurrection

Accepts new sense of
Own weakness lack of virtue
Trusts Holy Spirit

Margaret Moran
Inner Self

Tis our deepest part
Where God shows us the depth of
greatest love ever

Margaret Moran
Inseparable

Pilgrimage for Christ
Implies service of others
Blessings for others

Margaret Moran
Inseparable Are

Prayer and helplessness
The helpless can truly pray
They know they need to

Margaret Moran
Inside

Regardless of how
Attractive the outside is
Tis inside that counts

Margaret Moran
Inside And Outside

To the winds and seas
In Life a smile radiant
Inside calms outside

Margaret Moran
Inside Out

For sure God knows me
Number content of my days
All anxious thoughts too

Margaret Moran
Inspires Others

Faithfulness to God
Despite pressure strength to trust
Can inspire others

Margaret Moran
Inspiring

The willingness of
People to help others
We find inspiring

Margaret Moran
Instead Of Despairing

Freely receive love
Father in heaven assures
Us love forever

Margaret Moran
Instead Of Lectures

Hope for redemption
Stern faces sharp words dim the
Unexpected grace

Margaret Moran
Integrity

An important trait
Word is true actions honest
Clear on direction

Margaret Moran
Intellectually Arrogant

The greatest harm is
To oneself shuts off others
Limits own knowledge

Margaret Moran
Intense

Tis how God loves us
Regardless of merit or
Response tis intense

Margaret Moran
Intentions Needs

To Wisdom as good
Stewards open our hearts to
The cry of the poor

Margaret Moran
Intercessory Prayer

Praying with real hope
And intent that God hears and
Responds with mercy

Margaret Moran
Interdependent We Are

Oasis of grace in
Every desert whether in
Plenty or in need

Margaret Moran
Interior Spiritual World

Pay attention to
Within each of us from where
All our actions spring

Margaret Moran
Internet

Speed is wonderful
But a heartbreak when nothing
Goes the way it should

Margaret Moran
Intimacy

Takes up residence
Within us gift of presence
Our ultimate joy

Margaret Moran
Intimate Conversation Boring When

Know not what to say
Grasp not prayer is free talking
With our Creator

Margaret Moran
Into Action

Love has to be put
Meaningless is love not shared
Looks out for others

Margaret Moran
Into His Presence

Meditations and
Memories draw and evoke
Deep longing for God

Margaret Moran
Into Place

When everything falls
Into place as in the plans
Grateful I sure am

Margaret Moran
Inundated

Data keep coming
Like water from the fountain
As web text onslaught

Margaret Moran
Invitation Response

Calling decision
Each person special unique
Responds to calling

Margaret Moran
Invite Or Order

Goes without saying
Invite is open not push
Order gets bossy

Margaret Moran
Irritation To No Avail

Driving through traffic
Waiting for children reading
All take required time

Margaret Moran
It Is Always A Surprise

Tis a new surprise
Never what I expect now
That is better too

Margaret Moran
It Seems To Me

Life is a journey
Into love so beautiful
Nothing to compare

Margaret Moran
Its Own Path

Every life has its
Own path twists and turns to face
With courage and trust

Margaret Moran
Its Place And Time

Keeping silent has
Wise to hold tongue apt place time
For silence discern

Margaret Moran
J.J.R.I.P.

May he rest in peace
Got off the bus passed away
Bright light always was

Margaret Moran
Jarlath

Happy birthday to
An earnest down to earth man
Blessings thanks always

Margaret Moran
Jesus Trusts Us

Setting our hearts on
Loving people as he does
The world we can change

Margaret Moran
John Patrick Joseph

Down to earth person
Family first hard working
Deep faith same to all

Margaret Moran
John The Baptist

His faith deep and strong
Ably supports him in the
Mission call from God

Margaret Moran
Journey In Life

Cant see road ahead
We take it as it comes not
As wish it would be

Margaret Moran
Journey In The Direction

Grow in wisdom and  
Clarity re direction  
Of our lives we pray

Margaret Moran
Journey Of Reverence

Our bright future lies
In our concern through life to
Reverence the Lord

Margaret Moran
Joy Ahead

The whole purpose of
Lent is to get ready for
The joy of Easter

Margaret Moran
Joy And Justice

We bring to others
Work for justice where we live
For mercy we pray

Margaret Moran
Joy And Sadness

Saturday ten three
Sunshine and teary eyes marked
Entrance to mission

Margaret Moran
Joy Comes From

Putting the needs of
Others ahead of our own
Without selfish gains

Margaret Moran
Joy For

Each day a new day
Blessings family given
Ours through the Spirit

Margaret Moran
Joy Inspires

One by one people
Smile help each other wish for
Christmas everyday

Margaret Moran
Joy Into Our Heart

Brings the hope we have
Christ came can know love of God
Peace he will impart

Margaret Moran
Joy Is Gone

When personal rights
Are at stake and swept away
Right under your eyes

Margaret Moran
Joy Thrives

In thankfulness soil
Newborn new life bring great joy
Let us be thankful

Margaret Moran
Joys From The Giver

Joy that sustains me
Family friends blessing work
Spirit source of joy

Margaret Moran
Judgmental Awareness

Being judgmental of
Others can often mean being
Hard on oneself too

Margaret Moran
June Sixteen

Up in years passed from
Her long lifetime of kind deeds
To lasting reward

Margaret Moran
Just A Knock Away

Source of strength wisdom
I knock door opens divine
Guidance directs me

Margaret Moran
Just A Little More

Each day Jesus lamb
Of God loves us notice love
Being with us always

Margaret Moran
Just A Seed

A grain of wheat is
It grows lives dies bears much fruit
How God multiplies

Margaret Moran
Just A Simple Word

A word of comfort
Or encouragement eases
Affirms and brings life

Margaret Moran
Just As You Are

Follow way truth life
One with you always certain
To guide you always

Margaret Moran
Just Being There

Tis the best comfort
Tongue tied or not the gift of
Presence we can offer

Margaret Moran
Just Do Not Give Up

Pray be persistent
Even whine and complain bring
Everything to God

Margaret Moran
Just Help Me

Tired too tired to pray
I am tired Lord tis your work
Just help me to pray

Margaret Moran
Just Like Jesus

From the Father came
Into the world hope one day
Return to Father

Margaret Moran
Just Listening

Effective way of
Helping others feedback from
Suffering people

Margaret Moran
Just Need Courage

The right thing to do
We know but just need courage
To make the right choice

Margaret Moran
Just Not Wise

Be slow to jump to
Conclusions as they can be
Found inconclusive

Margaret Moran
Just One Choice

We can decide to
Redirect our lives no more
Envy gossip greed

Margaret Moran
Just Right

To find just the right
Word for the right occasion
Puts us all at ease

Margaret Moran
Just Right For Us

One size fits all tells
Good news Jesus for us all
Life giving Savior

Margaret Moran
Just The Right Way

To respond today
An action step take one point
To speak to your heart

Margaret Moran
Just Think Of This

On the Cross his last
Drop of blood he shed to fill
Us with his great love

Margaret Moran
Justice And Peace

There are no shortcuts
The truth makes us truly free
The truth is the key

Margaret Moran
Keep Alive

Spiritual desire
Come back to present moment
Way to live now pray

Margaret Moran
Keep Our Good Name

The saving grace we
Need to keep our name intact
Is the perfect law

Margaret Moran
Keep Prayer Simple

Intercession puts
Trust in God repentance brings
Change without pretense

Margaret Moran
Keep Talking To God

Talking to God yes
What prayer is all about in
Past present future

Margaret Moran
Keep The Law Perfectly

Though unable to
Confident of love welcome
Fear not approach God

Margaret Moran
Keep Up Your Heart

Effort is ignored
Keep up your heart how are you
Pain and toil count not

Margaret Moran
Keep Watch

See what God will say
Tune in to the promptings of
The Holy Spirit

Margaret Moran
Keeping Appointments

Hard to do when one
Makes ones that are burdensome
To self and others

Margaret Moran
Keeps Promise

Faithful to promise
Spirit sent to unite and
Bring peace among us

Margaret Moran
Kevin

Young and talented
Doing the simple things well
Excels in farming

Margaret Moran
Key To Contentment

Let the Lord supply
Angle not for more more more
Just need more of Christ

Margaret Moran
Key To Success

Off to a good start
Determined to stay at it
Produce good outcome

Margaret Moran
Kicked Out

Which of us wants it
For sure no one does so why
Kick someone else out

Margaret Moran
Kind Generous Godfather

Eternal reward
On six eight twenty fifteen
Gained peace forever

Margaret Moran
Kind Words Can

Lift a heavy heart
Know what sustains the weary
Shed light in darkness

Margaret Moran
Kindness Goes A Long Way

Regardless of age
Kindness speaks to and impacts
The hearts of us all

Margaret Moran
Kindness Of God

Not in random acts
True unconditional love
Constant abundant

Margaret Moran
Kindnesses

Will be rewarded
By the Lord who prompts good deeds
Help out those in need

Margaret Moran
Know And Not Know

What we know of God
Encourages us trust Him
In what we know not

Margaret Moran
Know He Will

Give me what is best
Calmly on his word I rest
By his time and way

Margaret Moran
Know Jesus

Never walk alone
The everlasting wonder
Of Christmas always

Margaret Moran
Know That Grace

Is hidden in the
Now of our every day our
Ordinary days

Margaret Moran
Know Where To Turn

No one better to
Talk to God welcomes those who
Turn to Him in faith

Margaret Moran
Knowing

What to listen for
When God is calling you and
Prompting you to act

Margaret Moran
Knowledge And Wisdom

Much knowledge we can
Acquire but true wisdom it
Comes only from God

Margaret Moran
Knowledge Inspires Trust

What we know of God
Gives us heart to trust Him in
All we do not know

Margaret Moran
Known

By our love Christians
Are called to live move in God
Source of light and love

Margaret Moran
Knows No Bounds

The mercy of God
Rise take up your mat and walk
Mercy miracle

Margaret Moran
Labeled

How many people
Look in a new way call forth
New experience

Margaret Moran
Labeled The Doubter

My Lord and my God
Thomas represents us all
Human and doubting

Margaret Moran
Lack Incentive

Words of so called might
Let us down fail trust sadden
Sure disincentives

Margaret Moran
Lack Of Sleep

Amazing how lack of
Sleep slows up our reactions
Proper sleep helps best

Margaret Moran
Lacking In Wisdom

Into wisdom of
God lean to find strength you have
But you never knew

Margaret Moran
Lady Of Lourdes

Feast two eleven
Also world day of prayer to
Restore sick to health

Margaret Moran
Large Ego People

Consider themselves
A step above others and
Lord it over them

Margaret Moran
Lasting Not Passing

From Above not the
World comes inner peace that is
Lasting not passing

Margaret Moran
Latin Root

Latin vox for voice
Vocation in context is
Spiritual calling

Margaret Moran
Lavish

Generous no doubt
As Jesus gives to us we
Can give to others

Margaret Moran
Lavish Gifts

Loving thanks we give
For the lavish gifts of God
All of them perfect

Margaret Moran
Law Of God

Out of love not fear
Puts gratitude above fret
Makes life different

Margaret Moran
Laws Are There

To guide lead not trap
Condemn dominate but to
Give proper freedom

Margaret Moran
Lazarus

Tis a name meaning
God is my help Lazarus
Trusted God would help

Margaret Moran
Le Bonheur

French for happiness
Simply old French bon augere
Meaning good omen

Margaret Moran
Lead Us Not

Into temptation
Hidden obvious sudden
Persistent we pray

Margaret Moran
Leadership

The in word for those
Who want to be in top rank
Need qualities too

Margaret Moran
Learn From Mother Mary

Be it joy or pain
We try to abide by the
Promises of God

Margaret Moran
Learn Lessons

From both joy and pain
Have seeds of wisdom that help
In our time of need

Margaret Moran
Learn We Must

To pause and to think
Before we speak or act with
Care and kindness fill

Margaret Moran
Learning To Love Our Enemies

Turn them into friends
Forgive them in our hearts show
Through word or action

Margaret Moran
Leave Behind

A good thing to do
New way of life leaves behind
What was once craved for

Margaret Moran
Left Heaven Above

For us came to earth
So we could go above too
Born in poverty

Margaret Moran
Left Out In The Cold

Fear desperation
Heart completely missed wanted
Not to be alone

Margaret Moran
Legacy For Us

Betrayed deeply troubled
Does not give up loves forgives
To her his last breath

Margaret Moran
Lent Fully Observed

Forty days living
Not on bread alone but on
All that comes from God

Margaret Moran
Lent Is Coming

A fresh new start chance
Without residue from past
Just need contrite heart

Margaret Moran
Lent The Perfect Time To

Visit the lonely
Give to the poor reach out to
Neglected wounded

Margaret Moran
Lenten Sacrifices

Time talent treasure
Slower to anger freer
More willing to help

Margaret Moran
Leprosy

Infectious disease
Lasts long slowly destroys flesh
And nerves spoils the skin

Margaret Moran
Lesser Goods

Their fleeting nature
Satisfies us not only
God fills us with joy

Margaret Moran
Lesson From Saint Paul

Faithful to our part
Trying to say yes to God
The rest God tends to

Margaret Moran
Lessons From The Past

Unpredictable
Completely trustworthy God
As always will be

Margaret Moran
Lessons Of Life

The more haste the less speed one of the lessons we Learn going through life

Margaret Moran
Lest

Lest the outcome be
In peril inside we dwell
On futile worry

Margaret Moran
Lest Complacency Sets In

We step back from our
Own blurred vision to see from
Other perspectives

Margaret Moran
Lest Our Differences Become

Greater than our love
We need to stop cool down see
The big picture goal

Margaret Moran
Lest There Be Worry

We all make mistakes
So get not weighed down with guilt
Move on try again

Margaret Moran
Lest We Stumble

Ears to hear advice
From the wise and the humble
Seek counsel get help

Margaret Moran
Let Down

Mostly felt at times
When our kindness is used in
A mean selfish way

Margaret Moran
Let Fear Not

Stand in our own way
Let us just step out in faith
Let Him strengthen us

Margaret Moran
Let God Be

Guide protection strength
With us in all we say do
And desire today

Margaret Moran
Let Jesus Provide

Be not afraid to
Let Jesus meet your needs in
The way he knows best

Margaret Moran
Let Light Shine

Look those lying by
Your door in the eye treat with
Love and dignity

Margaret Moran
Let No Thought

Linger in my mind
That I would be ashamed to
Let out of my mouth

Margaret Moran
Let Not

The noise of the world
Keep us from discerning the
Whisper of the Lord

Margaret Moran
Let Our Focus Be

Not on what we lost
But on lasting things that are
Ours eternally

Margaret Moran
Let Our Speech Always Be

Graceful reflecting
The beauty of our Savior
Listeners want to hear

Margaret Moran
Let The Peace Of God

Quell your anxiety
Feel calmer more confident
Walk along with God

Margaret Moran
Let The Truth Sink In

Can open all doors
We have the gift of faith thanks
To the Good Shepherd

Margaret Moran
Let Us Cast Our Nets

In the sea of grace
Deeper blessings in our lives
Eager to receive

Margaret Moran
Let Us Never Forget

God sees knows is filled
With delight when even small
Things are kind gestures

Margaret Moran
Let Us Pray For

All the suffering
End to war and poverty
Peace to everyone

Margaret Moran
Let Us Watch

Our words and actions
Always careful how we speak
Talk with the right tone

Margaret Moran
Letter From Home

Brings joy and instant  
Connection since from and to  
Come from same home base

Margaret Moran
Levi

A tax collector
Compelled by grace to leave all
And follow Jesus

Margaret Moran
Life Altering Truths

Understanding with
Obedience brings wisdom
Repentance and joy

Margaret Moran
Life As It Is

So many things come
On top of me all at once
I am put whirling

Margaret Moran
Life Can Present

Despairing moments
Hope for satisfying life
In God we can find

Margaret Moran
Life Flows Out

Of being forgiven
In time of need God finds us
Shows mercy and heals

Margaret Moran
Life Giving Activities

Flow from people who
Allow healing power of God
Work in their own hearts

Margaret Moran
Life Is Like That

Unexpectedly
Something upsets our routine
Knocks us off our feet

Margaret Moran
Life Like Observing

Live sporting events
Shocks surprises frustrations fears
Outcome is unsure

Margaret Moran
Lifegivng

Our smile is a gift
Free of charge it makes others
Round us happy too

Margaret Moran
Lifelong Learning

God cares of our fears
Of the unknown let go by
Giving them to Him

Margaret Moran
Lifelong Neighbor

No greater kind friend
Word and action always match
Gives thanks for blessings

Margaret Moran
Lifespan

Almost at an end
Twenty fourteen reminds us
Of our pilgrim span

Margaret Moran
Lifestyle

Abound more and more
In lifestyle that pleases God
Love has no limit

Margaret Moran
Lifetime News

Words and actions air
To all ears eyes hearts minds souls
Life giving we hope

Margaret Moran
Lifetime Venture

Live integrity
Faithful to inner nature
Goal of a lifetime

Margaret Moran
Lifts Us Up

The strength of God does
His armor protecting us
We depend endure

Margaret Moran
Light Drives Draws

Christ drives out darkness
Draws people to holiness
Day of praise today

Margaret Moran
Light In Our Struggles

Human lived on earth
Endured our kinds of trouble
Relates to our stress

Margaret Moran
Light Not Darkness

Living in the light
Of grace and mercy shows the
World what God is like

Margaret Moran
Light Of Love Lighting

God loves uses us
To light and keep light of love
Lighting in the world

Margaret Moran
Light Scatters Darkness

Reveals what is real
Full empty false within to
See hidden motives

Margaret Moran
Light Up The World

Keep darkness at bay
Go the extra mile forgive
Bring light to others

Margaret Moran
Lighten The Burden

The needs around us
Call for compassionate love
To ease the burdens

Margaret Moran
Like A Firmly Rooted Tree

Rely on God live
With sense of stability
Strength rooted in God

Margaret Moran
Like A Garden

Church is a place where
All are cared for per their needs
Work to help others

Margaret Moran
Like A Light

Say the word prayer heard
Words of trust like a light guide
Through dark times in life

Margaret Moran
Like A Loving Parent

God wants us to grow
Spiritually move on to
Taste of solid food

Margaret Moran
Like A Magnet

Suffering can be
Draws the christian close to Christ
Pain with a purpose

Margaret Moran
Like A Sword

Pride can wound two sides
Too high opinion of selves
Those selves look down on

Margaret Moran
Like A Waterfall

Torrent from heaven
Gifts of God keep on flowing
To enter our hearts

Margaret Moran
Like David

In grief we can turn
Our hearts to God whose joy for
Us is forever

Margaret Moran
Like Everything

That is good prayer is
A gift from God a grace that
Finds its source in God

Margaret Moran
Like Job

Limited vision
Scares us God knows we are safe
With Him by our side

Margaret Moran
Like Job's Vision

Ours is limited
From scary difficulties
Want to run away

Margaret Moran
Like Jonah

Reluctant prophet
Only love those who love us
Like Jesus love all

Margaret Moran
Like Or Like Not

What we see and hear
Trust God to do what is right
God is in control

Margaret Moran
Like Reading

Prayer can be silent
Calls us from a world of care
Fills our heart with peace

Margaret Moran
Like Talking To The Wall

What else can we think
When all we hear is silence
Faith is believing

Margaret Moran
Like The Twelve

We betray the Lord  
Because we are human too  
The Lord forgives us

Margaret Moran
Like To Be Remembered For

Faithfulness to God
Makes a difference in lives
Of Others as well

Margaret Moran
Like Trees

We are like the trees
Sinking roots deeply in the
Soil to tap into

Margaret Moran
Like Water

Let it flow off you
Take not too seriously
Normal stress not more

Margaret Moran
Limited You Are Not

Think of all you have
The talents God has given
Just be found faithful

Margaret Moran
Link Service

My sole outside link
No communication now
Smart phone needs service

Margaret Moran
Listen And Learn

Christlike attitude
Parents learn from their children
Teachers from students

Margaret Moran
Listen Then Speak

In silence of heart
God speaks necessary first
For us to listen

Margaret Moran
Listen Wait

Stay still and listen
Words of love wisdom guidance
Fill you with delight

Margaret Moran
Listening

Big part of loving
Eyes to see others their needs
Take time to listen

Margaret Moran
Listening With Love

Quick to listen slow
To speak judge let us reflect
Heart and love of God

Margaret Moran
Little Lights

They are important
We choose grace and courage to
Do what is at hand

Margaret Moran
Little Not Little

Given to the Lord
Can warm the heart echo love
Sense of dignity

Margaret Moran
Live Through Change

Past life sacred part
Future uncertain now sure
Inspire honor live

Margaret Moran
Living And Active

Faith is meant to be
Capable of growing with
The Lord in our lives

Margaret Moran
Living Examples

Live life lovingly
Point to God and things above
Their word action one

Margaret Moran
Living Faith

Praying Constantly
Tis part of the plan to help
Bring our faith to life

Margaret Moran
Living Our Lives In Process

One step one minute
One day at a time faithful
To the call of God

Margaret Moran
Living The Now

The present is now
Living not back in the past
Nor in future trial

Margaret Moran
Log In

Seems so straightforward
Can become very scary
Hackers the culprits

Margaret Moran
Loneliness Insecurity

Feelings need deep faith
Power at its best in weakness
Rest in God alone

Margaret Moran
Lonely Hurting

So many need a
Gentle touch a warm smile and
Words of compassion

Margaret Moran
Lonely People

Yes there are many
What can we do no matter
How small to be friends

Margaret Moran
Lonely People There Are

Reach out in friendship
Encourage the loneliest
Brothers and sisters

Margaret Moran
Long After We Are Gone

Will live the quiet work
Done in the lives of people
Live and serve by faith

Margaret Moran
Long Life Her Reward

Ninety eight today
Never sick friend of all loved
God and family

Margaret Moran
Look Again

Opportunities
Problems are to discover
Solutions of God

Margaret Moran
Look Back And Remember

For you and others
What God has done in the past
Recall the great deeds

Margaret Moran
Look For Happiness

No need gift of God
We will be given it by
Our love for others

Margaret Moran
Look Forward

Positive outcome
Learn from all issues pros cons
Seek what God might want

Margaret Moran
Look Intently At The Sufferer

Believe the human
Dignity and God present
In the sufferer

Margaret Moran
Look Out For

Not just for your own
The interests of others too
Look out for justly

Margaret Moran
Look Up And Pray

Tell God everything
Be honest about feelings
Ask him anything

Margaret Moran
Looking Back On 2013

Each passing day was
Full of blessing in disguise
From Heaven to us

Margaret Moran
Looking Back Over The Years

Evidence seen of  
Wisdom God gave to make life 
Affirming choices

Margaret Moran
Looking Forward This Year

What God does in our
Life we ponder and look out
For what is in store

Margaret Moran
Looking Good

Mask pretense avoid
Open transparent true good
Tools to help others

Margaret Moran
Lord Willing

Phrase oft not heard now
With God firmly in view face
The future with joy

Margaret Moran
Lording It Over Others

Using knowledge or
Position to put others
in their place threatens

Margaret Moran
Lose Heart

No more courage left
We want to throw in the towel
And go no further

Margaret Moran
Lose Our Life How

Answer sacrifice
Esteem others needs wellness
Up to par with ours

Margaret Moran
Lose Seek

Approval of God
We lose when we look for the
Applause of people

Margaret Moran
Lose Their Track

Others are talking
The listener is not listening
Fails to understand

Margaret Moran
Losing Time

Tis easy to do
Often not ready enough
For what we must do

Margaret Moran
Loss Of Innocence

Brings the need for hope
Rid of guilt and shame we can
Welcome goodness back

Margaret Moran
Lost I Am

For beginning word
The apt word lets me journey
To Amen full stop

Margaret Moran
Lost Without It

Losing cellphone is
Like losing the memory
No data on hand

Margaret Moran
Lots And Lots For Us

To learn cope with do
Where to start how far to go
Seems never ending

Margaret Moran
Love At The Core

Deep knowledge great faith
Spiritual gifts we build on
Foundation of love

Margaret Moran
Love Breaking Through

Life is the present
Being aware seeing love of God
Heaven upon earth

Margaret Moran
Love Calls

For our commitment
Stubbornness rooted in pride
Commitment from love

Margaret Moran
Love In Action

Breaks down barriers
Between people commandment
Is life altering

Margaret Moran
Love Metaphor

Drama love of God
Deep in our hearts fills us with
Greatest love of all

Margaret Moran
Love Of God For Us

Measure death of Christ
Came from heaven shed his blood
For I am we are

Margaret Moran
Love Talks To The Heart

Only door is love
Love of God never knows rest
Therefore we thank Him

Margaret Moran
Love Without Strings Attached

Tis helping others
Even if they can never
Return the favor

Margaret Moran
Love Your Enemies

Apply it at home
In meetings harder to do
More real not abstract

Margaret Moran
Loving Care

Our loving Savior
With love beyond all telling
Cares for each of us

Margaret Moran
Loving Faith Faithful Love

By loving faith seeks
Will of God by faithful love
Does that blessed will

Margaret Moran
Loving God

Does not make life free
Of effort having his strength
Makes it easier

Margaret Moran
Loving Listening

Take time to listen
Learn a big part of loving
True friend always be

Margaret Moran
Loving More

Give generously
Forgive readily speaking
Compassionately

Margaret Moran
Lucky Happiness In Modern Times

Past primitive sense
Most people now see not luck
The primary source

Margaret Moran
Made Us Who We Are

God did that we might
Care for others whatever
The compassion need

Margaret Moran
Make A Friend

Not an enemy
Do something positive best
Way to make a friend

Margaret Moran
Make Time And Rest

In the love of God
That love made us why we are
Way to change of heart

Margaret Moran
Make Us New

Only God can make
A vital change in our hearts
And make all things new

Margaret Moran
Make Value Times

Distractions switch off
Focus mind heart on Christ put
Things in perspective

Margaret Moran
Makes Life Less Joyful

Sort of injury
Physical emotional
Tis spiritual too

Margaret Moran
Makes No Sense

Speed technology
Transparency trust in words
Vast interference

Margaret Moran
Making A Decision

From Holy Spirit
Ask wisdom understanding
To choose what is right

Margaret Moran
Making A New Start

Walk in the light of
Today hope of tomorrow
Not the past shadows

Margaret Moran
Making Our Faith Personal

Know the Lord ourselves
Rely on Holy Spirit
To keep us aglow

Margaret Moran
Many

The wonders God does
The works so many and good
Huge thanks for each one

Margaret Moran
Many Chances There Are

To love listen serve
Those around us each day their
Needs let us notice

Margaret Moran
Many Hands

Make the work lighter
Take the pressure off the few
To meet the deadline

Margaret Moran
Many Opportunities

In small concrete ways
To love serve one another
Daily life offers

Margaret Moran
Many Words Babble Not

Babble unwelcome
Makes no sense genuineness
A big question mark

Margaret Moran
March But Winter Weather

Early days were fine
Hail rain snow biting cold now
Bring back winter pains

Margaret Moran
March Thirty

Mary and Padraic
Firstborn daughter Patricia
Brings parents great joy

Margaret Moran
Maria At Ninety One

Went to her reward
With a smile same smile seen
In life when she prayed

Margaret Moran
Martha Mary Story

Different callings
Regardless listening is our
Great necessity

Margaret Moran
Mary Help

Our Lady of Knock
Intercede for all people
Suffering today

Margaret Moran
Mask Disallows

Says not God design
Open transparent and true
Trust God to meet needs

Margaret Moran
Matter Or Not

Life changing power
Words of Scripture carry to
Point to Word of life

Margaret Moran
Mature Love

No longer children
Concerned not only for selves
But for others too

Margaret Moran
May Our Lives Today

Full of compassion
Reveal forgiving spirit
And generous heart

Margaret Moran
May We Be

Content with what God
Has given having more will
Not bring happiness

Margaret Moran
May You

Do good forgive self
Others share freely taking
Not more than you give

Margaret Moran
Mean Advantage

Bossed and scolded for
Every move kills self esteem
With piles of pressure

Margaret Moran
Meaning

Any rite can lose
Meaning rather than give up
Restore the meaning

Margaret Moran
Meaning Nowadays

Catholic church sees
Vocation as call of God
To our sanctity

Margaret Moran
Meaning Of Worship

Drummer has no gift
Plays his drum gives what he has
Plays his best for God

Margaret Moran
Measure Of Our Service

Choose our attitude
How we do work God gives us
Way we do honors

Margaret Moran
Measured

By free generous
Dedicated vocation
Is the fertile life

Margaret Moran
Meekly Trusting Him

Jesus invites us
Explore meekly trusting peace
In meek thankful heart

Margaret Moran
Memories Need To Be Healed

Besides need to be
Accepted integrated
Into daily life

Margaret Moran
Mercy Endures

We want quick fixes
God sees the big picture His
Mercy is what counts

Margaret Moran
Mercy Freely Given

Keeps us from living
In relation to others
Our self righteousness

Margaret Moran
Mercy Of God Day

The fullness of life
Second Sunday of Easter
His mercy runs deep

Margaret Moran
Mercy We All Need

Sense we have sinned stand
Guilty unable by ourselves
To remove that guilt

Margaret Moran
Mercy When God

Permits suffering
He also provides comfort
Find peace in mercy

Margaret Moran
Message Of Christmas

Life saving it is
Lasting peace with God with each
Other harmony

Margaret Moran
Message Of Welcome

To others we show
No one will know it unless
It comes from inside

Margaret Moran
Metaphors For The Divine

God as shepherd lion
Stronghold rock fortress no storm
Shakes our inmost calm

Margaret Moran
Mind Of God

Remember Scripture
Reshape your thoughts more in line
With the mind of God

Margaret Moran
Mind Your Feet

Ice on ground oft said
Healthy feet keep us mobile
Deserve rightful care

Margaret Moran
Minds Of Youth

Their curious minds
Surf all updated data
On the internet

Margaret Moran
Mindset

Teachers try to match
The needs of learners who think
Tis so very hard

Margaret Moran
Mingling Opposites

Pain pleasure peace rest
Lovingly God gives each day
His kindness deems best

Margaret Moran
Miraculous Trust

Trust in the Lord and
Rejoice in your good fortune
Blessings multiply

Margaret Moran
Miss Not The Meaning

Not a past event
Not Advent again it is
Advent now our need

Margaret Moran
Miss The Point

Listening skill not good  
Subject matter very new  
Need to keep abreast  

Margaret Moran
Mission Reassurance From God

Discerned in scripture
For the work of God not ours
Yes sent to whole world

Margaret Moran
Mission Sunday

The day of the year
That all people all nations
Hear good news we pray

Margaret Moran
Mission Sunday 2013

October twenty
Our hearts shining like the sun
Embrace the whole world

Margaret Moran
Missionary Call

Model Abraham
Leave country kindred own home
To be a blessing

Margaret Moran
Missionary Life Balance

In two dimensions
Being with Christ being sent out to
Carry the Good News

Margaret Moran
Missionary Spirituality

Support compassion
Use all means ease suffering
Journey path of God

Margaret Moran
Missionary Work Is Like This

Few creature comforts
Expectations huge service
Dedicated life

Margaret Moran
Mistakes

No need to worry
Making mistakes is part of
Learning and growing

Margaret Moran
Mistakes To Amazing Grace

Magnify them not
Acts of forgiveness healing
Redemption allow

Margaret Moran
Mixed Feelings

November thirteen
SAT determines the future
Options of students

Margaret Moran
Mixed Messages

Confusing unclear
Need to read between the lines
For some clarity

Margaret Moran
Mixed Motives

All that hinders and
Easily entangles stay
Clear of the truth keep

Margaret Moran
Moaning And Groaning

From early morning
Moans and groans were all I heard
Perhaps weather stirs

Margaret Moran
Mode Of Travel

By air take off land
Safe and smooth sigh of relief
Thanks be to God too

Margaret Moran
Moderation

Tis an attitude
Implies peace under pressure
Denotes calm and strength

Margaret Moran
Moment By Moment

Moment by moment
Life experiences note
Past present future

Margaret Moran
Moments To Be Treasured

Sins forgiven and
Wrongs pardoned are our moments
Of greatest freedom

Margaret Moran
Monday

Follows the weekend
Starts typical week ahead
With its surprises

Margaret Moran
Money Matters

Tough time decisions
Opportune for new way growth
Beware of money

Margaret Moran
Money Never Can

Never is it proved
That money buys happiness
Since it never can

Margaret Moran
More

Need not more to be
Thankful for we only need
To be more thankful

Margaret Moran
More Free For The Needy

Rid of our own load
In touch with the God of grace
Nearer the needy

Margaret Moran
More Fully Than

We can imagine
Faith life is learning true love
Of God in our lives

Margaret Moran
More Important More Difficult

We teach others to
Climb up how to go down is
Harder thing to learn

Margaret Moran
More More More

Want not earthly things
They will never satisfy
Let the Lord supply

Margaret Moran
More Than

What it seems life is
Only God can sort it out
His perspective works

Margaret Moran
More Than A

Passive observer
An active participant
With a role to play

Margaret Moran
More Than That

People want answers
Before they hear what you say
Want to know you care

Margaret Moran
More United

During Lent we pray
More to get closer to God
And to our neighbors

Margaret Moran
Morning And Evening

They are very cold
But bring to our awareness
Seasons in our life

Margaret Moran
Moses

A boy with a dream
He hopes to come true this year
Profound and sublime

Margaret Moran
Mosquito Season Too

Small flying insect
Busy in rainy season
Sucking blood samples

Margaret Moran
Most Reliable Friend

Generous loving
Gives us good gifts including
Our home forever

Margaret Moran
Most Typical Form Of Prayer

Missionary prayer
The prayer of intercession
Reflects compassion

Margaret Moran
Most Vital

Is the call to love
In our own families love
Makes a difference

Margaret Moran
Mother And Son

Monica mother
For her son Augustine prayed
And shed many tears

Margaret Moran
Motto

Now full steam forward
Motto for missionaries
Whom God will be with

Margaret Moran
Move Forward

Stand firm in the Lord
Point to the one greatest truth
See greater meaning

Margaret Moran
Moving House

Brings to the surface
Sadness for good memories
Dreams for the future

Margaret Moran
Moving On To

Life beyond sadness
Sadness does pass with support
Can be life giving

Margaret Moran
Much Appreciated

One hour at bus stops
Waiting in the bitter cold
Three kind people solved

Margaret Moran
Multiply Your Chances

For sound decisions
Seek wise counsel discover
Clearer life picture

Margaret Moran
Mutual Build Up

Kind and loving to
Others able to use words
That build others up

Margaret Moran
Mutual Encouragement

How vital it is
Thanks too for encouragement
Along life of faith

Margaret Moran
Mutual Finish

True faith giving love
Love and faith go together
Complete each other

Margaret Moran
My Birthday

Happy is this day
Linking past, present, future
To fullness of life

Margaret Moran
My Clinging Nature

Want to give it up
To love without possessing
Ask the help of God

Margaret Moran
My Eyes Keep Closing

Tired and weary of
Looking at printed matter
All shapes and sizes

Margaret Moran
My Face

I do not mind it
For I am behind it those
In front get the jar

Margaret Moran
My Faith My Guide

Navigate life map
Reference book ruler soul
Nourishment always

Margaret Moran
My Focus At Times

Others what they have
Forgive help me stop grumbling
My needs God cares for

Margaret Moran
My Friend Thanks Be To God

When alone I feel
Seasons of loneliness in
Dark caves God minds me

Margaret Moran
My Heart

Heavy so heavy
When harsh words dumbfound others
Empathy how nice

Margaret Moran
My Hope

The world around us
Is crumbling the solid rock
We stand on is Christ

Margaret Moran
My Need Is

To give thanks to God
This time or ever envy
My need does not meet

Margaret Moran
My Outlook

Affects how I see
The world affects world itself
Self aware life part

Margaret Moran
My Rights

Let me not demand
The prize that lasts forever
Train to win Amen

Margaret Moran
My Roots Of Faith

Deepen Lord help me
Lean on you even in times
Of uncertainty

Margaret Moran
My Saving Grace

Faithful unfaithful
The faithfulness love mercy
Of God pick me up

Margaret Moran
My Shepherd Friend

Takes care of sheep prays
Knows love of father and force of
The rocks around him

Margaret Moran
My Source Of Strength

For all tasks the Lord
Whether encouragement strength
Just talk be my need

Margaret Moran
My Spiritual Life

Balance my own sense
Where I am and going where
Open to Spirit

Margaret Moran
My Ten Fingers Are

Not enough to count
All God gives me day by day
How vast is the sum

Margaret Moran
My Thorns

My daily struggles
Doors to grace deeper faith life
Show my need of God

Margaret Moran
My Time

A generous gift
To share with others who need
An empathy ear

Margaret Moran
My Use Of Words

First good of others
Honor God with what I say
No gossip at all

Margaret Moran
My Work

Makes a difference
Ultimately it is the
Work of God being done

Margaret Moran
Name Changed

First Maynooth Mission
To China then Society
Of Saint Columban

Margaret Moran
Natural Response

To mercy of God
A desire to serve and care
For other people

Margaret Moran
Nature Is Never Wasted

Displays truth goodness
Beauty of Creator our
Response thanksgiving

Margaret Moran
Near And Far

Christmas season the
Time best wishes for all good
Spirits come by post

Margaret Moran
Near Far Away

People far away
We can love by prayer sharing
Near true love each day

Margaret Moran
Near Or Far

The Lord is right here
Here with us is where He is
For us always near

Margaret Moran
Nearest And Dearest

None other but God
Every moment at our side
To speak to our heart

Margaret Moran
Necessary Daily Graces

Calm spirit in storms
Peace strength to walk through the day
Faith alive with thanks

Margaret Moran
Need A Physician

On the mercy of
God we rely when we are
Weak and imperfect

Margaret Moran
Need Compassion

All people nations
Missionary vocations
Urgently needed

Margaret Moran
Need Each Other

All things none can do
Can do different things yes
Together we team

Margaret Moran
Need More Words

Enough is enough
Use them well more important
True in all life too

Margaret Moran
Need The Lord

Willingness to get
His grace and strength enables
Us to do all things

Margaret Moran
Need To Distinguish

Introspection just
Looking at me self aware
My way with the world

Margaret Moran
Need To Do In Times Of

Strength and temptation
Presence of God recognise
Receive grace with thanks

Margaret Moran
Need To Face Up To

Own sins weaknesses
Regular life discipline
Looks at inside world

Margaret Moran
Need To Listen To Oneself

So as to learn how
Others might be receiving
The words the tongue speaks

Margaret Moran
Need To Wake Up

Lest habit is let
Box us in we know not how
To let God reach us

Margaret Moran
Neglect Not

Take time hear the word
Of God need his help our hearts
To align with His

Margaret Moran
Neighborly Love

Doing for others
What we want them do for us
Spells neighborly love

Margaret Moran
Neighbors

We are family
God is the Father of all
We are all neighbors

Margaret Moran
Neighbors We All Are

Even those one might
Shun are as much neighbors as
Our friends next door are

Margaret Moran
Neither Accusation Nor Condemnation

Children of God are
Clothed with forgiveness and
Mercy and set free

Margaret Moran
Neither Ignore Nor Be Trapped

The might have been God
Turns into a place of growth
Full of future hope

Margaret Moran
Neither Leaves Nor Forgets Us

Always by our side
Until time is right to give
Knows the waiting pains

Margaret Moran
Nerve Racking

Not easy to bear
The eye frown shrug of mean one
Always finding fault

Margaret Moran
Nets Boat Even Their Father

They left behind when
Called to new life anymore
They crave for what lasts

Margaret Moran
Never Abandons Us

Even when we sin
Offers healing calls us back
To himself in love

Margaret Moran
Never Act Out Of

Anger hatred spite
Through it all stay close to God
Prayerful and quiet

Margaret Moran
Never Alone

Do we pray always
Source in God grace extended
Reaching out to us

Margaret Moran
Never Ending

House work paper work
Have no end in sight there is
Always more to do

Margaret Moran
Never Forget Your Part

As to sanctity
There is no us and no them
There is only us

Margaret Moran
Never Give Up

Our eyes open we
Choose wisely for God gives us
All the grace we need

Margaret Moran
Never Give Up On Anyone

Gift everyone needs
Need to give a second chance
None of us perfect

Margaret Moran
Never Imposes On Us

Instead step by step
God leads us along the path
Marked out for us

Margaret Moran
Never In A Hurry

At the right moment
God will intercede his time
Is worth waiting for

Margaret Moran
Never Missed The Rosary

Loyal to Rosary
Seventh day of October
Called to his reward

Margaret Moran
Never Ready

Despite great efforts
Days come things pile up all at
Once make surprise heap

Margaret Moran
Never To Be Forgotten

Fifty years today
Since we bid farewell to John
One loyal sincere friend

Margaret Moran
Never Too Badly Broken

For God to reshape
Great is His love in spite of
Our past grace renews

Margaret Moran
Never Too Late

Change is possible
With power of God depends not
On age job money

Margaret Moran
Neverfailing Presence

Scripture reminds us
We are not orphans since God
Is right there with us

Margaret Moran
New Day Opportunity Reason

Nine four special gift
Birth of Colm new reason
To rejoice praise God

Margaret Moran
New Growth

Slowly dimly we
See the hope of new life in
Our own sufferings

Margaret Moran
New Life

May mean leaving what
We once craved for behind since
Those things do not last

Margaret Moran
New Life Birth

On earth to heaven
Same month but one week later
First son to Heaven

Margaret Moran
New Year Day

Chance for a new start
With thanks for last year blessing
Resolution feast

Margaret Moran
New Year Sunshine

On New Year Day the
Beautiful sunshine shone warmth
Like love from Heaven

Margaret Moran
New-Found Courage And Trust

Fear can make us numb
Fear that resorts to prayer can
Bring courage and trust

Margaret Moran
Nicodemus The Religious Leader

Newsflash from above
Son of God not to condemn
Came to save the world

Margaret Moran
Nine Nine

Born September Nine
Fully dedicated to
The good of others

Margaret Moran
Nine Years Ago

Though young and fragile
You coped admirably with
The approach of death

Margaret Moran
Nineteen Seventy Three

September eight life
Of missionary sister
Taken on for life

Margaret Moran
Ninety Five Today

Long life the reward
For her goodness and kindness
To all at all times

Margaret Moran
No Accident

Life circumstances
You writer of my story
Through them keep me safe

Margaret Moran
No Apology

Who we are without
Apology we accept
With mercy of God

Margaret Moran
No Believer

Can function alone
We need the community
Fears hopes aims are one

Margaret Moran
No Better Place

Ask the Lord questions
Be not afraid ask and heed
Pray with open heart

Margaret Moran
No Better Than

Envy fear other
negative emotion to
Color our good sense

Margaret Moran
No Distinctions

The image of God
We all bear others we treat
With equality

Margaret Moran
No Doubt About It

A genuine friend
Always loyal lifts us when
We slip shows great love

Margaret Moran
No Escape

Customers users
All subject to invasion
Of ads attacks greed

Margaret Moran
No Experience Alone

God forsakes us not
Walks through life with us
Loves protects always

Margaret Moran
No Force No Push

Heavenly father
Helps reminds speaks gently waits
Beloved just one word

Margaret Moran
No Greater Love

The greatest love is
A fully forgiving heart
Full of mercy too

Margaret Moran
No Greater Love Than This

For shedding his blood
For all of us let us live
Life fully thankful

Margaret Moran
No Greater Security

As long as we live
Our home is the house of God
With goodness and love

Margaret Moran
No Idea

No notion what to
Do or say can turn into
Spontaneity

Margaret Moran
No Lack

Of what to say pour
Out all your weakness needs that
God may heal them all

Margaret Moran
No Matter How It Seems

Tests of life can be
Frustrating aggravating
Believe not give up

Margaret Moran
No Matter What

Even when we feel
We are not where we want to
Be God is present

Margaret Moran
No Need

To prove we are worth
Something if we are caring
Careful kind people

Margaret Moran
No Need To Repeat

Lucky for many
Good news too vacation time
To relax and rest

Margaret Moran
No Need To Stumble

Ears to hear advice
From loved ones wise and humble
Listen accept help

Margaret Moran
No Need To Weaken

In the presence of
The Lord who is always near
Nothing can shake us

Margaret Moran
No One Like You

Your character care
Answers to prayer holiness
Saving grace touch all

Margaret Moran
No Pains No Gains

Regardless of what
Fulfilling the conditions
Requires a cost price

Margaret Moran
No Patience To Wait

Is not logical
Wants something to happen more
Quickly than it can

Margaret Moran
No Shortcuts

To true happiness
The truth makes us truly free
Accept truth be free

Margaret Moran
No Small Matter

The mightiest works
For any of us love prayer
The best gifts to give

Margaret Moran
No Small Thing

To trust and obey
All are called to do just that
God abides with us

Margaret Moran
No Time To Pray

Get up early so
Much to do rush right into
The day pray no time

Margaret Moran
No Unimportant People

Each one contributes
To the gifts of everyone
Else by gifts well used

Margaret Moran
Nobody Calls Her Him Self

Always means mission
Jesus sent from the Father
Called the apostles

Margaret Moran
Nobody Came

To meeting for youth
No use not interested fear
Busy some of why

Margaret Moran
Nobody Knows

How long they will live
How life will turn out for them
All in plan of God

Margaret Moran
Noise That Does Not Help

Cannot avoid loud
Noise can escape what we use
Way of shutting out

Margaret Moran
None Of Them

Think say do all three
Cannot function when one is
Run down by others

Margaret Moran
None Of Us Likes

Suffering why we
Cannot say know tis part of
Human condition

Margaret Moran
None Without Struggle

The talented too
Have their struggles patience some
Do not find easy

Margaret Moran
Nor Do I Condemn You

Behavior rooted
In the context of lives slows
Judgment of motives

Margaret Moran
Not A Job But A Joy

With Jesus to spend
Time helps stay alert grateful
For this chance today

Margaret Moran
Not A Rare Demand

One appointment made
Yesterday one just now but
Two demand right now

Margaret Moran
Not A Static Virtue

Practice of patience
In all kinds of little ways
Builds up tolerance

Margaret Moran
Not Advent Again

It is Advent now
All is made present placed in
These our actual days

Margaret Moran
Not All Together

One day at a time
God asks us to trust in him
For our daily needs

Margaret Moran
Not All Up To Us

God is above all
The fruit of our words and deeds
Is not always seen

Margaret Moran
Not Alone

We are not alone
Trials in life have their purpose
The lesson of trust

Margaret Moran
Not Aloof

The One who can help
Eyes on God our source of help
Need not walk alone

Margaret Moran
Not Always A Bad Thing

Woe not always bad
Can help change how we look at
Ourselves and our world

Margaret Moran
Not As The World Sees Us

Sees into our hearts
Potential love desire count
Past mistakes not judged

Margaret Moran
Not Easy To Take

The know it all one
In fact does not know all facts
Pulls down those who do

Margaret Moran
Not Extreme

Not soaring too high
Nor flying too low keeps one
On middle of the road

Margaret Moran
Not For A Few People

But for all good news
Of Jesus birth is source of
Joy for all people

Margaret Moran
Not In Far Off Places

Seek God close at hand
Your workbench office kitchen
Altars of love peace

Margaret Moran
Not In The Doing

In the intention
Matter of our hearts offer
Jesus all in love

Margaret Moran
Not In The Wrong Haystack

Desire happiness
Ask yourself where it is found
How it must be sought

Margaret Moran
Not In What We Have

But in who we are
There God is telling us to
Reflect true value

Margaret Moran
Not Just For The Wealthy

Giving is for all of us
Visit lonely sick give time
Attention to youth

Margaret Moran
Not Just Theoretical Knowledge

People need to see
God cares for them and they need
To see it through us

Margaret Moran
Not Just To Impress

Selfishness aside
Let true love flow out of you
Quality does count

Margaret Moran
Not Me Begins Exploring

Vocation not me
First given no thought at all
Then more thought and prayer

Margaret Moran
Not Merely Try

To do what is right
Instead live as people whom
God loves and forgives

Margaret Moran
Not My Day

Should be in my bag
Suddenly it is not there
Where else can it be

Margaret Moran
Not My Fault

A constant refrain
Shift misstep blame fail to see
Justice is with God

Margaret Moran
Not My Good Travel Day

Mislaid travel card
Got off bus much too soon and
Lost my companion

Margaret Moran
Not On Our Own

For help when troubled
God is there ready to help
In times of trouble

Margaret Moran
Not Oneself

At first tired not well
Tests all normal still not good
Tis no small worry

Margaret Moran
Not Only Following

Does not abandon
Leads with words of peace and love
Belong to Jesus

Margaret Moran
Not Only Look

Back look forward too
The past year prepares us for
The blessings to come

Margaret Moran
Not Overnight

In a hurry to
Spiritual maturity
Step slowly surely

Margaret Moran
Not Perfect But

A hint of heaven
On earth sweet fragrance aura
Draws people to God

Margaret Moran
Not Personal Recognition

In loving service
For God and all people use
Ability gifts

Margaret Moran
Not Quick Fix

No mercy is not
For God sees the big picture
Mercy broad in scope

Margaret Moran
Not Quick Not Easy

Building on the right
Foundation truth the only
Bedrock to build on

Margaret Moran
Not Scarcity

The math of heaven
Calculates abundantly
Do good to others

Margaret Moran
Not Signs

Knowing the will of
God depends on a process
Discernment truth

Margaret Moran
Not There Yet

We are on our way
God is at the steering wheel
Right now where we are

Margaret Moran
Not Time Of Gloom And Doom

Lent grace gift giving
Fallen desires healed restored
Best gifts come from God

Margaret Moran
Not To Be Served But To Serve

Willing to be a
Servant our lives will point to
The One truly great

Margaret Moran
Not To But To Be

Oneself with others
Not to compare but to be
Content in any state

Margaret Moran
Not To Dominate

To serve and nurture
God calls us to take charge and
Uproot subtle ways

Margaret Moran
Not To Fit In

But to draw closer
To him each day God calls us
To help each other

Margaret Moran
Not Too Many Words

Only helpful ones
Provide what is needed and
Set free those who hear

Margaret Moran
Not With But With

Let us not love with
Words or tongue but with actions
And always in truth

Margaret Moran
Not With You

Things you created
Keep me far from you in your
Great mercy call me

Margaret Moran
Not Withholding

His blessing his peace
Emmanuel God is with us
Today and always

Margaret Moran
Not Without Pain

Farewell to comforts
For the Treasure that matters
Felt with tearful pain

Margaret Moran
Not Yesterday Not Tomorrow

Tis today we can
Live in the here and now the
Only time there is

Margaret Moran
Not Yours Or Mine

Tis the work of God
Not yours or mine who by chance
Are the instruments

Margaret Moran
Nothing At All

Takes God by surprise
Has a time for everything
His works are perfect

Margaret Moran
Nothing Better Than

There is no better
Than the sun to restore pep
health and stamina

Margaret Moran
Nothing Done

Stiff with the cold could
Not warm up at all and so
All day nil to show

Margaret Moran
Nothing Gained

Save time nor money
Too much taxi fare waiting
Just for the green light

Margaret Moran
Nothing Less

Than God satisfies
To infinite being of God
Human life opens

Margaret Moran
Nourishment From Scripture

Like refreshing rain
Waters the seed brings new life
Prescribes for our needs

Margaret Moran
Now Or Forever

The richest people
On earth are those who invest
Their lives in heaven

Margaret Moran
Nowhere

To turn but to God
Small stumbles start a big fall
Relentless love saves

Margaret Moran
Numbed What Next

Shocking news far too
Often far too sad shocks with
More gloom and shatter

Margaret Moran
Obedience

To light up the world
Around me I feel compelled
To do what is right

Margaret Moran
Obsessive Guilt

Not scripture message
Think of the prodigal son
God is forgiving

Margaret Moran
Obstacle To Kind Heart

Far from first things first
Selfishness dampens the urge
To have a kind heart

Margaret Moran
Obstacles And Delays

May discourage us
Strength in every trying hour
To keep calm we pray

Margaret Moran
Occur All Too Often

Jealousy hatred
Rebellion failures admit
Turn to love mercy

Margaret Moran
October Twenty First

Passed to her reward
Warm kind heart open to all
Said thanks be to God

Margaret Moran
Of Beauty And Goodness

Appreciation
Reveals the divine beauty
Goodness placed in us

Margaret Moran
Of Both Wrongs

We have done those done
To us God stands ready to
Heal our memories

Margaret Moran
Of Life Circumstances

God is in control
We rely on his strength grace
To complete our task

Margaret Moran
Off Balance

The unexpected
Upsets our routine and knocks
Us off our balance

Margaret Moran
Off Form

Nothing can be done
Except suffer it for now
A trying ordeal

Margaret Moran
Off Ourselves

The focus we take
To place it on those who can
Use our assistance

Margaret Moran
Off To China

The novel idea
Missionary women off
To China took off

Margaret Moran
Off Us

Worship takes focus
Places it where it belongs
On God praise and thanks

Margaret Moran
Offer

Everlasting the
New life for anyone young
Or old a new start

Margaret Moran
Offer From Youth

Overseas students
Offer their service out of
Concern for others

Margaret Moran
Offer Mercy

Instead of trying
To trap show mercy forgive
Be compassionate

Margaret Moran
Offering

Healing salvation
To anyone who has faith
God extends to all

Margaret Moran
Offering Of Himself

On our behalf is
The measure of Jesus love
Shows his love for us

Margaret Moran
Offputting Reception

Frequent customer
Never demanding oddly
Gets the cold shoulder

Margaret Moran
Oft Heard Gospel Phrase

Follow me a call
To all of us do our part
Faith pilgrims we are

Margaret Moran
Oft Humbling Experience

Take the credit for
Success quickly blame someone
When outcome is poor

Margaret Moran
Often Cannot See

Own sins small and big
Any of them can blind one
Need others help grow

Margaret Moran
Often Find

When plans are hindered
It might be God trying to
Always protect us

Margaret Moran
Often Put On The Long Finger

An acknowledgement
Is always welcome tis like
A goodwill asset

Margaret Moran
Old Ways

Return easily
Change in outward behavior
Not an inner shift

Margaret Moran
Old Wrongs

Tis time to come clean
Can erase from memory
What God wipes away

Margaret Moran
Olive

Her name died as she
Lived positive serene with
It to the last breath

Margaret Moran
On A Long Journey

Need strength nourishment
Need not feel weak and weary
Thanks to bread of life

Margaret Moran
On A String

Though people arrange
Day time place it all falls through
And no word from them

Margaret Moran
On An Ordinary Day

No notion what might
Happen ready watchful have
Purpose for each day

Margaret Moran
On Behalf Of His People

Though not obvious
God is always at work the
Unseen is lasting

Margaret Moran
On Earth

Powerful position
Is kneeling before the Lord
Of the universe

Margaret Moran
On Earth As

It is in Heaven
Help healing Our Father power
Is at work on earth

Margaret Moran
On Every Issue

We will not agree
The heart to listen comes from
Our own humble needs

Margaret Moran
On Every Side

The threat of trouble
In trouble on God I call
Never forsakes me

Margaret Moran
On His Side

Forgive treat others
Well seek peace reflect love in
Your environment

Margaret Moran
On Merit

Loyal to Rosary
Seventh day of October
Gets final reward

Margaret Moran
On Mission

Work of God calls us
Of ourselves can do nothing
Need spirit of prayer

Margaret Moran
On My Own

The power I have not
To lead others peacefully
Heavenly strength wins

Margaret Moran
On Our Own No

God is there ready
For us to turn from the scare
And find lasting peace

Margaret Moran
On The Belief

Ultimate control
God is in keeps promises
Gives a faith that trusts

Margaret Moran
On The Cross

Christ showed love for us
That love far greater than words
Could ever express

Margaret Moran
On The Lookout

For all God has in
Store for us this year blessings
Last year we treasure

Margaret Moran
On The Mind

On the outside all
Seems well but inside the mind
Is somewhat disturbed

Margaret Moran
On The Spot Authors

Our thoughts words actions
Are the daily authors of
Our true life story

Margaret Moran
On This Earth

Life is short we know
Dynamic approach to life
Death sure can provide

Margaret Moran
Once Blind Now See

Our hearts tuned to God
Love divine enlarges them
Imparts all fullness

Margaret Moran
Once Upon A Time

To lifetime service
Life was dedicated so
Why so rarely now

Margaret Moran
One A Day

One a day keeps up
Something useful like writing
Letters or poems

Margaret Moran
One Act

Of kindness may teach
More about the love of God
Than many sermons

Margaret Moran
One Act Of Revenge

Begets another
Misery ill will always
Breeds only deepens

Margaret Moran
One Aim Habits Change

Aim lose weight eating
Habits change better health strength
Whole life has been changed

Margaret Moran
One Day At A Time

The Lord gives to us
From sin to walk away and
Nearer God to come

Margaret Moran
One Good Thing

Trials make our entrance
To heaven more rewarding
And more glorious

Margaret Moran
One Hundred Years On

From nineteen eighteen
To twenty eighteen new life
Faith alive God first

Margaret Moran
One Of Those Days

Demands and orders
From all sides democracy
Dictatorship which!

Margaret Moran
One Was Neighbor

The one with mercy
Like the Samaritan lets
Go and do likewise

Margaret Moran
One Way To Show Love

Through relationships
All need Christian fellowship
To build and hold up

Margaret Moran
One Way To Stray

From God we stray by
Not being present to life then
Not grateful either

Margaret Moran
Only God Can

Cleanse a heart from sin
Through sacrifice of Jesus
Can get a pure heart

Margaret Moran
Only God Knows

Heart true condition
Only he can forgive heal
Lead us safely home

Margaret Moran
Only In God

God and God alone
No one but God can ever
Satisfy our soul

Margaret Moran
Only Obstacles

We see where God makes
Pathways that point to his love
As done in the past

Margaret Moran
Only On Yourself

Rely not God and
You together can do more
Trust him there for you

Margaret Moran
Only One Cure For

Despair loneliness
Hopelessness is love of course
All cry out more love

Margaret Moran
Only Through

Own vocation does
A human being realize
Herself or himself

Margaret Moran
Onto The Rock

Christ cling exercise
Faith in life uncertainties
His grace is enough

Margaret Moran
Open And Hope

Humility and
Thankfulness move to make us
Open and hopeful

Margaret Moran
Open Arms

Open wide to all
Are the arms of God may ours
Open to others

Margaret Moran
Open Door Welcome

The risen Christ does
For us to fullness of life
Doubt no more believe

Margaret Moran
Open Invitation That Matters

Tis our privilege
From God to live happily
Here and hereafter

Margaret Moran
Open My

Ears that I may hear
Eyes that I may see clearly
Heart that I may love

Margaret Moran
Open The Door

Welcome the Lord in
Fear not for He will help you
Remove the clutter

Margaret Moran
Open To Learn To Give

Open heart to God
Learn compassion open hand
Offer assistance

Margaret Moran
Open To More Options

Depends not on age
There is time something to do
There is life and hope

Margaret Moran
Open To People

Approach with friendship
Appreciate the person
Be a friend to all

Margaret Moran
Opening Our Eyes

Aware of blessings
Already given to us
Our gratitude grows

Margaret Moran
Opens The Door

To freedom our sense
Of responsibility
Opens the door wide

Margaret Moran
Opportunities To Grow

In faith and wisdom
Life always affords us through
Every phase of life

Margaret Moran
Opportunities To Notice

The needs of others
Alert to the chances to
Love listen serve note

Margaret Moran
Opportunity To Thank

Each sin forgiven
Each relationship mended
Are times to give thanks

Margaret Moran
Ordinary Existence

Miraculous yes
Trees use sunlight and water
Make wood out of air

Margaret Moran
Ordinary People

We are each story
Inspires our earthen vessel
Treasure strength know how

Margaret Moran
Ordination To Priesthood

In nineteen forty
Was ordained priest at Dalgan
Shrule Galway Ireland

Margaret Moran
Other People

To open our hearts
Wide and grow as human beings
We need other people

Margaret Moran
Others May Confuse

Power with happiness
Honor reputation fame
With true fulfillment

Margaret Moran
Our Actions

The witness of our
Peace and our joy can speak much
Louder than our words

Margaret Moran
Our Background

All children of God
With compassion and care we
Behold each other

Margaret Moran
Our Call To Repentance

Special time of grace
We let tender love of God
Heal and set us free

Margaret Moran
Our Cares In Safe Keeping

God cares about us
We can leave our cares with Him
Many blessings count

Margaret Moran
Our Children We Help

To see God clearly
Live before them an example
What is right pure strong

Margaret Moran
Our Concerns

Weigh heavy on us
God fully understands source
Of our heaviness

Margaret Moran
Our Continuing Challenge

See respond to needs
Of others in strength of God
Love of God the key

Margaret Moran
Our Conversations

The power of our words
Understand we must use them
Well have the wisdom

Margaret Moran
Our Creator

Father in Heaven
Mercy ever sure truth firm
Loyal from age to age

Margaret Moran
Our Daily Bread

All we have all our
Needs are the care of the Lord
The future is too

Margaret Moran
Our Daily Grace

Full of simple things
Deemed humdrum yet therein is
The grace we all need

Margaret Moran
Our Daily Search

No need to go far
Path to holiness runs right
Through daily living

Margaret Moran
Our Doings Communicate

Who we are what we
Care about more clearly than
Any claims we make

Margaret Moran
Our Eternal Sustainer

Gives us confidence
His character unchanging
Our secure stronghold

Margaret Moran
Our Everyday Amens

With meaning and truth
Are conscious fervent and clear
Saying yes to God

Margaret Moran
Our Example Of Faith

We follow our call
Change with faith in Jesus that
Of a trusting child

Margaret Moran
Our Father In Heaven

Full of constant love
Has compassion on us all
Good to everyone

Margaret Moran
Our Father Truly Pray

Prayer for peace on earth
Mercy calls us to extend
Mercy to others

Margaret Moran
Our Food

A concrete way for
Us to be well sustained is
Some Scripture daily

Margaret Moran
Our Good Deeds

Are meant to be a
Response of gratitude for
What Jesus has done

Margaret Moran
Our Good Shepherd

Holds us close to his
Heart and carries us in his
Everlasting arms

Margaret Moran
Our Great Privilege

Our words and actions
Can day by day reflect the
Loving heart of God

Margaret Moran
Our Greatest Desire On Earth

Tis to serve God and
People with sincere upright
Hearts in all lifework

Margaret Moran
Our Hearts

Our actions reveal
Back up our faith in Jesus
Do his works as well

Margaret Moran
Our Heavenly Father

Character beauty
We reflect poorly through cross
Can grow more like Him

Margaret Moran
Our Heritage

That we may safeguard
Responsible citizens
Of this world our pledge

Margaret Moran
Our Home In Heaven

The best home of all
Past or present cant compare
With what is ahead

Margaret Moran
Our Inner Monitor

Brings us in tune with
The words deeds and attitudes
Of the Lord Jesus

Margaret Moran
Our Journey Today

Our life direction
Growing wisdom clarity
Come closer to God

Margaret Moran
Our Key Focus

Is on surrender
Can change for God is in us
Helping us bear fruit

Margaret Moran
Our Knowledge

Always limited
Knowing God that matters most
God knows everything

Margaret Moran
Our Lessons From The Past

Let them help us lay
Hold of our faith presently
And in the future

Margaret Moran
Our Lifelong Loyalty

God deserves our prayer
He answers Spirit guides on
The cross death saves us

Margaret Moran
Our Lifetime Chance

With each moment called
Now comes the chance to do good
Be glad and at peace

Margaret Moran
Our Lifetime Privilege

Loyal to our friends
True to those who love us are
Our great calls in life

Margaret Moran
Our Lips Our Lives

They say do not do
Tend to think not true of us
Take heed lest it be

Margaret Moran
Our Lives Tell A Story

Through our attitudes
Actions words in our response
To life ups and downs

Margaret Moran
Our Motives

Why we do what we
Do makes all the difference
What we love most speaks

Margaret Moran
Our Need

To love and be loved
A mission to fulfill for
All mission of love

Margaret Moran
Our Need For One Another

Grace from God above
Gifts equips us build strengthen
Church home society

Margaret Moran
Our Need Of The Lord

Sign of courage and
Humility to cry out
To God for His help

Margaret Moran
Our Needs

We trust God to meet
Our cries for help reach his ear
Keeps promise for sure

Margaret Moran
Our Neighbors

We are all neighbors
Whether we act so or not
Even those we shun

Margaret Moran
Our Own Helplessness

In suffering shows
Up turns us to God for strength
Consolation grace

Margaret Moran
Our Own Poor Behavior

Busyness of life
Demands stress roots empathy
Likewise for others

Margaret Moran
Our Part

Not your work or mine
We play role of instruments
Tis the work of God

Margaret Moran
Our Path To God

When we walk with God
Humility and trust leave
No room for conceit

Margaret Moran
Our Place In Our World

In a specific
Environment to let light
Through us shine God first

Margaret Moran
Our Potential

God believes in it
He never loses faith in
What we can become

Margaret Moran
Our Prayers Can

Make the difference
Tire not keep interceding
God is still at work

Margaret Moran
Our Present Life

Purpose to prepare
On earth for life after death
It is life with God

Margaret Moran
Our Purpose In Life

Brings honor to God
The needs of others we meet
As we honor God

Margaret Moran
Our R.I.P. In November

Gone to their reward
Their faithful lives leave us a
Legacy of love

Margaret Moran
Our Real Wealth

Nothing lasts forever
Only treasures in storage
Above perish not

Margaret Moran
Our Reason To Be Content

We draw ultimate
Satisfaction from God who
Can give contentment

Margaret Moran
Our Refuge

Frail and defenseless
Peace and rest we need to find
God is our refuge

Margaret Moran
Our Request Our Trust

Though request denies
Disappoint trust never on
Agenda of God

Margaret Moran
Our Rest Day

Tis a day to rest
The kind of day we all need
For self God others

Margaret Moran
Our Right

As children of God
Turn to Jesus any time
No one can rob us

Margaret Moran
Our Service For

The Lord in this life
Will be rewarded greatly
In the life to come

Margaret Moran
Our Shelter

The living God will
Always be the safe harbor
Of his love we choose

Margaret Moran
Our Sins Forgiven

Mercy God gives us
Freely no right to expect
Mercy encounter

Margaret Moran
Our Song

Ponder in our hearts
Sing all things about Jesus
Unfold their meaning

Margaret Moran
Our Spiritual Gifts

While they are many
They combine to serve the whole
Healthy church the fruit

Margaret Moran
Our Story Of Salvation

God works in our lives
None of us is beyond reach
Of the love of God

Margaret Moran
Our Task In His Hands

Becomes divine way
Cultivates talents blossom
With heart of service

Margaret Moran
Our Task Today

Tis just to accept
Things as they are contentment
Enables growth now

Margaret Moran
Our Thorns Help Us

Know how we need God
Open doors of grace lead to
Life of deeper faith

Margaret Moran
Our Tree Of Life

Stands above all trees
Love sacrifice salvation
To death on a cross

Margaret Moran
Our Trials

For sure bring us pain
Sure too God can use that pain
For our renewal

Margaret Moran
Our Troubles Can

Fill our prayers with love
And empathy for others
Our hearts embrace all

Margaret Moran
Our True Measure

Outward appearance
People look at what is in
The heart God looks at

Margaret Moran
Our Unity

Love for each other
Our highest priority
Takes dedication

Margaret Moran
Our Words And Actions

Word of God our guide
Living it out well reflects
Compassion of God

Margaret Moran
Our Worship

Tis not confined to
Times and places it is the
Spirit of our lives

Margaret Moran
Our Wounded Relationships

A way to heal them
Remove walls of prejudice
And unforgiveness

Margaret Moran
Out Of Place

Do say not my place
Know not what I can do say
In out of place case

Margaret Moran
Outcast

Room for everyone
An outsider he became
For us to belong

Margaret Moran
Outperform

Above the cut line
The student performance aim
Top up more some want

Margaret Moran
Over Stretched

Many things to do
So tired on top of all that
Start from where the crux

Margaret Moran
Over The Years

We learn true prayer finds
Its source in God responds to
His grace reaching us

Margaret Moran
Overcome

Drowned saturated
In perspiration heavy
With drowsiness too

Margaret Moran
Overflowing

Is the heart that has
To share what it has received
Hospitality

Margaret Moran
Overflowing With His Grace

The bit we offer
Multiplies a hundredfold
To our advantage

Margaret Moran
Overlooked

Joyful memories
Have often been like some gold
Left undiscovered

Margaret Moran
Overly Cautious

Fear we are prone to
Cower and complain in fear slide
Us into extremes

Margaret Moran
Overshadowed

Christmas observance
By materialism
And gift giving lured

Margaret Moran
Own Up

To what you have done
Turn back to the Just One who
Forgives and is just

Margaret Moran
Owning Our Need

Owning our need of
God we soar to the heights in
Purity of heart

Margaret Moran
Pain Of Why

Not well know not why
Tests show no cause still unwell
Why is deeply felt

Margaret Moran
Painful Relationships

Entering into
Working through difficulties
Learn more about love

Margaret Moran
Painlessly

Despairing moments
Life can present only hope
New way of living

Margaret Moran
Pains And Joys In Life

Are our best lessons
Contain seeds of wisdom that
Spread in time of need

Margaret Moran
Palms

Towering beauty type
Cedars of unbending strength
Roots in soil of love

Margaret Moran
Paperwork

Seems never ending
Heavy part data deadlines
Eyes head get weary

Margaret Moran
Pardon

Sets free to new start
Invites us bounce back walk in
Light and hope today

Margaret Moran
Passes All Misunderstanding

A peace the world needs
Show heart of the Prince of Peace
Control your response

Margaret Moran
Passing On Messages

Direct from sender
More sure than from someone through
Friend or someone else

Margaret Moran
Past Midnight

Before or after
The inspiration can come
Tis welcome anytime

Margaret Moran
Past Paralysis

Is no barrier
Not too late for a fresh start
Can start from today

Margaret Moran
Paths Of God For Us

Rough rugged boring
But trust his love faithfulness
Walk best way find rest

Margaret Moran
Pathway Of Life

Bible wisdom read
Understand it discover
Way forward today

Margaret Moran
Patience Test

To enlarge our hearts
The wise bring calm in the end
Fruit of the Spirit

Margaret Moran
Patience Tested

Suddenly needed
Afternoon spent seeking what
Still cannot be found

Margaret Moran
Patient And Forgiving

Issues that once stung
Slowly lose their sting as the
Holy Spirit helps

Margaret Moran
Patient And Loving

Traits of our parents
Dedicated to teaching
And forming children

Margaret Moran
Pause To Remember

God our Creator
Attitude of thankfulness
Build into each day

Margaret Moran
Peac e God Offers Us

Rooted in his love
In knowing we are by him
Forgiven and saved

Margaret Moran
Peace In Hebrew

Total fulfillment
Afflicted in mind body
Prayer of grace for all

Margaret Moran
Peace In My Life

Lord I want to have
With you others and myself
Your gift of peace please

Margaret Moran
Peace In The World

Start by building peace
In your own life so humbly
Turn your heart to God

Margaret Moran
Peace We Need Today

The peace that no one
Can completely understand
Peace that unites us

Margaret Moran
Peace With You

Not just warm feeling
Tis grace to forgive resist
evil be holy

Margaret Moran
Peaceful Presence

The peaceful presence
Gives us strength to rise again
And pick up the threads

Margaret Moran
Peacemaking Is

A family trait
Turning the other cheek set
On the extra mile

Margaret Moran
Pearl Of Great Price

Faithful in life to
Mass Rosary Prayers for Dead
Luke finds lasting peace

Margaret Moran
Peer Pressure

The onus on peers
To comply with rest of group
Tis so called freedom

Margaret Moran
Penetrating

Winter sure has come
The piercing cold goes right through
Me from head to toe

Margaret Moran
Penmanship

Tis indeed a skill
Writer needs the writing style
That lures reader eye

Margaret Moran
Pentecost

Moment the Apostles
Had the great experience
Of being loved by God

Margaret Moran
People Are Longing

To be encouraged
A little can go a long way
A great gift to give

Margaret Moran
People Deserve

Respect reverence
Not bombs guns that play havoc
Love and peace must reign

Margaret Moran
People Far Away

Easier to love
Those close not always easy
Expect not too much

Margaret Moran
People In Our Lives

Help and comfort give
Lead us to the bridge between
Panic and true peace

Margaret Moran
People Through Whom

The light of God shines
Before others in richness
Of kindness patience

Margaret Moran
People Unable

To love receive new
Life from those of us who show
Them kindness and love

Margaret Moran
Perceived

Gentle almost shy
Is the grace of God purpose
Is really certain

Margaret Moran
Permanent

Only what we do
For God whose ways unknown in
Advance turn out best

Margaret Moran
Perseverance

Well begun half done
Persevering to the end
Paves road to success

Margaret Moran
Persevere And Grow

God provides the strength
We can press on with that help
The goal win the prize

Margaret Moran
Persist

In prayer see what God
Gives a new perspective on
Life trusting mercy

Margaret Moran
Persistence

It is was will be
In prayer we persist so great
Love for God draws us

Margaret Moran
Persistent Widow Parable

Lesson very clear
Shows us we should always pray
And never give up

Margaret Moran
Personal Prayer

The special way God
Desires to be loved by us
Because he loves us

Margaret Moran
Picture Of Faith

Honest it is asks
God for the help strength courage
We need day by day

Margaret Moran
Pilgrim Passage

Entry to life in
And exit from this pilgrim
Passage lead to God

Margaret Moran
Pilgrims On Pilgrimage

Thanks to the Father
Who created us for his
Love and Life in full

Margaret Moran
Plans Fall Through

Worry not instead
Anticipate what great things
Give glory to God

Margaret Moran
Play With Fire Or

Walk the ways of God
To choose wisely and find life
Need grace of God help

Margaret Moran
Plenty Not Excess

Since haste makes waste we
Take our time and plan well for
Plenty not excess

Margaret Moran
Plenty Or Not

Seek unhealthy ways
Restless hearts depend not on
The things of this world

Margaret Moran
Pointless

Some opinions seem
Not to count making givers
Think what is the use

Margaret Moran
Poor Persons Associate

Happiness with Wealth
Suffering from poverty
Think rich are well off

Margaret Moran
Possible In Our Hearts

New beginnings are
Past behind us relationship
New hope trust in God

Margaret Moran
Potential For Change

Eyes of compassion
Eye what none noticed before
Potential for change

Margaret Moran
Poverty Remove

Sharing can do it
Share God given gifts use them
For those who have not

Margaret Moran
Powerful Stories

Off to a new start
God offers new beginning
See good thief on cross

Margaret Moran
Practicing Mercy

Sets free from holding
Annoyance hurt resentment
Practice makes perfect

Margaret Moran
Praise

Overflow of a
Joyful heart expressing deep
Gratitude to God

Margaret Moran
Praise In Trials

Praising God in trials
Turns burdens into blessings
Yield to God option

Margaret Moran
Praise The Creator

The world he has made
Has gone to great lengths to keep
All of life thriving

Margaret Moran
Praising God

Learn this very day
Praise God more and more never
Ending goodness trust

Margaret Moran
Pray First

My own wisdom is
Not enough I need to seek
God now and always

Margaret Moran
Pray Often

Fulfill law of grace
Give work to divine mercy
Practice makes perfect

Margaret Moran
Pray Worry

Humans worry first
No good results face to face
With God brings us all

Margaret Moran
Prayer Can Take

Many different forms
Key point discipline sustain
Dedicate space time

Margaret Moran
Prayer Changes Everything

Clear encouragement
Pray always never give up
Trusting wisdom care

Margaret Moran
Prayer Has A Way

To show all of life
From the point of view of God
Honesty the key

Margaret Moran
Prayer Is Strength

Our strength comes from God
When crisis comes we simply
Remain close to God

Margaret Moran
Prayer Of Petition And Trust

Act of trust in God
And expression of our love
For one another

Margaret Moran
Praying The Our Father

I have sometimes prayed
Personal implications
Reflection missing

Margaret Moran
Praying The Psalms

Coping with sadness
Not alone in our struggles
God companions help

Margaret Moran
Preference For Invite

Invite conveys a
Sense of fair equality
And freedom of choice

Margaret Moran
Prejudice And Racism

Let us not nurture
Such attitudes do damage
No love more aloof

Margaret Moran
Prepare For Christmas

With the intention
Finding purity of heart
Search for happiness

Margaret Moran
Prepare Me For Life

Each faithful one helps
Greatly impact change of heart
Mirror true values

Margaret Moran
Preparing For The Test

So so very hard
So vast the ground to cover
Time is running out

Margaret Moran
Prescriptions

For our decisions
God may not give Jesus is
Perfect example

Margaret Moran
Present And Active

In our life God is
At work in sun and darkness
Thanks to God Amen

Margaret Moran
Pressure

None of us without
Pressure at times but some work
Best under pressure

Margaret Moran
Priceless

Is the gift of grace
Gives what money cannot buy
Greatest love no doubt

Margaret Moran
Priceless Gift

Is the grace of God
It means to give what money
Cannot buy true love

Margaret Moran
Priceless Treasures

Priceless treasures are
Friends faithful through thick and thin
Gifts from God himself

Margaret Moran
Primitive Sense Of Happiness

Fertility luck
Ritual sacrifice retained
Dispensers goodwill

Margaret Moran
Prisoner Am I

Under house arrest
Tis like watched like a hawk for
Nabs to make me err

Margaret Moran
Privilege

Our words and actions
Can truly reflect the heart
Of God in our lives

Margaret Moran
Problems

Cannot defeat us
Only confuse disrupt like
Debits and credits

Margaret Moran
Proclamation

Truth about Jesus
His promises too always
Respect no pressure

Margaret Moran
Promise Of Eternal Life

Sharpens faith lifts up
When downhearted gives courage
In our times of doubt

Margaret Moran
Promise To Us

With us at all times
In faithfulness love mercy
Reaches out to us

Margaret Moran
Promises Made

Are promises kept
Social sin has last word no
In our world God works

Margaret Moran
Promises To Be

Light in the darkness
Offering tangible help
Everlasting hope

Margaret Moran
Promotes Unity

Following Jesus
Best for me back away from
Best for others do

Margaret Moran
Prone To Forget

The things God has done
Difficult circumstances
Do recall great love

Margaret Moran
Prone We Are

To take our ease and
Forget what is right and good
Ponder on the source

Margaret Moran
Proper Balance

Seek and find the Lord
Prayer word act intent response
Question get answers

Margaret Moran
Property

God owns everything
We are tenants just stewards
Who care for the poor

Margaret Moran
Prophetic Words Of Hope

Do not be afraid
Good news cause great joy for all
Christmas joy hope peace

Margaret Moran
Protect

That which is fragile
Seems to be innate instinct
Desire to keep safe

Margaret Moran
Proved In Deeds

Surely that is love
Can neither be lived on nor
Explained in words no

Margaret Moran
Provides Resources

Can depend on God
Provider of inner strength
Resources that count

Margaret Moran
Purity Of Heart

We strive to achieve
The psalms show how our failures
Are part of process

Margaret Moran
Pursuing Our Own Desires

Admit tendency
Rationalize everything
To get our own thing

Margaret Moran
Pursuit Of Holiness

For all you and me
Down to earth we look up to
Father in Heaven

Margaret Moran
Push Not On Others

Have and make your point
Though good push not listen well
To the rest gain points

Margaret Moran
Pushed Out

There are no words to
Reenact the eviction
From our rightful space

Margaret Moran
Put Aside

Desire for revenge
Choose instead to live in love
Greatest love of all

Margaret Moran
Put Off Until Tomorrow

Some things not urgent
Showing compassion comes first
Compassion always

Margaret Moran
Put On The Spot

Someone maybe a
Friend asks a favor pushing
One to that friend side

Margaret Moran
Puzzled I Am

Teens way of study
Not infants mot adults yet
Focus not easy

Margaret Moran
Quality Relationship

Through eyes of mercy
See the world treat each other
With same tenderness

Margaret Moran
Quelling Anxiety

Let peace of God do
Find yourself feeling more calm
Give thanks for new strength

Margaret Moran
Questions

Do not avoid them
Take them to God ponder them
Resist temptation

Margaret Moran
Quick Fixes

We may focus on
But God sees the big picture
His mercy runs deep

Margaret Moran
Quite Bluntly

Misgivings are shared
Alas stay in memory
Sour relationships

Margaret Moran
Quite Well We Can Do

Helplessness our best
Prayer as we share our heart with
Our all wise Father

Margaret Moran
Radiate Joy And Delight

Positive carry
Own burdens of others with
Faith hope love reserves

Margaret Moran
Rarely Can

People undo the Damage their untrue words have Done to a neighbor

Margaret Moran
Rate Higher

Than pay and profits
Integrity people do
Everyone profits

Margaret Moran
Rather Than Complain

Let us pray that the
Will of God be done in the
Hearts of our leaders

Margaret Moran
Rather Than Give Up

Own up turn back for
God loves to forgive sinners
And justify them

Margaret Moran
Rather Than Miracles

Meek and humble be
Childlike meekness works wonders
Wins the hearts of all

Margaret Moran
Rather Than Wisely

How prone we are to
Reacting quickly may we
Live and judge justly

Margaret Moran
Re The Real Happy Concept

Consumer Culture
Recurring human error
Widely promotes

Margaret Moran
Reach Out In Love

An unexpected  
Favor do show concern help  
Through difficult times

Margaret Moran
Reach Out To

Those who feel left out
Love and mercy shown can make
All the difference

Margaret Moran
Reaching Out At Christmas

To people in need
Bring others this healing touch
Grace of God in Christ

Margaret Moran
Read The Bible

To be wise believe
It to be safe practice it
To be holy pure

Margaret Moran
Read The Road Signs

Begin to see God
Leading guiding get to know
Your road signs each day

Margaret Moran
Readiness

For moment of grace
Alert ready flexible
Not too routine tied

Margaret Moran
Reading Speaking Writing

Get eye of reader
Full attention of others
Unmistakable

Margaret Moran
Ready But No Rush

Always ready to
Listen taking time to know
What to reflect back

Margaret Moran
Ready For That Moment

Vigilant priest John
In intimacy with God
Prepared for the end

Margaret Moran
Real Calling

Tis particular
Fitness especially for
Work of worthy kind

Margaret Moran
Real Comfort

There is only one
The mercy of God provides
Friend comfort and peace

Margaret Moran
Real Faith True Commitment

More than nice sayings
Words of God etched in our hearts
Love God and others

Margaret Moran
Real Friendships

Are a gift from God
Remain loyal through the good bad
And the ugly days

Margaret Moran
Real Help

The help that one needs
Not always what we think or
What works for others

Margaret Moran
Real Or Fake

Over indulging
In tasty food good for health
Or fake happiness

Margaret Moran
Reality Is Reality

Costs nothing but best
Medicine to acknowledge
What is true and real

Margaret Moran
Reason For Joy

All tasks not same joy
A change in why we do them
Can change how we feel
we do
Tasks bring not same joy
A change in why we do them
Can change how we feel
Can change how we feel

Margaret Moran
Reason To Give Thanks

Rich not in money
But in wisdom and insight
We give thanks to God

Margaret Moran
Reasonable Expectations

Are more practical
Neither too high nor too low
Middle of the road

Margaret Moran
Reasons To Be Grateful

Black and white see them
Wake up your heart to presence
Of God in your life

Margaret Moran
Reassurance

With us all the time
Wants us to ask and have full
Confidence in God

Margaret Moran
Reassuring

God patient with us
Friendly encouraging word
Beautiful sunset

Margaret Moran
Recall Seeds Of Wisdom

Our lessons in life
Have wisdom seeds reappear
In our time of need

Margaret Moran
Recall To Mind

We miss them dearly
The lovely things about them
Wipe away our tears

Margaret Moran
Recipient Of Grace

God favors gives acts
Loves cherishes receiving
One simply responds

Margaret Moran
Recurring Theme

Anxiety is in
Daily conversations with
Friends neighbors colleagues

Margaret Moran
Redeemer And Friend

Is waiting for you
Offers the gift of presence
Always with you friend

Margaret Moran
Redemption

Sin and division
Is selfishness that the love
Of God melts away

Margaret Moran
Redo Nor Undo

We cannot change the
Past but we can learn wisely
From it to move on

Margaret Moran
Reflect Today

On how well we love
Others especially those
Different from us

Margaret Moran
Refreshing Rain

Waters crops and seed
Brings new life to open hearts
Meets us in our need

Margaret Moran
Regain Perspective

Focus on distant
Steady point of destiny
Helps regain a sense

Margaret Moran
Regular Deposits

Having a deepening
Relationship with God
Strengthens the future

Margaret Moran
Rehearsing

Faithfulness goodness
Of God to us silences
Our discontentment

Margaret Moran
Reign Rooted In

Heart of each person
The hearts of all people and
Nations true peace lasts

Margaret Moran
Reject Not The Light

Once blind now can see
Thanks to Jesus Christmas light
Light of the world too

Margaret Moran
Rejoice Because

God loves you so much
Rather than condemn he sent
His son to save you

Margaret Moran
Relinquish Your Right

Let go of the grudge
You release yourself as well
Can love more freely

Margaret Moran
Rely On Or Turn To

Fighting the good fight
Rely on own resources
Or to God we turn

Margaret Moran
Relying

On the Spirit not
On our own resources trusts
Providence of God

Margaret Moran
Remain

Abide resting in
Solid reliable time
Simply with the Lord

Margaret Moran
Remain Steadfast

Even in a world
That doubts good news for the Lord
Is with you always

Margaret Moran
Remaining Steadfast

Be devoted to prayer
Do not give up learn to pray
Our prayer life can grow

Margaret Moran
Remember The Promise

Faith the size of a
Tiny seed can move mountains
Said our redeemer

Margaret Moran
Remembering

Helps not to forget
Convinces us of the love
That makes lifelong friends

Margaret Moran
Remembering The Goodness

Of the One who is
Always the same sings praises
From a heart of thanks

Margaret Moran
Reminders

Many or few the
Blessings we receive point to
The great care of God

Margaret Moran
Reminders Of God

Daily blessings are
Many or few they come with
The promise of love

Margaret Moran
Renowned

Six hundred fifteen
The year Saint Columban died
Renowned as in life

Margaret Moran
Repent

Recalls the need for
Honesty in our efforts
Relating to God

Margaret Moran
Repentance And Reform

Know that they take time
God infinitely patient
Fine tunes deeds and ways

Margaret Moran
Repentance Clears The Way

For our walk with God
By human effort alone
Our hearts cannot change

Margaret Moran
Replaced With Peace

Entrust worry to
Loving care of God then peace
Takes over from fear

Margaret Moran
Reputation Does Count

Perfect is the law
Of the Lord for it gives all
Of us good repute

Margaret Moran
Resilient

Can return quickly
To health good spirits after
Suffering pain shock

Margaret Moran
Resist

Adam and Eve did
Due to lack of trust in God
Knowing what is best

Margaret Moran
Resort To Tears

Words fail to express
The love Christ showed on the cross
Thanks tears more touching

Margaret Moran
Resources We Have

Talent time knowledge
Eternal focus impacts
View of life each day

Margaret Moran
Respect Each Person

Working with others
There to listen learn
Christlike attitude

Margaret Moran
Rest A While

All of us need rest
Good for body mind spirit
Draw near to God too

Margaret Moran
Rest Is Essential

Our world full of pain
Debt weariness hurry speed
Makes rest time a must

Margaret Moran
Rest We Need

No doubt we all do
Jesus alone can give it
Source of strength and hope

Margaret Moran
Restful Nights

Fundamental to
Health and longevity is
Restorative sleep

Margaret Moran
Restless Until

Saturday evening
Seeking lasting peace they come
From four Continents

Margaret Moran
Restores Hope

Comfort during a
Time of sadness or letdown
Raises hope again

Margaret Moran
Retreat Reveal

In the light of truth
The darkness of sin retreats
Walk in light of God

Margaret Moran
Reverse Rehearse

Goodbye complaining
No thanks rehearse faithfulness
Goodness of God too

Margaret Moran
Review

The day how it went
The good the bad let mercy
Bring full forgiveness

Margaret Moran
Review And Preview

Of past and future
Reflects on past ups and downs
Sets hopes yet to come

Margaret Moran
Reviewing Your Day

Begin to see God
Leading guiding get to know
Your road signs each day

Margaret Moran
Revives Our Spirits

The beauty around
Us wakes up our senses for
Nature speaks to us

Margaret Moran
Rich In God

Not set on more more
Content with what we have means
To be rich in God

Margaret Moran
Right In Front Of You

All along has been
How easy to overlook
Those closest to you

Margaret Moran
Right Where We Belong

On the same level
Open about our struggles
Struggling together

Margaret Moran
Righting Wrong

Way of righting wrong
Starts from faith and ends in faith
Justifies through faith

Margaret Moran
Rising Above

All the pain trauma
Of daily life is the joy
Of Easter event

Margaret Moran
Risk Or Safety

Getting the balance
Is crucial to ensure best
Choice priority

Margaret Moran
Road To Forgiveness

No ifs ands or buts
We take small steps on the road
To absorb mercy

Margaret Moran
Road To Prosperity

Now the only way
For tis thanks for now and the
Fullness of life now

Margaret Moran
Road To Triumph

Trials of life can be
God can use them to work good
In spite of the pain

Margaret Moran
Role Model

Radiant Mary
Model of peace and goodness
Mother of us all

Margaret Moran
Room For

Worship in our heart
We celebrate Jesus birth
This Christmas as well

Margaret Moran
Room For Both

Mary welcomes Word
Of God Martha receives the
Son of Man their guest

Margaret Moran
Rooted

In us let love be
And from the root nothing but
Good can grow Amen

Margaret Moran
Roots Down

Depending on God
Like putting our roots down by
River of goodness

Margaret Moran
Ruin A Reputation

One false statement can
Keep a guard on what I say
About others yes

Margaret Moran
Rules And Limits

No longer matter
When we grasp depths of mercy
Of God for us all

Margaret Moran
Run For Cover

Threats make us want to
Go to the Lord find refuge
In good times and bad

Margaret Moran
Run To God

Best way not to fall
Into temptation grace turns
Temptations away

Margaret Moran
Sacrifice Good Reputation

Greed prestige profit
Damage reputation to
Restore could be hard

Margaret Moran
Sacrifices We Make

God sees blesses them
Forego in the name of love
Waste it never is

Margaret Moran
Sadness In The World

So so much there is
Seeking first God and his love
Switch over to joy

Margaret Moran
Safeguard

A huge issue is
Protection of computer
Users from onslaught

Margaret Moran
Safely Home

Keeping the faith means
Trusting God to faithfully
Keep our movements true

Margaret Moran
Saint Monica

Augustine her son
Found peace for restless hearts thanks
To her constant prayer

Margaret Moran
Saint Patrick Echoes Matthew

Like a warm embrace
Never alone reminder
Ever with us thanks

Margaret Moran
Saint Stephen As Our Model

Was a great hero
Shows courage conviction joy
In times of danger

Margaret Moran
Sainthood

Is not only for
Extraordinary people
Within our reach too

Margaret Moran
Saintly Death

Unexpectedly
During morning prayer called home
To eternal bliss

Margaret Moran
Saints

In eternal rest
And peace their name lives on for
All generations

Margaret Moran
Salutary Reminders

Like father like son  
Chip of the old block address  
Our real connections

Margaret Moran
Salvation

Not a leap into
The dark but a step into
Light faith in Christ is

Margaret Moran
Same Birthright

The poor and the rich
Come from the same Creator
The Lord made them both

Margaret Moran
Sara

Devoted to God
Family neighbors all her
Life integrates well

Margaret Moran
Satisfied With Enough

Enough is enough
Need no more than enough for
True inner freedom

Margaret Moran
Satisfied With What We Have

The world we live in
Feeds our desire for more more
Does not content us

Margaret Moran
Satisfy Our Longings

Unseen things above
Jesus his glory his love
What God does for us

Margaret Moran
Saturday Evening

Neither wet nor dry
The humidity brings sleep
To our weary eyes

Margaret Moran
Save Face

Small matter perhaps
Come closer to God need to
Pray to give it up

Margaret Moran
Save Me

From the part of me
That is not loving and gets
Discouraged as well

Margaret Moran
Say But The Word

I can recover
May words of trust be lights to
Guide us through dark times

Margaret Moran
Say With Our Lives

We see the Lord not
Because he appears to us
See him with our heart

Margaret Moran
Say Yes

There is always more  
Say yes to the Lord and you  
Find more of His grace

Margaret Moran
Saying Goodbye Means

Wholehearted God search
Can see people again from
The right perspective

Margaret Moran
School Requires

Student best effort
Pays off makes learning worthwhile
Benefits future

Margaret Moran
Second Of Last Seven Words

Answer to sad thief
Is this day thou shalt be with
Me in paradise

Margaret Moran
Secondary Education

Father Canavan
Completed at Saint Mary
College in Galway

Margaret Moran
See And Hear

Jesus in the quiet
Of our hearts each of us can
Read ponder Scripture

Margaret Moran
See God

Welcoming you just
Simply because he loves to
Be with you always

Margaret Moran
See Ourselves

As we really are
The bible helps us also
How much God loves us

Margaret Moran
Seed Of Faith

Sins are washed away
Receive the Holy Spirit
One gift two blessings

Margaret Moran
Seed To Harvest

Word deed seed we sow
God produces the harvest
Sowing planting count

Margaret Moran
Seeing Is Believing

Seeing our hidden
Thoughts and motives we assume
Care of our own lives

Margaret Moran
Seek

A word I warm to
Seeker not stuck in a rut
Still on a journey

Margaret Moran
Seek Cheerfulness

As a gift of God
Not an optional extra
Sign of God present

Margaret Moran
Seek First Shine On

In all say and do
Always God first light shines on
To illuminate

Margaret Moran
Seeking God First

Made simple for us
We seek God takes care of our
Worry tendency

Margaret Moran
Seen And Unseen

Seen tis transient
What is unseen lasts forever
Tis not transient

Margaret Moran
Seizing The Opportunity

Of course good to do
At the expense of others
Think twice think again

Margaret Moran
Self Awareness Reminder

Examine conscience
Every day reflect deeply
On our way of life

Margaret Moran
Self Examination Why

Make things right with God
Make sure we are right with one
Another as well

Margaret Moran
Self Improvement Goals

Do what is right walk
Humbly with God merciful
Improve our soul life

Margaret Moran
Self Serving

Desires how shallow
Eagerness to control needs
Prayer for God to guide

Margaret Moran
Self Versus Others

Ego empathy
Let us pray for the same grace
Regarding others

Margaret Moran
Selfish Sometimes

True we can admit
Acknowledge the only cure
God steps in forgives

Margaret Moran
Selfishness Creates A Fog

Clear the fog coming
From ego thinking offer
Comfort to others

Margaret Moran
Selfless

Focus on others
Jesus the great example
Love all embracing

Margaret Moran
Seminarian

Nineteen thirty four
Entered Dalgan studied there
Total of six years

Margaret Moran
Sense Of Justice

For God a matter
Of treating everyone with
Dignity honor

Margaret Moran
Sensitivity To Others

Life has its demands
Those we love and serve have needs
Balance is needed

Margaret Moran
Sent His Son

To be our rescue
Is the gift we celebrate
Since that first Christmas

Margaret Moran
Servant Disciples

Forfeit privilege
Sole function is to respond
To the call of God

Margaret Moran
Service For Others

The result of grace
Attitude try to attain
Not an emotion

Margaret Moran
Set Free

To enjoy love of
God for us and express it
To others as well

Margaret Moran
Set No Limit

On your love have more
Love for others than before
More time to give too

Margaret Moran
Set Too

Low our sights narrow
Our horizon but freedom
Of spirit God wants

Margaret Moran
Set Us Free

May the good news do
Saving action in this world
Jesus set us free

Margaret Moran
Setbacks

Unavoidable
Part of the day part of life
Blessings in disguise

Margaret Moran
Seven Columban Priests

Loyalty to church
Courage in persecution
Faithful to Gospel

Margaret Moran
Share Your Gift Of Love Today

A grand gesture no
It just has to be sincere
Leave the rest to God

Margaret Moran
Sharing Gladly

We experience
Another touch of Heaven
When we share gladly

Margaret Moran
Short Answer

Brief and to the point
Clear easy to understand
Neither bores nor tires

Margaret Moran
Short Lived Sweetness

May seem to be sweet
One act of revenge begets
Another ill will

Margaret Moran
Short Shrift

Inner freedom gets
On outer freedom there is
So much emphasis

Margaret Moran
Shortcuts

Easy less effort
Good to know in time of need
Not always useful

Margaret Moran
Should Not

Be a hit and miss
But an ever prevailing
Lofty attitude

Margaret Moran
Shouldered Weight Of All Sin

Jesus sacrifice
Bore the weight of all our sins
Points to heaven joy

Margaret Moran
Shouting Gets Nowhere

Shouting does not work  
Confusion distance and fear  
Lack trust of close friend

Margaret Moran
Show Gratitude

Each today the words
Of Jesus we hear let us
Let them change our lives

Margaret Moran
Show My Gratitude

For words of Jesus
I can by allowing them
Bring change in my life

Margaret Moran
Show Our Love For God

We open our eyes
See needs love one another
Care for each other

Margaret Moran
Sight Of God Sight Of Us

Lost sight of God we
May feel of us our needs God
Never loses sight

Margaret Moran
Signs Of Change

Slower to anger
More willing to say yes to
Requests for our help

Margaret Moran
Silence Not Many Words

Say not very much
Just picture Jesus with you
Rest in his presence

Margaret Moran
Silent Prayer

Prayer can be silent
Calls us from a world of care
Fills our heart with peace

Margaret Moran
Silver And Gold

Silver and golden
Jubilees for two rejoice
In their Mission life

Margaret Moran
Silver Jubilee

From first vows all life
Is lived in full day by day
Silver is thanks time

Margaret Moran
Simeon And Anna

Show us how to be
In right place at right time with
Right disposition

Margaret Moran
Simple

Not naive or stupid
Direct and unpretentious
Word and action match

Margaret Moran
Simple Lifestyle

Living more simply
Frees us to share more with the
Less well off in need

Margaret Moran
Simple To The Outsider

It is easy give
An answer to a problem
That is not your own

Margaret Moran
Simply Take

Each small step with love
For the Lord and the people
Can have great impact

Margaret Moran
Simply Trust

I am asked to do
You gently say You know best
I can rest in that

Margaret Moran
Sin Entered The World

Eve ate Adam ate
Hide from God was their first act
Became not like God

Margaret Moran
Sincere Love

Earnestly striving
To love all people we work
For peace and welfare

Margaret Moran
Sincerely From The Heart

Praising God seeking his
Glory great things happen as
Prayer comes from the heart

Margaret Moran
Sincerity Test

Can let foes into
Our hearts at one present them
Intercede for with

Margaret Moran
Sinful Foolish Ways

Forgive make me clean
Awareness nothing to hide
Brings sense of freedom

Margaret Moran
Sit There Quietly

Will never leave you
With you everywhere you go
Along life journey

Margaret Moran
Sitting And Doing Nothing

It seems so wasteful
Yet the kind of quiet listening
And waiting we need

Margaret Moran
Situations We Face

Can help us to grow
Build endurance character
And our hope as well

Margaret Moran
Sixth Century Columban

Sixth century monk
From Ireland went on mission
To mainland Europe

Margaret Moran
Sleep Is A Gift

Essential for health
A gift from God we receive
And enjoy with thanks

Margaret Moran
Slow Down Spend Time Well

Take one at a time
One issue to next race not
Tend to each and all

Margaret Moran
Slow Down Stop

Slow down and listen
Stop let Jesus touch your heart
With divine insight

Margaret Moran
Slow To Affirm

Fear not a swelled head
For the group see just the flaws
Well done left unsaid

Margaret Moran
Slowly Disappear

Painful memories
Show bigger restoration
Picture for us all

Margaret Moran
Slowly We Learn

God calls us to him
In the details of our lives
When life knocks us down

Margaret Moran
Small Everyday Miracles

Look for them today
Notice one stop open your
Eyes to those in need

Margaret Moran
Smallest Gestures

Can have big impact
Gestures can open up long
Lasting fellowship

Margaret Moran
Smiling Harry

In the limelight near
The man of fame happy for
The fame of Kevin

Margaret Moran
Smoothly

Thankfully all is
Well today moving along
Without any hitch

Margaret Moran
Snares Of Life

Every temptation
An occasion to trust God
Read book of Proverbs

Margaret Moran
Snow Grace Covers

Snow all things in sight
Grace of God covers our sin
Grace erases sin

Margaret Moran
Snow White

Pictures forgiveness
As clean as new fallen snow
When Christ forgives us

Margaret Moran
So Be It

Conscious fervent clear
Affirming our yes to God
Amen is our prayer

Margaret Moran
So Busy So Tired

Tis how many are
Keeping up the requirements
In this age of speed

Margaret Moran
So Easy And So Hard

Creator Creature
Conversation is a joy
Often hard to do

Margaret Moran
So Many

Opportunities
Each day to notice the needs
And to serve someone

Margaret Moran
So Mean

Spam mail a mean trick
Alas expert expertise
Stoops to scam level

Margaret Moran
So Much

To be grateful for
In twenty fifteen a great
Head start for next year

Margaret Moran
So Much More To Do

Deadline is Thursday
Only a miracle can
Get all done on time

Margaret Moran
So That I Am Prepared

For whatever life
Brings today the garment of
Love I must put on

Margaret Moran
So Tired

Sleep overtook me
Woke up in surprise wanted
To sleep on longer

Margaret Moran
So Very Tired

Eyes stay not open
Hands fail to grip on to things
In head nothing stays

Margaret Moran
Soft Rain

Tis pleasant softness
Not heavy not a hindrance
Nobody minds it

Margaret Moran
Some Things Cannot Wait

Compassion for one
Is always most urgent task
Cannot be put off

Margaret Moran
Some Weak Soft Option

Compassion is not
Strong way of being with others
In their suffering

Margaret Moran
Someone Is Suffering

Whether near or far
Tis true know not when where why
Compassion a must

Margaret Moran
Something Lost

Sheep coin son lessons
Each has lost something of great
Value love grace finds

Margaret Moran
Something To Keep In Mind

As eternity
Does charity and kind deeds
Last for ever too

Margaret Moran
Sometimes

Not answering is
The way to deal with mean or
Cruel words or comments

Margaret Moran
Sometimes We Expect

Happy pain free life
Blessings bruises of life stuff
Of true inner peace

Margaret Moran
Sooner Or Later

Cannot burn candles
At both ends as the tiredness
Catches up on us

Margaret Moran
Sooner Than Immediately

How soon can soon be
Everything needed at once
No patience at all

Margaret Moran
Sought Found

Sought with all my heart
Graciously revealed Himself
Mercy love and care

Margaret Moran
Soul Serenity

Our gnawing worries
Let us surrender them to
God not take them back

Margaret Moran
Sounding Board To Relieve Others I Want

To be a true friend
Listen with empathy ear
Reach meeting of minds

Margaret Moran
Source Of Strength

Having a deepening
Relationship with God
Strengthens the future

Margaret Moran
Sow

What you want to reap
Good harvest in your life reap
Seeds of goodness start

Margaret Moran
Space For God To Work

Prayer the voice of faith
Trusting that God knows and cares
Let's him meet our needs

Margaret Moran
Speak And Be Quiet Times

More eloquent than
Words well timed silence can be
Still waters run deep

Margaret Moran
Speak And Imply

There is no freedom
In human heart inner world
Think fixed so no change

Margaret Moran
Speak Less Hear More

Choosing to speak less
Allows us to hear more need
Wisdom to know when

Margaret Moran
Speak Yet Remain Asleep

To meaning of words
Similar things can happen
When we speak to God

Margaret Moran
Speaks Out Of Love

God does stir our heart
Kindle hope give us his peace
All for love of us

Margaret Moran
Specifically Grace Mercy Peace

Undeserved favor
Unlimited forgiveness
Flows when open to

Margaret Moran
Speed How Are You

Insensitive speed
Of interfering ads hops
Aroud to lure us

Margaret Moran
Speed Not Everything

Reason unknown for
Failed delivery makes one
Ask why all the speed

Margaret Moran
Spiritual Gifts

We possess along
With talent submissive heart
Are meant to be used

Margaret Moran
Spiritual Growth

God provides builds up
Helps us persevere and grow
Flourish like the plant

Margaret Moran
Spiritual Sickness

Sin Jesus doctor
Remedy faith repentance
Give up bad habit

Margaret Moran
Spiritual Vitality

Scripture carries brings
New life to open hearts and
Meets us in our need

Margaret Moran
Spiritually

Endanger ourselves
In wrong relationship with
The world sets the trap

Margaret Moran
Spoken From A

Heart of love and trust
Beyond words is the grace our
Good words circulate

Margaret Moran
Spread Joy Of Jesus

Example follow
Others serve through indwelling
Of Holy Spirit

Margaret Moran
Squashed

Forced into silence
Even before first word comes
Tis squash reaction

Margaret Moran
Stamina Lowered

Day and night movement
Is slowed down with heaviness
Testing stamina

Margaret Moran
Stands Forever

The word of God does
Inspired with open heart long
To share its message

Margaret Moran
Start To Finish

From start to finish
We human beings make our way
To our Creator

Margaret Moran
Start With The People

You live and work with
Notice harbor not your thoughts
Take the chance to love

Margaret Moran
Starving For

Food there are many
Love far more than we can know
Love our greatest need

Margaret Moran
State Of Mind

Things we do big small
Have the potential to change
Mood soften the heart

Margaret Moran
Stations Of The Cross

Sacrifice for us
Let dying on Cross move our
Hearts to grateful love

Margaret Moran
Stay Awake

Let life not be a
Matter of routine and tasks
That catch and trap us

Margaret Moran
Stay Beside Me Lord

Nudging me forward
One step at a time presents
Plan of God for me

Margaret Moran
Steadfast Love

Mercy steadfast love
Refers to promise of God
To be on our side

Margaret Moran
Steady Our Stride

Stepping stones neither
Destination nor technique
Help on our journey

Margaret Moran
Stems From Choices

Our own or others
Is much of what happens to
Us in daily life

Margaret Moran
Step Of Faith Step Of Growth

Patience with oneself
And with others grows as the
Holy Spirit helps

Margaret Moran
Sticking Together

Commitment from both
Grace of God thrives in climate
Love honor respect

Margaret Moran
Sticky And Sappy

Humidity woe
Sticky and sappy all day
Tests our endurance

Margaret Moran
Sticky Everywhere

Everything sticky
Sweaty inside and outside
No let up at all

Margaret Moran
Still Enough Goodbyes

That cut like a sword
Grateful for technology
Trims edge of distance

Margaret Moran
Still Happen

Miracles do but
Not always easy to see
With our own two eyes

Margaret Moran
Still In Search Of

That lost yesterday
Retracing my steps today
No trace anywhere

Margaret Moran
Still Unfolding

The plan of God is
Though the future is unknown
God is still at work

Margaret Moran
Stop Practice

Stop fighting be a
Peacemaker and practice peace
Show the peace of Christ

Margaret Moran
Stories Of Grace

Include all of us
The world may embrace success
Grace of God saves us

Margaret Moran
Storms Like They Swamp Us

Life winds blow fiercely
Master of the storm has power
To quiet still the waves

Margaret Moran
Storytellers We Are

Of the difference
Christ makes in our life is a
Story worth telling

Margaret Moran
Strength In Weakness

Weakness drives us to
Lean on God for grace strength to
Cope with what is wrong

Margaret Moran
Strength Stamina

When worry walks in
Strength runs out but it returns
When we run to God

Margaret Moran
Stress Of The Job

Outside of oneself
Requirements of others too
Demanding unreal

Margaret Moran
Strong Ego People

Make many mistakes
And learn how to let mistakes
Teach humility

Margaret Moran
Strong Not Large Ego

In humility
Our confidence is grounded
Not in self glory

Margaret Moran
Struggles

Comfort in our own
Opens our door to comfort
Others when struggling

Margaret Moran
Stuck

Urge to compose now
Yet title text topic story
Nothing comes to mind

Margaret Moran
Stumble Not

In the darkness walk
In the light we need in a
World made dark by sin

Margaret Moran
Such A Mystery

Prayer is yet God in
Wisdom answers and the best
Answers come from him

Margaret Moran
Such Love Is Costly

Sinners we are our
Sin Jesus took on until
His death on the cross.

Margaret Moran
Suffering

None of us likes it
All we know tis part of the
Human condition

Margaret Moran
Sufficient For Us

Is the grace of God
In our daily journey toward
Lasting dwelling place

Margaret Moran
Summer Where I Am

Tis that time of year
Humidity takes its toll
Drowning energy

Margaret Moran
Sunday

The day of the week
Set aside for rest hobbies
And time with the Lord

Margaret Moran
Sunshine Today

Glorious sunshine
Beams all over cheers us up
And warms the whole house

Margaret Moran
Supporting Roles

As participants
Not as spectators we can
Support the church best

Margaret Moran
Surprises Continue

So we can take heart
Provisions give birth to trust
To see God reasons

Margaret Moran
Surprisingly

In twenty nineteen
Education high level
Professional lack

Margaret Moran
Symbolic

Kangaroo emu
Symbols of nation moving
Forward with progress

Margaret Moran
Take A Break

Everyone needs rest
Too long without it brings on
Suffering fatigue

Margaret Moran
Take A Start Lesson

Turn your head to sense
Loneliness weariness to
Encounter with love

Margaret Moran
Take Courage

Two words apply to
Us all in our struggles with
The storms on our course

Margaret Moran
Take The Plunge

Toward healing hard but
Seek peace ask for courage and
The grace to do it

Margaret Moran
Take The Reminder

Take to heart each day
Psalm one hundred seven and
Give the Good Lord thanks

Margaret Moran
Take The Time

To sit still today
Hear whispering words of love
Wisdom and guidance

Margaret Moran
Take Time Simply

To be with the Lord
Busy lives distractions noise
Complicate quietness

Margaret Moran
Take Time To Stop

Patches of beauty
Glimpses of goodness of God
We catch here and there

Margaret Moran
Take Your Time

Act when you need to
Tempted to get things your way
Let God wisdom guide

Margaret Moran
Taken Aback

Something unpleasant
Unexpected rudeness spell
Out taken aback

Margaret Moran
Taken By Surprise

Ever ready how
Plans made not ready enough
To cope with surprise

Margaret Moran
Taken For Granted

When nothing is the
Everyday events in life
Become wonderful

Margaret Moran
Takes Over

When fear takes over
Cripples emotionally
Saps spiritually

Margaret Moran
Taking Notice

Keep a thanks journal
Write down each day one reason
Then give thanks to God

Margaret Moran
Taking The Road Less Traveled

Makes a difference
Without condition moved to
Love as Jesus did

Margaret Moran
Taking The Time Does Count

Taking the time to
Listen to self God others
Makes huge difference

Margaret Moran
Talented People

The talented too
Have their struggles patience some
Do not find easy

Margaret Moran
Talk Too Much

Not good idea
Better to self monitor
Reflection worth it

Margaret Moran
Talkative

Some say in few words
Others can go on and on
Need for empathy

Margaret Moran
Talking About Or Having A Scare

Different not same
Easy to talk caught in it
Get real sense of scare

Margaret Moran
Tall With The Saints

One day you will stand
Cooperate with that grace
Growth happens each day

Margaret Moran
Targets Of Sharp Tongues

Those who feel the pain
Of discussions and speech that
Highlight the downside

Margaret Moran
Taste Of What Is Lasting

Anniversary
Mass two at tomb of father
Heavenly peace flowed

Margaret Moran
Tears Of A Friend

Heard with empathy
Moved to tears just the holy
Water needed then

Margaret Moran
Tears Of Gratitude

Sometimes speak what words
Cannot fully express for
Love demands our all

Margaret Moran
Tears Streamed

Not cold running nose
Hurt inflicted weighed like ton
Of bricks on her arms

Margaret Moran
Tell Yourself

In his time and ways
God will come through even with
A happy surprise

Margaret Moran
Temptation

Face it not alone
With supernatural help
Walk by the Spirit

Margaret Moran
Tempted To Believe

The Lord will not act
We fear the situation
Know not his time way

Margaret Moran
Tempted Why

Evil we are not
Because we are human yes
Lean on mercy grace

Margaret Moran
Ten Ten

Ten ten is her name
Totally dedicated
Leaves no stone unturned

Margaret Moran
Tend And Nurture

Unfold in our lives
Seed of faith gift blessings we
Tend to and nurture

Margaret Moran
Tender Love And Care

Good Shepherd knows loves
Us coping with life ups downs
His lead we follow

Margaret Moran
Tension Free

Our life seldom is
On many fronts most of us
Find ourselves struggling

Margaret Moran
Teresa

Born August fourteen
With beauty blessing talent
Gifts of love from God

Margaret Moran
Term Two Opening Retreat

For space to reflect
On school learning holiday
And practical life

Margaret Moran
Test Start To Finish

Four lucky students
On special course match talents
Key not to give up

Margaret Moran
Test That Counts

Exit level two
Enter level three with whole
Future choice in mind

Margaret Moran
Tests

Who does not dread them
Preparation and suspense
Not at all easy

Margaret Moran
Than Efficiency

There is something more
Mutual encouragement and
Support are vital

Margaret Moran
Thank You

Guardian friend and guide
Walking with us every day
Forever with us

Margaret Moran
Thankful In All Things

By grace of God can
Though words honor actions show
Heart trusts not purpose

Margaret Moran
Thankful every Day

For goodness of God
Want to live with thankful heart
For his steadfast love

Margaret Moran
Thankfully

God knows how to help
His help and perspective sought
Truly set us free

Margaret Moran
Thankfully Ended Well

Today chaotic
Nothing fitted into place
By evening all well

Margaret Moran
Thanks A Birthday Gift

The apt time to say
Thanks for devoted service
Is birthday ten ten

Margaret Moran
Thanks Be To God

For the gift of faith  
Every moment of each day  
My faith be my guide

Margaret Moran
Thanksgiving Day

A very rare day
Gratitude whole and entire
Joy of living comes

Margaret Moran
Thanksgiving Toward God

People gifts from God
Aware of gifts of God all
Around we give thanks.

Margaret Moran
The Act Of Giving

Reminds us we live
By the grace of God like birds
Flowers live in his care

Margaret Moran
The Apostle The Missionary

Their path is that of
Being with Jesus immersed in
Life reality

Margaret Moran
The Apple Of His Eye

The Lord dwells in us
On his beloved pours his love
Reflects parent love

Margaret Moran
The Art Of Distractions

We long to seek God
Life distractions come between
Make drift wander phase

Margaret Moran
The Author Of Life

Christ himself will raise
Us to life by his own power
Christ our life saves us

Margaret Moran
The Beatitudes

Speak future blessing
The weeping laugh hungry eat
The blessed leap for joy

Margaret Moran
The Beauty

Of who God is rings
In our ears the joyful call
To worship in peace

Margaret Moran
The Beginning

Of the end for death
The birth of Jesus was born
To bring us to God

Margaret Moran
The Best Friend

We could ever have
The cross opens paradise
Salvation free gift

Margaret Moran
The Best Kind

Tis happiness from
Freedom to accept the truth
Choosing no shortcuts

Margaret Moran
The Best Prayer

Know Jesus is there
Need not say much to pray well
Sit quietly with him

Margaret Moran
The Better Choice

Our gifts we use not
To compare but encourage
Others on their road

Margaret Moran
The Bible The World

Relate bible in
Terms people can understand
Show you are aware

Margaret Moran
The Body Talks

Feel tired and not well
The why mysterious but
Body signals why

Margaret Moran
The Bottom Line Is

There are no shortcuts
The truth makes us truly free
The truth is the key

Margaret Moran
The Brevity Of Life

Our days are numbered
A reminder to set our
Hearts on things above

Margaret Moran
The Call And The Response

Gifts of the Spirit
Option for own plan to match
Divine plan of God

Margaret Moran
The Call Of Mission

Always be ready
Fully rooted in prayer too
The missionary call

Margaret Moran
The Call To Love

Vital in our own
Family love and kindness
Bring us together

Margaret Moran
The Call To Prayer

Ignored or unheard
Frantic lives keep us rushing
Incessant noise drowns

Margaret Moran
The Care We Need

God takes care of us
In the way that is best at
The most helpful time

Margaret Moran
The Center Of Your Life

The place of the Lord
It is wants us to have him
Center of our life

Margaret Moran
The Challenge Of Riches

Grasp not what we have
Freely give to those in need
From a willing heart

Margaret Moran
The Chance Of A Lifetime

In anything and
Everything we do love is
The crucial motive

Margaret Moran
The Character Of God

Brings calm to our heart
He went to sleep in the boat
Three words peace be still

Margaret Moran
The Christian Story

Not just in hearts souls
Physical realities
Have God at work too

Margaret Moran
The Christmas Light Illuminates

Whole world with justice
Love truth everything we are
Longing looking for

Margaret Moran
The Christmas Message

Unforgettable
Message of love redemption
And hope sent by God

Margaret Moran
The Christmas Story

Tis the answer to
A better world goodwill and
Joy of peace on earth

Margaret Moran
The Coming Of Christ

How awesome in him
Meet and embrace all goodness
Of heaven and earth

Margaret Moran
The Cross

Is a call to join
With Christ in his labors cross
Central to mission

Margaret Moran
The Cross Is Over All

Touched we exalt the
Cross once more with prominence
In our hearts and lives

Margaret Moran
The Cross Of Christ

At its worst our sin
At its best great love revealed
Risen give glory

Margaret Moran
The Cross We Carry

Mostly our own pain
With us from early childhood
Is the cross we bear

Margaret Moran
The Daily Grind

Through stress and other
Frustrating circumstances
We give God time too

Margaret Moran
The Deer And The Squirrel

Represent ways God
Cares for us with good seasons
Ere seasons of need

Margaret Moran
The Difference

Between true and false
One knows not oneself need help
To see what is real

Margaret Moran
The Disciple

Sees more to life than
Paying bills making money
Call of God comes first

Margaret Moran
The Divine Door

It opens quickly
From the Source of strength wisdom
I get what I need

Margaret Moran
The Divine Healer

Frees from unbelief
For us to trust His goodness
And his perfect plan

Margaret Moran
The Door Metaphor

Door keeps us in and
The dangers out and that door
Christ says is himself

Margaret Moran
The Door Of Joy

Neither do I condemn
The burden of guilt lifted off
That is joy indeed

Margaret Moran
The Door Of Mercy

Grace to forgive who
Has hurt you open the door
To the Lamb of God

Margaret Moran
The Easiest Thing

In the world to do
Talking to God called praying
In own place space time

Margaret Moran
The End Of Fear

God incarnate is
Light and life to all He brings
His peace calms our hearts

Margaret Moran
The End Of Our Life Story

With God forever
For hope today remember
Yours your crown of life

Margaret Moran
The End Result

Whatever it is
Worth waiting for in full trust
Seek ask keep praying

Margaret Moran
The Eucharistic Itself

Perfect thanksgiving
Most delightful act of love
Most pleasing to God

Margaret Moran
The Faith Of A Child

Opens my heart to
Hope love mercy day by day
To expect to wait

Margaret Moran
The First Step

To admit our need
To be clean and pure within
Confess get mercy

Margaret Moran
The First That Lasts

Happiness that lasts
Looks beyond surface things to
What really matters

Margaret Moran
The Gate Of Heaven

Never call it quits
Total dedication for
Life everlasting

Margaret Moran
The Gates Of Heaven

God opens to those
Who open their hearts to him
Knows each one by name

Margaret Moran
The Gift Of Faith

By grace through faith we
Are saved not by works none can
Boast tis gift of God

Margaret Moran
The Gift Of Language

Take not for granted
Wisely use words heal strengthen
Bring hope to others

Margaret Moran
The Gift To Come

Wonderful life is
Life to come even better
Prospect greater life

Margaret Moran
The Good Way

Ask where the good way
Is walk in it find your path
In the mind of God

Margaret Moran
The Grace Of God

Offers us fresh starts
Confess sin God forgives cause
For great hope love thanks

Margaret Moran
The Grace The Bond

Without knowing it
Grace of God bond of his love
Draw us to Jesus

Margaret Moran
The Great Thing About Prayer

We can come to God
Regardless of who we are
Or what we have done

Margaret Moran
The Great Works

Of God in our lives
Shine the glory of God
For all to behold

Margaret Moran
The Greatest Interpreter

Helps us as we pray
Holy Spirit moves us by
Best designs of God

Margaret Moran
The Hand Of God

Only make our need
Known to God and his hand gets
To work in our lives

Margaret Moran
The Hand The Heart

Cannot change the truth
How tender firm to the end
The mercy of God

Margaret Moran
The Handwriting Of God

Beauty of nature
Let us be mindful of grace
And love all round us

Margaret Moran
The Heart

A deep void within
Us that only God can fill
Heart true home is God

Margaret Moran
The Heart Of Lent

Bait pleasures aside
Only fully satisfied
In God discover

Margaret Moran
The Heart Of Prayer

Is prayer from the heart
Let our prayers long or short speak
Our true mind and heart

Margaret Moran
The Heart Of The Missionary

Always ready to
Move on to other missions
Other dimensions

Margaret Moran
The Heartache Of The Lonely

The lonely ache of
Abandonment they sorely
Feel they need friendship

Margaret Moran
The Heartbeat

Of our life prayer is
Aware of God abiding
Presence in our hearts

Margaret Moran
The Height Of Disrespect

Web interference
Such disrespect for others
Could not be meaner

Margaret Moran
The Hopeless Find Hope

How good to know God
Gives real hope in a world that
May disappoint us

Margaret Moran
The Humidity

Heavy and draining
Keeps sapping my energy
While I drown in sweat

Margaret Moran
The Inability To

Pray troubles me most
The Creator knows I can
Learn from human needs

Margaret Moran
The Inability To Pray

Is a human need
Prayer of Spirit and others
Intercede for us

Margaret Moran
The Incarnation

Has profound meaning
God becomes a human being
For sake of us all

Margaret Moran
The Incredible Love

Of our God for us
So great sends divine Son to
Live and die for us

Margaret Moran
The Jolt

For three days no move
Cannot fathom the reason
The computer has

Margaret Moran
The Joy Of Christmas

Gracetake into the
Real world this Christmas and in
The coming new year

Margaret Moran
The Just One

For your wrongdoing
Turn back to the Just One who
Forgives and is just

Margaret Moran
The Leaven Of

Corruption malice
Let us cast out and opt for
Purity truth

Margaret Moran
The Less The More

Speak less in prayer for
More time to listen and let
God speak His say too

Margaret Moran
The Life Changing Message

In Jesus lasting
Peace with God and harmony
For real with others

Margaret Moran
The Light Of Christ

Redeems past adds deep
Meaning to present helps us
Await all good things

Margaret Moran
The Light Of The World

Living in the light
Of Jesus produce the fruit
Of his light good true

Margaret Moran
The Light Within

We uncover through
How we encounter events
Of our daily lives

Margaret Moran
The Little Things In Life

Often get to us
So many of them show up
To bring saving grace

Margaret Moran
The Lord Knows

Who we are where we
Are what we need ever in
His care we abide

Margaret Moran
The Lost Child Returns

Aching parents can
Breathe again joy relief
Wholeness returns too

Margaret Moran
The Love Of God

Forgives is tender
Gives freely counts not the cost
Love always unites

Margaret Moran
The Loving Purpose

To make pure and strong
Suffering to purify
Strengthen fire in use

Margaret Moran
The Lower Place

A place of respect
We try not to change others
Our hearts start to change

Margaret Moran
The Lure

Power social status
Can lure us all and not bear
Fruit in our lives

Margaret Moran
The Magnificat

Sing the song of praise
Be glad rejoice in your heart
Like Mary praise God

Margaret Moran
The Maker Is

Creature human being
Maker is the Creator
Of heaven and earth

Margaret Moran
The Margaret I Know

A beautiful mind
She has the why I chose the
Name Margaret too

Margaret Moran
The Meaning And The Mystery

A world of mystery
But a comfort to know the
God who knows all things

Margaret Moran
The Mind

Prone to distraction
Misses excitement close by
Must pay attention

Margaret Moran
The More The Less

Have more trait give less
Have less know more about how
To give and to share

Margaret Moran
The Motives Of Others

Judge not nor condemn
Behavior is rooted in
Context of their lives

Margaret Moran
The Mustard Seed Of Faith

Grows not overnight
Gradually we step out in
Trust where God takes us

Margaret Moran
The Name Jesus

Born to die for us
Jesus saves us from our sins
Sacrifice story

Margaret Moran
The Name Of God

Reflects tenderness
Compassion and faithful love
Always merciful

Margaret Moran
The Name We Cling To

Jesus will never
Leave us his love will not fail
Our savior and lord

Margaret Moran
The Need For Shelter

Can be physical
It can be spiritual too
God is our refuge

Margaret Moran
The Need For Tears

Mind cannot process
Suffering we encounter
Tears pour from our eyes

Margaret Moran
The Need To Give

As important as
The need to receive for we
Live by grace of God

Margaret Moran
The Needs Of People

Around me I need
To see and know how to care
For them lovingly

Margaret Moran
The Next Move

Where to in the dark
Doing what have no notion
Can only feel down

Margaret Moran
The Noise Of The World

Let it not keep us
From hearing the voice of God
Need to find quiet place

Margaret Moran
The Now

Today is present
A new chance to live each now
The prime time for us

Margaret Moran
The One Dependable Truth

Amazing is the
Love of God gives purpose to
Life and peace with God

Margaret Moran
The Pain In Your Own

The difference in
Our problems is the pain you
Can feel in your own

Margaret Moran
The Passing The Lasting

Love of God upholds
At each moment of this life
Onward eternal

Margaret Moran
The Passion Story

Greatest love ever
Overwhelmed by such love
Life laid down for us

Margaret Moran
The People Around Us

We can cheer them up
A word of encouragement
Does a world of good

Margaret Moran
The Perfect Gift

Everything we have
Comes from God and so do we
Ourselves perfect gift

Margaret Moran
The Perspective

Tis what helps us love
Others see all the beauty
Value what we have

Margaret Moran
The Point Of Fasting

For God and neighbor
Open oneself helps fill us
With God part of Lent

Margaret Moran
The Poor The Weak

Happiness with wealth
The poor oft associate
The weak confuse power

Margaret Moran
The Power Of Words

Need to understand
The wisdom to use words well
Is a must as well

Margaret Moran
The Prison Of Fear

Love of God frees from
This universal feeling
God never leaves us

Margaret Moran
The Prison Of Sin

Cannot withstand the
Power of forgiveness that brings
Sheer joy love freedom

Margaret Moran
The Promise Of Heaven

Our eternal hope
To live forever never
Short of what we need

Margaret Moran
The Provisions Of God

What we see of them
Helps to trust the unseen why
Of his purposes

Margaret Moran
The Psalm Writers

Share depths heights of their
Human experience pour
Their hearts out to God

Margaret Moran
The Psalmist Pondered

Concluded the key
To a pure life consider
Obey voice of God

Margaret Moran
The Pure Of Heart

Pay attention to
Leaving behind negatives
Embracing the good

Margaret Moran
The Purpose

Of his ways God may
Hide without purpose his ways
Are not sure they have

Margaret Moran
The Real Blessing

Easy lose sight of
Feel blessed when a need is met
Kindness from above

Margaret Moran
The Real Garbage

Attitude that turns
Up my nose to others while
Own mess gets blind eye

Margaret Moran
The Real Me As I Am

Weakness I admit
Honestly meet God in truth
Not picture perfect

Margaret Moran
The Real Shelter

Takes the storm to prove
God our spiritual power source
In all storms of life

Margaret Moran
The Remedy For Jealousy

Thankfulness to God
Without whom we have nothing
With whom we face truth

Margaret Moran
The Result Of Knowing

God and oneself is
Humility hence my prayer
Grace to serve others

Margaret Moran
The Resurrection

Out of evil God
Brings good changes death into
Life with intense love

Margaret Moran
The Richest People On Earth

Invest in heaven
Now or forever invest
In what is lasting

Margaret Moran
The Right Choice

May not be easy
Word guide worship goal wisdom
Life affirming choice

Margaret Moran
The Right Disposition

Tis most important
Alert flexible ready
To think of others

Margaret Moran
The Right Now

Of my life is the
Present moment the very
Acceptable time

Margaret Moran
The Right Perspective

On his terms follow
God wholeheartedly before
Him we place nothing

Margaret Moran
The Right Questions

Find the right answers
Thus the help of God we seek
To ask right question

Margaret Moran
The Right Way

How can we know it
Many voices different
Paths point to options

Margaret Moran
The Right Way To Go

Way of God no doubt
Depend on his guidance learn
Way he says is right

Margaret Moran
The Sabbath

Made for us to rest
To savor more fully the
Gifts from God to us

Margaret Moran
The Savior's Birth

Many years ago
Promise of a brighter hope
Goodwill peace on earth

Margaret Moran
The Score Keep Not

Forgiveness means sin
Out of sight and out of mind
God freely forgives

Margaret Moran
The Sense That God Loves Us

Healthy self esteem
Combines with the truth that love
Of God sustains us

Margaret Moran
The Sick

Health their happiness
Forget all the healthy live
Not contented lives

Margaret Moran
The Sick Overlook

Not all the healthy
Are perfectly contented
And truly happy

Margaret Moran
The Snowfall

Cottony fluff came
Down steadily and quickly
Dark soil now snow white

Margaret Moran
The Sower The Producer

Seed we sow today
The harvest God produces
Seed on good soil yields

Margaret Moran
The Spirit Alone

Gives life fulfillment
When temptation comes lean on
Eucharistic arms

Margaret Moran
The Spirit Of Love

The Holy Spirit
Who unites us with Jesus
Infinite Wisdom

Margaret Moran
The State Of Our Heart

Shows what we value
Love care for others endures
Satisfies fully

Shows what we value
Love care for others neither
Whithers nor gets lost

Margaret Moran
The Storms We Face

Teach us who God is
Prove the strength of our anchor
None exempt from storms.

Margaret Moran
The Story Of Our Lives

We are writing each
Day by what we say and do
In faith hope and love

Margaret Moran
The Struggles We Face

The One who made us
Understands the stress fatigue
Loss and emotion

Margaret Moran
The Subtle Trap

I might fall into
Things are going well today
Think no need of God

Margaret Moran
The Suffering

Receive new life from
Those who tend to their needs and
Remedy their pain

Margaret Moran
The Sundays In Lent

Gradually lead to
Steps forward in faith with time
To say our Amen

Margaret Moran
The Sunny Day

How welcome it is
Brings warm cheerfulness to all
More energy too

Margaret Moran
The Support We Need

Lean on each other
On us let others lean too
Balance each other

Margaret Moran
The Teachings Of Jesus

Among the shortest
Most memorable we call
The Prayer of the Lord

Margaret Moran
The Terrifying Feeling

That God is absent  
Common not unique to us  
Accept plan of God

Margaret Moran
The Test Of Riches

The test of living
With thankful hearts to God to
Others open hands

Margaret Moran
The Theme Of Water

Runs through the scripture
God shows his life like water
Irrigates our thirst

Margaret Moran
The Things We Can Do

Neither big nor great
Little ordinary small
Done with love impact

Margaret Moran
The Thirsty Soul

Drinks living water
Jesus the living water
Can quench our soul thirst

Margaret Moran
The Time Of Grace

Lent flows in on us
Flood of grace open to us
Hidden in the now

Margaret Moran
The Tongue

Heart and tongue we guard
For things we regret we say
Sorry seek pardon

Margaret Moran
The Trait That Really Matters

Honest in all I
Do and say is the best and
Only policy

Margaret Moran
The Troubles Of Life

Burden too heavy
To bear God allows them for
Trust in Him deepens

Margaret Moran
The Trustworthy Foundation

A humble birthplace
The manger bed a perfect
Holy way it led

Margaret Moran
The Turning Point

The cross is for us
The tree for our salvation
Frees from sin and death

Margaret Moran
The Ultimate Hearer

Of our words is God
Who longs for us do better
Than use words to hurt

Margaret Moran
The Underlying Beauty

Aches age pains deter
Not the generous hearted
From sharing their joy

Margaret Moran
The Unexpected

Happens any time
Some surprise nice or sad shock
God is with us then

Margaret Moran
The Unforgettable Message

Of love redemption
Hope sent by God timeless yet
For us to embrace

Margaret Moran
The Unmet Needs

Of the hearts in need
Of kindness in their path to
Build trust God puts us

Margaret Moran
The Unseen

Eternal rewards
Passion for I pray lasting
Here and hereafter

Margaret Moran
The Usual Day

Story of our day
Spent in love of God service
Adds salt to the earth

Margaret Moran
The Value Of Fasting

Has value when we
Keep focused on the change of
Heart God wants in us

Margaret Moran
The Viewpoint Of God

Viewpoint of hope trust
No matter what circumstance
Witness compassion

Margaret Moran
The Voice That Brings

Conviction and life
Never condemns and can walk
In joy and freedom

Margaret Moran
The Way Ahead Of

Us seems uncertain
The past miraculous ways
Surpassed daily trials

Margaret Moran
The Way I Live

For me a christian
Rooted in life and gospel
Best combination

Margaret Moran
The Way To Balance In Life

Ordinary things
In day to day life well done
Integrate balance

Margaret Moran
The Way We Should Go

Is written by God
In the movements of our heart
We simply ask God

Margaret Moran
The Weather

It matters to me
Piercing cold wind blows through me
Fine day delightful

Margaret Moran
The Weather Talks

The humidity
Weighs down sets the pace at snail
Pace energy nil

Margaret Moran
The Weeds And The Wheat

Let grow together
Nature allows things in their
Own time grow mature

Margaret Moran
The White Dove

Known as the White Dove
Saint Columban lives his life
For peace and freedom

Margaret Moran
The Whole Christian Life

Seek by loving faith
Carry out by faithful love
The will of our Lord

Margaret Moran
The Why Of Suffering

We cannot explain
Only know it is part of
Human condition

Margaret Moran
The Wisdom Of Mary

She pondered treasured
Everything that came from God
Tis time we ponder

Margaret Moran
The Wish To Be Great

Begin from the least
Humility firmly based
Only grace secures

Margaret Moran
The Word Hope

Shining in darkness
Shines Jesus now forever
Hope of humankind

Margaret Moran
The Word Of God

Understood frees from
Strife and obeyed brings us joy
Nourishes our life

Margaret Moran
The Work Of Mending

Relationships starts
With each one of us Jesus
There to help us through

Margaret Moran
The Work We Are Called To Do

For good of others
We develop use our gifts
Saint Joseph our guide

Margaret Moran
The World Around Us

Affects out thoughts and
The way our minds process stuff
We ask God for help

Margaret Moran
The Year To Come

The usual ups and
Downs of course in the care of
God throughout the year

Margaret Moran
Then Go To Confession

Taste merciful love
Let God wipe away your sins
Heal your wounds with love

Margaret Moran
There

Need not be afraid
Tis a great comfort always
Thank God there for us

Margaret Moran
There For Sure

Carries our burdens
Shares our sorrows on our side
Jesus always is

Margaret Moran
There For Us

Troubles around us
We fear not while the eye of
The Lord is on us

Margaret Moran
There Go I But

For the grace of God
Truth within Your Word I seek
Clean without within

Margaret Moran
There Is A Space Within Us

Only God can fill
The peace that matches our hearts
He alone can give

Margaret Moran
There Is Nothing

In our past present
And future left out of the
Our Father help heal

Margaret Moran
There Is Peace In Knowing

Whatever we do
Wherever we go never
Does God forsake us

Margaret Moran
There Is So Much

God wants to give us
Wisdom guidance forgiveness
Love release from fear

Margaret Moran
There Will Always Be

Complaints about things
Blessings to be thankful for
Either way give thanks

Margaret Moran
There With Us

Where we are a rock
To which we can flee secure
In the hands of God

Margaret Moran
Things Go Wrong

Hope is what we need
Stern faces sharp words can blur hope
Face of grace shines hope

Margaret Moran
Things To Do

Never short of them
Priorities the hardest
To get to on time

Margaret Moran
Things We Really Need To Do

Forgive more quickly
Listen well love deeply speak
More affirmingly

Margaret Moran
Things Work Out

Best for those who make
The best of how things work out
Pros and cons balance

Margaret Moran
Things You Cannot Control

Worry not about
For those you can offer thanks
Effective give thanks

Margaret Moran
Think

Alike or not when
Group consensus puts heavy
Load on some members

Margaret Moran
Think About A Time

Angry with someone
Argument inner feeling
Find joy live in love

Margaret Moran
Think About The People

You take for granted
Look down on judge unfairly
Reflect accept grace

Margaret Moran
Think Alike Or Not

Not all think alike
Get more surprises working
And using our gifts

Margaret Moran
Think Of All That Is Good

Wide awake to all
Our blessings we turn our hearts
Gratefully to God

Margaret Moran
Think Of Joseph

God diverted him
To Egypt from starvation
To save the chosen

Margaret Moran
Think Of The Kind Not The Amount

Each other no ire
Quick to forgive gentle words
Up to us to choose

Margaret Moran
Think Of Those

May seem fine on the
Outside feel trapped inside they
Cry out for help too

Margaret Moran
Think Of You

People will you are
Honest in all your deeds words
Uprightly you walk

Margaret Moran
Think Too

We take for granted
Look down on people dislike
The undeserving

Margaret Moran
Thirst For Leadership

No power if not in
Leadership some seem to think
Without thought of skill

Margaret Moran
Thirsty

Humidity makes
Us thirsty and aware of
The water of life

Margaret Moran
Thirty Years Ago Today

Missionary gone
To eternal rest reward
For life on Mision

Margaret Moran
This Christmas

People long to be
Encouraged tis the time to
Give this greatest gift

Margaret Moran
This Is The Day

Today is from God
Let neither woe nor worry
Take from gift of God

Margaret Moran
This Is The Peace

He has given us
Freedom from anxiety past
Present and future

Margaret Moran
This Life

Can be wonderful
It can also be so hard
We find rest in God

Margaret Moran
This New Year

In faith we entrust
To the Lord hold on to truth
Remain close to Him

Margaret Moran
This Next Link

Good deeds in this life
Service for the Lord rewards
In the life to come

Margaret Moran
This Present Life

Tis the time when we
Learn the art of loving God
And our neighbor too

Margaret Moran
This We Know

God knows every ache
Pain sorrow and us He will
Never abandon

Margaret Moran
This World

Is not all we have
God cares deeply and has us
In heavenly care

Margaret Moran
Thorns

Things we struggle with
Profound blessings help us know
How much we need God

Margaret Moran
Those Struggling

Need people who care
Open our eyes to their hurts
Our hearts to respond

Margaret Moran
Those Who Go Astray

Light of truth reveals
Returns them to the right path
Their christian calling

Margaret Moran
Those You Are Serving

Hunger in their hearts
Only need trust God for word
To touch that hunger

Margaret Moran
Though Imperfect

Faith that is even
The size of a mustard seed
Can move unbelief

Margaret Moran
Though Small

Small part of body
Words it shapes can con friendship
Or bring peace harmony

Margaret Moran
Though We Do Not Do

Very much the heart
Effort God sees just asks give
Freely willingly

Margaret Moran
Three Clues

Remember simply
Speak trust God already close
Today and always

Margaret Moran
Three Things That Last

Three things that endure
Are faith hope love and of them
The greatest is love

Margaret Moran
Three Vital Things To Do

We do good to all
Forgive and are forgiven
Love God others self

Margaret Moran
Threefold Message

Never cease to pray
Trust his action time and way
Rely on his grace

Margaret Moran
Through Communication

Relationships build
Two way communication
Icing on the cake

Margaret Moran
Through Our Lives

May we show respect
For people love for the truth
In some way each day

Margaret Moran
Through Our Prayer

The route God chooses
To accomplish good deeds grace
In amazing ways

Margaret Moran
Through Our Trials

No one is exempt
From the storms of life that both
Shake and prove our faith

Margaret Moran
Through Our Unique Stories

Generations yet
To come may set their hope in
A life lived for God

Margaret Moran
Through Our Words

Wisely use our words
To heal and strengthen others
Restores confidence

Margaret Moran
Through Prayer

Access any time
Prayer voice of faith connects to
God of all supply

Margaret Moran
Through Relationships

The right way to start
Present to others listen
Show them some kindness

Margaret Moran
Through Us

And our life moments
God works offering firm hope
Stable confidence

Margaret Moran
Thy Kingdom Come

Reign of God is now
Not merely in the future
Our task is justice

Margaret Moran
Time And Effort

Their worth seldom counts
Only the person giving
Knows what really counts

Margaret Moran
Time For Prayer

Without it our own
Egos are apt to mislead
Need inner vision

Margaret Moran
Time Of Big Decision

Seek guidance in prayer
Open ears heart hear and sense
Patience with yourself

Margaret Moran
Time To Surface

The urge to write comes
But no notion what to write
Must sleep on it first

Margaret Moran
Time With Jesus

Not a set of rules
Tis a Person to love whose
Home is in our hearts

Margaret Moran
Timeless

Mother of God the
Rosary the crucifix
Brings Luke lasting peace

Margaret Moran
Times Of Trouble

Come to all of us
Need the peace only God our
Refuge can give us

Margaret Moran
Timing Is Everything

What to say and when
Are often hard to know for
Tis the timing art

Margaret Moran
Tis A Choice

Not just emotion
Judged by giving even when
We feel not like it

Margaret Moran
Tis A Fact To Accept

Not unique to us
But common is the feeling
That God is absent

Margaret Moran
Tis All We Need

Someone who cares shows
Kindness and compassion what
Love from God with joy

Margaret Moran
Tis Not Where

You come from but where
You are heading that counts do
Your best to persist

Margaret Moran
Tis Often A Sign

Of what we dislike
About ourselves when we find
Fault with someone else

Margaret Moran
Tis Only As

We stay close to the
Rock of Ages that we fear
Not our knocks in life

Margaret Moran
Tis True About You

You can do all things
Words that can shape the way you
Relate to others

Margaret Moran
Tis What We Do

Compare ourselves to
Others complain about what
We do not possess

Margaret Moran
To The World Around Me

A light let me be
Showing love patience kindness
Flow out to others

Margaret Moran
To Acomplish

Great things for people
Ask great things of a great God
Rely on Him too

Margaret Moran
To Be Truly Contrite

We get forgiveness
The grace the prayers of others
Help us to merit

Margaret Moran
To Be Found

By those who seek Him
His mercy love care goodness
God rewards us with

Margaret Moran
To Be Happy

Everyone on earth
Wants same thing to be happy
Heart of God for us

Margaret Moran
To Be Kind

Tis never too soon
Compassion shows tender love
And kindness of God

Margaret Moran
To Be Known

A good beginning
Different perspective on
Our relationship

Margaret Moran
To Be Perfect

I give up trying
The key is not to give up
I keep on trying

Margaret Moran
To Be Sick

When well do not know
What it is like to be sick
Tis painful weakening

Margaret Moran
To Calm Our Fears

Cling to faith in who
God is what he can do his
Presence always near

Margaret Moran
To Find Strength

Pour out heart to God
Ponder his word open to
Follow directions

Margaret Moran
To Forgive

Is to set free a
Prisoner and discover
Prisoner was you

Margaret Moran
To Forgive Never Easy

Three things we all need
Forgiveness hope love from God
Who makes all things right

Margaret Moran
To Go Forth

With nothing is trust
Trust God protect you he will
With angel guidance

Margaret Moran
To Journey

For the wisdom to
Journey in sincerity
And truth we ask God

Margaret Moran
To Keep To Ourselves

Good news is too good
In encounters with others
Words actions seek save

Margaret Moran
To Know Only This

I am a sinner
And Jesus a Savior is
What I need to know

Margaret Moran
To Korea

Nineteen forty nine
In nineteen fifty army
North Korea force

Margaret Moran
To Others As To Us

As God brings to us
So too our friendship can bring
Blessings to others

Margaret Moran
To Our Father Let Us Go

He is already
Waiting to share joys sorrows
Calms the troubled heart

Margaret Moran
To Our Liking

May not always be
Something better to come might
Well be the purpose

Margaret Moran
To Our Troubled Hearts

God alone brings calm
Always near keeps promises
The hope of the world

Margaret Moran
To Pass Along

Forget not things eyes
See from heart let them not fade
From them others learn

Margaret Moran
To Pray Well

Need not to say much
Rejoice in sacred presence
Open welcome heart

Margaret Moran
To Serve Not To Be Served

Service for others
The design of God for us
Fulfillment in God

Margaret Moran
To Stray

Tis the tendency
Our hearts have the Lord the one
True God true friend knows

Margaret Moran
To Thailand

On October four
For missionary meeting
For wisdom I pray

Margaret Moran
To The Cross

Even to the cross
Way of suffering took on
Die come to new life

Margaret Moran
To The Heart

Only door is love
Love of God never knows rest
Therefore we thank Him

Margaret Moran
To The Invitation

I reply at once
Yes I accept my desire
Promise of new life

Margaret Moran
To The Lonely

New life comes through those
Who take time to be with them
An enlivening time

Margaret Moran
To The One Who Suffered

So much more for us
May we when tested find grace
To be found faithful

Margaret Moran
To The Struggling In Your Life

Give generously
Receive a rich legacy
Open hand blessing

Margaret Moran
To The Troubled Soul

Comfort and healing
Come through prayer the soil in which
Hope healing grow best

Margaret Moran
To Think

Today no too tired
Better to rest clear the head
To think with insight

Margaret Moran
To Use Many Words

How easy it is
The wounded spirit kind words
Comfort the hearer

Margaret Moran
To Walk In The Way Of The Lord

Requires time effort
And lots of practice learning
A new way to walk

Margaret Moran
Today

Each today is new
In the present and open
To the best outcome

Margaret Moran
Today In Belcarra

Rejoice and thank God
Sending good news peace bearers
All over the world

Margaret Moran
Today Is Today

Live in the present
Not past nor future but now
All the time we have

Margaret Moran
Today Tomorrow

Seeds we sow today
Determine the kind of fruit
We bear tomorrow

Margaret Moran
Together In The Story

Always God and us
His full support for efforts
To forward movement

Margaret Moran
Together They Go

God and prayer neglect
One you neglect the other
Never cease to pray

Margaret Moran
Together We Can

In the presence of
The Lord who is near we can
Remain unshaken

Margaret Moran
Told His Mother

What was on his mind
Ere retreat for guiding light
About his future

Margaret Moran
Tone Of Voice

Can be effective
Always careful how we speak
Words and actions speak

Margaret Moran
Tongue Of The Wise

Use words of kindness
With love heal and nourish life
Kind deeds are the fruits

Margaret Moran
Too Good To Be True

Out of the blue comes
Offer to donate large sum
To some charity

Margaret Moran
Too Many People

Offering their views
Mix of helpful not helpful
Puts all up side down

Margaret Moran
Too Much Or Not Today

How much is too much
Used to think much learning not
Useful now no end

Margaret Moran
Torment

Login a headache
Tortured by jumping ADS and
Error messages

Margaret Moran
Tough Situations

Bring us to our knees
No strength to bear much more
Seek wisdom of God

Margaret Moran
Tough Transitions

In life we all face
Not alone God in our raft
Guides rapids of change

Margaret Moran
Toward Others

Positive actions
Can show the world the Holy
Spirit work in us

Margaret Moran
Traces Of Happiness

As luck remain in
Horoscopes for example
Past lucky sense now

Margaret Moran
Training Leads

To transformation
Demand not rights train to win
The permanent prize

Margaret Moran
Tranquility

Thanks for what Jesus
Does his blood life remove our
Nagging sense of guilt

Margaret Moran
Transformed By Grace Divine

Our past forgiven
Present changed future bright hope
Prove mercy of God

Margaret Moran
Transparent

Clear can understand
Fine enough to be seen through
No doubt whatever

Margaret Moran
Travel By Faith

Abraham did so
A gift learn how to use it
Then apply it well

Margaret Moran
Travel Lightly

Not easy learn how
Baggage desire to control
Trust God trust yourself

Margaret Moran
Tremendous Grace

Their love in action
During their sojourn on earth
Won peace forever

Margaret Moran
Trials

Let us not lose heart
Every detail in our life
Is the mind of God

Margaret Moran
Tries Patience

The opportune time
Tis worth waiting for but takes
Patient endurance

Margaret Moran
Triumph Of Love

The resurrection
Event of great hope and joy
The fullness of life

Margaret Moran
Troubles Around Us

We fear not as long
As eye of the Lord is on
Us and with us too

Margaret Moran
Trudging Through Deep Snow

Having a hard time
Easier for you said Joe
Follow my footsteps

Margaret Moran
True Contrition

Shows itself in our
Efforts to make amends and
Avoid lures to sin

Margaret Moran
True Empathy

As man one of us
Understands our need for grace
Cares deeply for us

Margaret Moran
True For All Of Us

Need sacred space time
Be as integral to life
As brushing our teeth

Margaret Moran
True Success

Faithfulness to God
Living and serving by faith
Ask God show you how

Margaret Moran
True To His Name

Means God is ever
Faithful to us and all his
Promises to us

Margaret Moran
Truly Good News

Music to my ears
Pain setback disappointment
Achieve great reward

Margaret Moran
Truly I Pray To

Hear the Word do it
Be honest about myself
Match words with actions

Margaret Moran
Trust Route

Thank God for the past
For what He will do and what
He wants us to do

Margaret Moran
Trust Yourself

Open heart before
Your mouth revealed will be what
It is you need say

Margaret Moran
Trusting Relationships Begin

Present to others
Listen show kindness respect
From there it all starts

Margaret Moran
Trustworthy

As genuine as
Silver refined seven times
Is trust in the Lord

Margaret Moran
Truth Is The Route

To true happiness
The truth makes us truly free
Accept truth be free

Margaret Moran
Truth Our Refuge

No storm a menace
To sustain us on God we
Rely for refuge

Margaret Moran
Try To Make

All your words gracious
May be the encouragement
Someone needs today

Margaret Moran
Tunes Up Our Spirits

The sunshine today
Warms our hearts with thanks to God
And to all people

Margaret Moran
Turn Away

God does not we do
Lent is our chance to turn our
Attention to God

Margaret Moran
Turn Things Around

Come to your senses
Resist the pull trust in God
Let his Word guide you

Margaret Moran
Turn To God

Hide not God sees all
Seek his gracious forgiveness
Savor joy of peace

Margaret Moran
Turn To Prayer

Tis encouragement
Always pray do not give up
Clear words from the Lord

Margaret Moran
Turned Out Well

Not easy to face
The dreaded task could be done
Without too much stress

Margaret Moran
Twelve Fifteen

Results to access
Or not life of service due
Hopeful in suspense

Margaret Moran
Twelve Years Ago Today

The pride and joy of
Her parents Iva Teresa
Born in joy and thanks

Margaret Moran
Twenty Fifteen

This whole year through
Full of joy and peace we yearn
For quietness of mind

Margaret Moran
Twenty Nineteen Service

For over one hour
On roadside await call cab
Extremely cold day

Margaret Moran
Twenty Years Ago

For higher studies
Went abroad now back for a
Few days to meet friends

Margaret Moran
Twins

Not surprisingly
Calum Dylan look alike
They are twin brothers

Margaret Moran
Twists And Turns

Whether twists and turns
Ups and downs no day turns out
To our complete taste

Margaret Moran
Two Dwellings

God has in heaven
In a meek and thankful heart
Model of meekness

Margaret Moran
Two Options

Rely on own strength
Trust the power of the Spirit
God helps human power

Margaret Moran
Two Or Three

Together they pray
In their midst is the Lord who
Is always with us

Margaret Moran
Two Way Awareness

Often unaware
Of the thirst of God for us
And our thirst for Him

Margaret Moran
Typical Of Providential Care

The Lord is always
On our side meeting our needs
At the proper time

Margaret Moran
Ultimate Satisfaction

God is all we need
Never changes can draw us
To fullness of joy

Margaret Moran
Ultimately

We ask seek and knock
To learn what in the end is
Important to God

Margaret Moran
Unanswered

For our questions not Answered we learn the art of
Trust and surrender

Margaret Moran
Unanswered Prayer

Looks openly at
Perspectives God mine noting
Profound difference

Margaret Moran
Unaware

Our own giftedness
We know not the reason we
Do not gift others

Margaret Moran
Unbearable Situation

Unchanging goodness
Limitless power sustaining
Grace of Gold triumph

Margaret Moran
Unbelief

Stalls us cant go past
The difficulties looks to
Human resources

Margaret Moran
Unbelievable Stress

Very serious
When AD hopping plays havoc
On the computer

Margaret Moran
Uncertain

Not very certain
We find the Holy Spirit
Blessing in disguise

Margaret Moran
Uncertain Situations

This transient life
Faith looks beyond with hope for
All eternity

Margaret Moran
Uncertainties

Life not without them
Continue learning God cares
Our fears we give him

Margaret Moran
Unchanging

In temporary world
Enduring mercy of God
Gives hope never fails

Margaret Moran
Unconditionally

Devoted to us
God promised to pursue save
Despite our own mess

Margaret Moran
Under Pressure

Burdened and too tired
Too much work and tight deadlines
No free helping hand

Margaret Moran
Under Stress

Beware easy err
Unknowingly hurt others
Stay hale and hearty

Margaret Moran
Under The Cover Of

Pain to be endured
God is present surprising
Those whose faith is weak

Margaret Moran
Underestimate Not

The power of our prayer
God our Father longs for us
To embrace his love

Margaret Moran
Understand Or Misunderstand

Take not for granted
Amazing the words we say are
Heard differently

Margaret Moran
Understanding

With obedience
Keeps free from strife brings us joy
Nourishes our life

Margaret Moran
Uneducated

Nobody I know
Life teaches all of us down
To earth real living

Margaret Moran
Unexpected

To be ready we
Stay close to God and on His
Ways we meditate

Margaret Moran
Unfair

Too bad mistakes now
Put burden on innocent
Victims later on

Margaret Moran
Unforeseen

Only God knows all
Deep faith firm hope ardent love
Focus mission life

Margaret Moran
Unforgettable Awareness

Tis true sin increased
Grace abounded all the more
Is really true too

Margaret Moran
Unforgettable Message

Love redemption hope
Timeless message of hope bring
Our complete freedom

Margaret Moran
Unhappy

Ask yourself why then
Get to work pull the weeds pick
The fruit happiness

Margaret Moran
Unique Masterpiece

Each human being is
The unique masterpiece of
The Artist above

Margaret Moran
United In Mind And Heart

To be of one mind
Wth God neighbors and themselves
Thirteen joined in prayer

Margaret Moran
Unity God Longs For

Repentance trust in
Christ life truth way unity
Reconciling power

Margaret Moran
Unity Promote

Adopt mind of Christ
Transformation of the heart
Interests of others

Margaret Moran
Unknown Fear Freedom

Jesus speaks fears calmed
Unknown bearable future
We can face with hope

Margaret Moran
Unlimited

Are the resources
And love Our Father gives us
Arms always open

Margaret Moran
Unlimited Gifts

Grace mercy and peace
Constantly flowing to us
Day in and day out

Margaret Moran
Unseen Heroes

Always seen by God
Remind us notice and thank
All those who help us

Margaret Moran
Unseen Work

Of God in our hearts
Produces fruit in our lives
From start to finish

Margaret Moran
Until Tomorrow

Must not put things off
Tomorrow may never come
Only God knows that

Margaret Moran
Unwelcome Visitors

Experiences
Failure suffering handled
Well can end up friends

Margaret Moran
Up The Ladder

The faithfulness of
God in the past ladder to
Strength for the future

Margaret Moran
Up To Or Down On

Not all are looked up
To sadly many are looked
Down on tis eerie

Margaret Moran
Uplifting

How beautiful are
The feet of those who bring good
News to those in need

Margaret Moran
Ups And Downs In Life

Hidden therein are
The lessons in life we learn
Life education

Margaret Moran
Urged To Look Back

To find the good way
To move ahead past guidance
Gives future courage

Margaret Moran
Use Words

Of kindness that heal
Nourish life a blessing to
Others good to hear

Margaret Moran
Used Not Admired

Spiritual gifts are
Meant to be think of your haves
God given talents

Margaret Moran
Useful To You

Keeping a journal
God teaches on life journey
Helps make it more clear

Margaret Moran
Valuing The Warmth Of Kindness

Frozen with the cold
Rides on one cold day value
The warmth of kind deeds

Margaret Moran
Very Much Alive

The past is in hurts
Mishaps slowly eating and
Breaking human hearts

Margaret Moran
Very Well To Very Ill

Healthy full of life
All things to all service mind
Now ill zero health

Margaret Moran
Vessel To Homeland Forever

The true blend of the
Passing and lasting in life
Reaps eternal life

Margaret Moran
Victory

Christmas celebrate
Christ birthday brought God to us
Cross brings us to God

Margaret Moran
Vision Restored

Peer into the tomb
Notice whose outstretched arms are
Awaiting our joy

Margaret Moran
Visual Aid

The search for something
Lost leads to finding more things
Mislaid or misplaced

Margaret Moran
Vocation

Dedication to
Living out the call of a
Lofty worthy cause

Margaret Moran
Voice Of God

Recognize his voice
Reflect on his character
Respond to his heart

Margaret Moran
Wait For Your Turn

Three staff at counter
One customer pushed back though
No one else waiting

Margaret Moran
Waiting

For someone to come
No sign of them turning up
Whats up we wonder

Margaret Moran
Waiting For An Answer

Frustrates tries patience
Even God delays to strengthen
Persevering faith

Margaret Moran
Wake Up Call

Unaware of world
Around us let alone world
Within too sleepy

Margaret Moran
Walk And Not Faint

Prayer imparts the power
Profound difference between
Perspectives God ours

Margaret Moran
Walk With God

Head for the road where
Faithfulness is unfailing
Thank those who prompt good

Margaret Moran
Walking With

The light of the world
No need to fear the darkness
Dispelled by the light

Margaret Moran
Walks In Run To

When worry walks in
Strength runs out returns again
When we run to God

Margaret Moran
Walls Of Anger

Love to break them down
Reconciliation brings
Freedom reunion

Margaret Moran
Warnings

Protect not punish
Proof of compassion learning
Hear heart not just words

Margaret Moran
Wash Clean

Make a fresh new start
Exit from past residue
Clean start roots in God

Margaret Moran
Washed Clean

New start without past
Residue God offers us
A new beginning

Margaret Moran
Waste Not Your Time

Comparing yourself
With others the merciful
God blesses us all

Margaret Moran
Waste Our Precious Time

Harmful distractions
To time given us on earth
Life we give best shot

Margaret Moran
Ways Of Doing Things

Not keen on big ways
Each individual matters
Love respect each one

Margaret Moran
We All Long For

Kindness that reflects
The heart of God he provides
A safe resting place

Margaret Moran
We All Wonder

What am I to do
A sense of guilt before God
We all need mercy

Margaret Moran
We Are Also Weak

Not pious chatter
It is a humbling fact can
Fail to measure up

Margaret Moran
We As Chosen People

Bear with each other
Forgive clothe with compassion
Gentleness patience

Margaret Moran
We Ask Not

For the storms of life
Their purpose is to teach us
Thanks for help of God

Margaret Moran
We Ask Why

Our trust the Lord needs
While He works in us His good
God knows what we need

Margaret Moran
We Find We Gain

Contentment meaning
Fulfillment when we serve for
Greater good of all

Margaret Moran
We Forget Sometimes

People struggling watch
Christians with expectation
Hope to see kind care

Margaret Moran
We Have All

All we have is God
Because God never changes
We have all we need

Margaret Moran
We Immediately Become

A new creation
Come in faith admit our wrongs
Need of redemption

Margaret Moran
We Keep Doing

All the good we know
We should do and let our lights
Shine to help others

Margaret Moran
We Keep Praying

Each time we get a
Sense in the here and now of
God and gift of faith

Margaret Moran
We Know Not

How worry grips us
Until worry comes to our
Very own doorstep

Margaret Moran
We Learn Compassion

Accepting both self
And others weaknesses faults
Responding to truth

Margaret Moran
We Might Say

We do not belong
You are always welcome in
My house God responds

Margaret Moran
We Need Encouragement

From our hearts we give
Into routine our lives slip
Spirits simply tired

Margaret Moran
We Too

Hope to be happy
Forever believing in
What God has promised

Margaret Moran
Wealth Of The Bible

Tis where I can find
What I need from day to day
For heart soul and mind

Margaret Moran
Wearing A Mask Pretense

Shows everything fine
Appear together with no
Struggles or heartaches

Margaret Moran
Weather

To pass safely through
A difficult period
After storm comes calm

Margaret Moran
Weather Factor

Weather permitting
There is a good attendance
Low in bad weather

Margaret Moran
Web Nonsense

Interference keeps
Rejecting valid data
What smart age smartness

Margaret Moran
Wedding

Anne Marie Kieran
Four four date of your wedding
Blessings thanks with prayers

Margaret Moran
Welcome Home

The road home welcomes
The homecomer on its way
With breadth of vision

Margaret Moran
Welcome Those

Everyone else shuns
For they need it most with a
Heart open to all

Margaret Moran
Well Signposted

All things made by God
Have their proper place and time
They are our road signs

Margaret Moran
Were I To Count All The Blessings

Of eternal life
Reconciliation sum
Of them far too vast

Margaret Moran
What A Contrast

At outset full speed
Suddenly no move at all
Then snail pace slow move

Margaret Moran
What A Joy

When love conquers strife
Children follow ways of God
Answers to prayer come

Margaret Moran
What A Week

Nothing but pressure
All from lack of know how by
The so called planners

Margaret Moran
What Becomes

Of blossom fragrance
It cannot tell nor can we
Tell of our influence

Margaret Moran
What Better Friend

Easy miss out on
Time with the Lord nonetheless
He is there with us

Margaret Moran
What Conversion Looks Like

A transformation
Grace from God and our response
To action his grace

Margaret Moran
What Counts

When all is said and
Done ordinary things are
Important in life

Margaret Moran
What Freedom Lies

With all who choose to
Live for God each day for them
Thanks we give to God

Margaret Moran
What God Can Do

It is no secret
Done for others do for you
With arms wide open

Margaret Moran
What God Is Like

Show the world choosing
To love people well it is
Not always easy

Margaret Moran
What Heartache

I would spare myself
If you were always the first
One I ask for help

Margaret Moran
What I Need

On divine door knock
Always count on getting what
I need I just trust

Margaret Moran
What I Want

Have peace in my life
At peace with God others self
Gift for all who trust

Margaret Moran
What If We Are Not Ready?

Hardly worry free
Depends on where our hope is
Source of life or greed

Margaret Moran
What Is Good

For us God gives us
And leads us the way we are
Intended to go

Margaret Moran
What Is True

God is always good
In all things God is always
Good to us tis true

Margaret Moran
What Kept Me

From going to the
Source of strength and wisdom
Tis matter of trust

Margaret Moran
What Lies Ahead

Need not know it all
God never changes trust him
Past faithfulness proves

Margaret Moran
What Lies Before Us

Seems impossible
Know not how we can face it
Stirs up profound faith

Margaret Moran
What Matters

The habit to pray
Before making decisions
Brings the choice to God

Margaret Moran
What Mercy Looks Like

Judge pardons the guilt
Parents forgive their children
From mercy flows peace

Margaret Moran
What Misery

May seem to be sweet
One act of revenge begets
Another ill will

Margaret Moran
What Parents Must Do

Teach children clearly
What is right and what is wrong
Teach by example

Margaret Moran
What Prayer Brings Out

Clean heart love of God
Gives without counting the cost
Compassionate love

Margaret Moran
What Prayer Does

Finds the help we need
Mercy grace in the very
Presence of our God

Margaret Moran
What Really Merits

Moving forward with
Eyes on the goal parting with
What may weigh us down

Margaret Moran
What Setbacks Can Do

Teach us to be strong
Take heart and wait for the Lord
Open to new heights

Margaret Moran
What Tiredness Does

Weakens eats up strength
Potential for big mistakes
Lowers alertness

Margaret Moran
What To Do

We do not know but
Our eyes are on God who gives
Amazing answers

Margaret Moran
What Today May Bring

Regardless of what
Happens God is greater than
Our greatest problem

Margaret Moran
What We All Desire

Happiness few stop
To ask what it is found where
How it must be sought

Margaret Moran
What We Can Do

Help make world better
Pray for all the suffering
Join in bringing peace

Margaret Moran
What We Cannot Do

For sure God can do
What our needs are full knowledge
Sufficient his grace

Margaret Moran
What We Deserve

Made in the image
Of God we deserve respect
And understanding

Margaret Moran
What We Do

Important it is
Not all up to us for God
Knows and sees the fruit

Margaret Moran
What We Face Each Day

God knows exactly
Every detail of our lives
Is with us always

Margaret Moran
What You Do Best

Do for love of God
Far from fame riches begin
Helping the whole world

Margaret Moran
Whatever Is Given

From a heart of love
Is beautiful to us all
And to God as well

Margaret Moran
Whatever Is Necessary

Compassion offers
To heal the hurts of others
What to do and say

Margaret Moran
Whatever It Is

Our lives are full of
Moments times when we could get
Annoyed all day long

Margaret Moran
Whatever Road

We are on today
May we be ready willing
To seek find Jesus

Margaret Moran
Whatever Weighs Us Down

Invading darkness
Light lifts sorrow sadness guilt
Hope brings Christmas joy

Margaret Moran
When

Our heart feels restless
Feels hurt feels like breaking God
Loves us tenderly

Margaret Moran
When All Is Dark

Hard to find our way
Not sure where the road leads us
Choice made out of fear

Margaret Moran
When Feeling Helpless

Blessing in our pain
Advantage in our weakness
God helps us in need

Margaret Moran
When I Cannot I Can

Nervous not alone
Cannot sleep can ask for peace
Joyful thanks for life

Margaret Moran
When It Comes To

Controlling our speech
Lifelong work to say right words
With right tone wisdom

Margaret Moran
When Love Is Love

Without condition
Not any expectation
Only love be loved

Margaret Moran
When Our Faith Feels Weak

All God asks is to
Lean on him and let him fill
Us with grace and hope

Margaret Moran
When The Faults Of Others

Are all you can see
Ask God for compassionate
Merciful insights

Margaret Moran
When The Going Is Good

Forget not the Lord
Have no good apart from Him
Prone to take our ease

Margaret Moran
When Things Get Tough

To the strength of God
Faith connects human weakness
With hope we endure

Margaret Moran
When To

Speak and be silent
There is a time for sure to
listen humbly first

Margaret Moran
When Tragedy Befalls

See no good meaning
Nor any good outcome from it
Hindsight we meet God

Margaret Moran
When Trouble Knocks Us

Down we can look up
God is there understands cares
Our friend in heaven

Margaret Moran
When We

Bend our knees to pray
God bends his ear to listen
He does what is best

Margaret Moran
When We Pray

Relinquish our rights
Trust God to do what is best
He is all knowing

Margaret Moran
Where From Where To

More than where from tis
where you are heading that counts
Your best is the key

Margaret Moran
Where God Begins

Always begins where
Human ability ends
Step along with God

Margaret Moran
Where God Wants To Reside

Let us look inward
Dwells within us opens our
Hearts to Sacred Heart

Margaret Moran
Where I Can Always Find

Whatever I need
To tap from day to day for
Heart and soul and mind

Margaret Moran
Where I Live

The summer weather
Knocks out body and spirit
Eats up energy

Margaret Moran
Where My Focus Is

Only God knows what
Tomorrow will bring sets my
Focus on each now

Margaret Moran
Where The Truth Is Found

Throughout life we learn
Conceptual knowledge and life
Both make the truth known

Margaret Moran
Where We Are Going

Light shows us might not
Show exactly what to do
Shows us the road to

Margaret Moran
Whether

Good times or hard times
Persevere mature in faith
Seek God in all things

Margaret Moran
Whether Brief Or Long

May all our delays
Gain us patience perspective
Peace trust in the Lord

Margaret Moran
Whether Rich Or Poor

Rich and poor have this
In common the Maker of
Them all is The Lord

Margaret Moran
Whisper To You

God may do in the Stillness of your house or in Silence of your heart

Margaret Moran
White As Snow

Only God can cleanse
A heart from sin forgive and
Purify white too

Margaret Moran
Whiter Than Snow

A picture of our
Forgiveness the beauty of
Hearts clean as new snow

Margaret Moran
Who And Why

Jesus the Lord saves
God with us Immanuel
Our eternal hope

Margaret Moran
Who Is Saint Columban?

Sixth century monk
From Ireland went on mission
To Mainland Europe

Margaret Moran
Who Knows

What the future holds
Every year full of promise
Has uncertainty

Margaret Moran
Who Likes It

Seems some people do
Like it or not interfere
Like it is their right

Margaret Moran
Who We Are

Just regular real
People whose real problems a
Real God understands

Margaret Moran
Who You Are

A child of God ere
Time began chosen and loved
Precious in his sight

Margaret Moran
Wholeheartedly

Our work we so do
How honestly is the key
Comes before how much

Margaret Moran
Whom God Cares About

Each and all of us
Small concerns faint whispers too
All get attention

Margaret Moran
Why All The Heartbreak

Terror violence just
Shatter to pieces sure need
The mercy of God

Margaret Moran
Why Central To Mission

Cross has to confront
The sin evil injustice
In our world today

Margaret Moran
Why Great Crowds Followed Jesus

They all went away
With renewed hope newfound joy
A sense of freedom

Margaret Moran
Why New Eyes

Spiritual vision
Cloudy unclear when our hearts
Are not tuned to God

Margaret Moran
Why Prayer Is Important

That we miss not what
Spirit is saying to us
Voice to shape our hearts

Margaret Moran
Why Rest

Not that work is done
God saw fit and created
Us to need some rest

Margaret Moran
Why Saint Columban Is The Patron Saint

One pioneer born on
November twenty third feast
Of Saint Columban

Margaret Moran
Why Today

From early morning
Moans and groans were all I heard
Perhaps weather stirs

Margaret Moran
Why We Are Called By God

To blossom when time
Is right and spread fragrance of
Holiness and love

Margaret Moran
Why We Can Bear Much Fruit

For we are the hands
The feet and the eyes of God
In our world of need

Margaret Moran
Why Words Matter

Of any language
Words are the building blocks so
They are important

Margaret Moran
Willing To Help

People request help
But always find fault with it
Useless willingness

Margaret Moran
Willingly Laid Down His Life

On our behalf is
The measure of Jesus love
Shows his love for us

Margaret Moran
Willingness To Accept Help

Simply speed of life
And demands barely leave room
To even react

Margaret Moran
Wins Olympic Gold Medal

Disability
No problem to talent to
Win the gold medal

Margaret Moran
Wisdom

Teaches truth and right
Experience of others
Truly wise gain from

Margaret Moran
Wisdom Came From

Character of God
Great God of the universe
Alpha Omega

Margaret Moran
Wisely Use Time

Age sense of decline
Mortality prompt us do
The important things

Margaret Moran
Wiser

Than our prayers are the
Answers of God whatever
He decides brings peace

Margaret Moran
Wiser To Do

Wiser to hear well
Firsthand than to know only
What others pass on

Margaret Moran
Wish For You

My wish for you is
Fullness of mercy peace love
Today everyday

Margaret Moran
Wish To Be Great

Begin from the least
Humility firmly based
Only grace secures

Margaret Moran
Wish Tobe Great

Begin from the least
Humility foundation
Need to dig deeper

Margaret Moran
With A Clean Heart

Tempted to grumble
Ponder on the words among
You as one who serves

Margaret Moran
With Age

Something prompts us to
Make time for more important
Things time to bear fruit

Margaret Moran
With All We Are

To reflect God we
Are called wholesome words flow out
Of a life made new

Margaret Moran
With Bartimaeus

Sense love from Jesus
Pour out bringing healing new
Hope into our life

Margaret Moran
With Bread Each Day

God will provide us
Only ask and wait for it
One day at a time

Margaret Moran
With God Tend To Others

Doing the task at hand
Look to God for help great needs
Make us not lose hope

Margaret Moran
With Him Always

God wants us to be
Loves us intensely risen
Presence within us

Margaret Moran
With Mercy And Love

That flows from within
Love with both kind words and deeds
Reach out meet the needs

Margaret Moran
With Personal Love

Redeemer meets us
Tends wounds shows us our honor
And true dignity

Margaret Moran
With Respect

Treat one another
For the Lord to work opens
The door to enter

Margaret Moran
With Scripture

As I pray feel joy
Stir in my heart not anxious
Experience peace

Margaret Moran
With Us In Our Heartaches

Simple recipe
To prevent life heartaches none
Christ died for our sake

Margaret Moran
With Us In Our Trouble

Shelter and strength in
Times of trouble God always
Is ready to help

Margaret Moran
Within The Daily Blessings

What freedom lies with
All who choose to live each day
Blessings from above

Margaret Moran
Within Us

The gospel treasure
Lends both purpose fortitude
To our brokenness

Margaret Moran
Without

God would have nothing
His grace we would be hopeless
The spirit helpless

Margaret Moran
Without Ceasing

Sounds impossible
Pray all day long no of God
Aware all day yes

Margaret Moran
Without Fault

Just in word and deed
From the heart speaks truthfully
Tongue does not slander

Margaret Moran
Without Permission

Sneaks into the heart
Helplessness hopelessness steal
Focus peace and trust

Margaret Moran
Without Thinking

We blurt out unkind
Words prompted by life stresses
Match kind words kind deeds

Margaret Moran
Without Time For Prayer

Egos can mislead
Lenses of prayer shed light to
Heal inner vision

Margaret Moran
Without Us

Without you and me
Nothing here would be the same
We add spice to life

Margaret Moran
Witnessing

A life to be lived
Called of God go forth act speak
Love show mercy give

Margaret Moran
Wonder About The

Whys whens hows of life
Forget full knowledge not ours
God with us knows all

Margaret Moran
Wonder Of Christmas

Yes everlasting
Never to leave me alone
My Savior promise

Margaret Moran
Wonder What To Do Next

Not a waste moment
Time to catch our breath and walk
On the path of God

Margaret Moran
Wonderful Counselor

The Lord is without
Counsel plans go awry through
Wise counsel safe

Margaret Moran
Wonderful News

Saving grace of God
Own experience wants to
Bring it to others

Margaret Moran
Wonders Of A Kind Word

Keep moving forward
Energizes gives us hope
Thank you can brighten

Margaret Moran
Word Of God

Light to see my sin
See too love of God in Christ
Faithful just forgives

Margaret Moran
Word Of God Element Of Dialogue

Initiative
Begs for an answer response
Shows heartfelt welcome

Margaret Moran
Words Have Power

Through encouragement
And honesty to give life
Through gossip to crush

Margaret Moran
Words Of Jesus

Tell us our Father
Is tremendous lover with
Compassionate care

Margaret Moran
Words Of John The Apostle

Come not from the book
Personally connected
With Jesus rings truth

Margaret Moran
Words Speak Deeds Perform

Of hope keep speaking
Of kindness keep performing
Trust in seal of grace

Margaret Moran
Work Hard

But keep first things first
Busy doing good neglects
What's right to do too

Margaret Moran
Work Is Ministry

Whatever it is
Purpose extension of work
Of God in the world

Margaret Moran
Working With Others

Attitude respect
Reverence for each person
All something to learn

Margaret Moran
Workload

Nobody sees the
Plight they rant about process
And pile up the load

Margaret Moran
Works Through Charity

Faith gift to be shared
Talent received to bear fruit
Illumine others

Margaret Moran
World Vocation Sunday

Year twenty nineteen
May thirteen Easter week four
Good Shepherd Sunday

Margaret Moran
Worry Is Indicative

Of a lack of trust
Note perfect love casts out fear
Trust let God step in

Margaret Moran
Worrying About The Future

No need not helpful
It saps energy drains faith
Leave future to God

Margaret Moran
Worst Of Our Human Nature

Evil doers turn
Off the light but light of truth
Reveals love of God

Margaret Moran
Writing

Neither thought nor word
Comes into my head today
Blank and no new poem

Margaret Moran
Wrongdoing Confess To God

Then true freedom comes
God forgives sets us free and
We are free indeed

Margaret Moran
Year 1888

Eighteen eighty eight
Ten twenty sixth born to new
Life of faith hope love

Margaret Moran
Yearly Practice

A great chance to make
Good resolutions is the
Start of the New Year

Margaret Moran
Yearning For God

Of various ages
From many nations people
Want union with God

Margaret Moran
Yearning For Salvation

Open mind and heart
Great love awaits in my life
Fuller acceptance

Margaret Moran
Yearning For What Is Lasting

The blessing of peace
Joy of family and love
Of Jesus remain

Margaret Moran
Yes To God

Chosen by God and
Filled with grace our yes to God
Can bring about change

Margaret Moran
Yielding To

The Holy Spirit
Leads to right living within
That influence revive

Margaret Moran
You Follow Me

Tis the plan for each
One of us therein are all
Our special places

Margaret Moran
You Simply Need To

Work with your Author
A day at a time trust God
Is working with you

Margaret Moran
Your All A Lot

Drummer boy his drum
Poor widow had her two coins
Both gave all to God

Margaret Moran
Your Gift Of Discernment

Pray for grace take time
each day to reflect on your
Thoughts words and actions

Margaret Moran
Your Gift Of Peace

Want peace in my life
Peace with you others myself
That gift comes from you

Margaret Moran
Your Grace Is Sufficient

Believe hope love you
All people myself as well
Our purpose on earth

Margaret Moran
Your Guide

Let your conscience be
The truth of God shines on it
Points right direction

Margaret Moran
Your Home

Tis a holy place
The Lord is present with you
Blessing and healing

Margaret Moran
Your Life

Tells the story of
Love and mercy of Christ to
The world around you

Margaret Moran
Your Neighbor As Yourself

Easy love the friend
Easier ignore the foe
Aim all things to all

Margaret Moran
Your Own Words

Said in love backed up
By evidence of your life
can be life giving

Margaret Moran
Your Part Counts

Little you may have
Serve the Lord with all your heart
Your part bears much fruit

Margaret Moran
Your Sign Of Peace

You are part of the
Celebration of heaven
And earth at the Mass

Margaret Moran
Your Soul Toward Heaven

Open as a flower
Opens petals at sunrise
Freshness from the dew

Margaret Moran
Your Will Be Done

Bottom line of prayer
God wants us to wait on him
For the right timing

Margaret Moran
Your World

Apart from you we can
Produce nothing join with you
Can nourish others

Margaret Moran
Yourself

Disqualify not
You can make a difference
Your part surely counts

Margaret Moran
Zacchaeus

Delightful story
Short in stature climbs the tree
Jesus visits him

Margaret Moran
Zacchaeus' Change Of Heart

Example inspires
Courage to do what is right
Restore wrong to right

Margaret Moran